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A NEW EDITOR
Seven years, and 52 issues,
after its beginning the NEW
AFRICAN's aim, to provide a
place for independent radical
thinking and creative writing
about Africa, is as relevant as
it was at the outset. Its dominant themes, the ad'vance of a
united Africa and the liberation
of its southern peoples, are
more urgent than before, since
this time has seen massive setbacks to both processes. The
smallness of the NEW AFRICAN's
achievement is related to these
setbacks but something has been
achieved and more can now be
done - under a new editor who
can enter the seventies without
looking back to the rise and fall
of the sixties. He is MUKHTAR
MUSTAPHA, Sierra Leonean
writer and broadcaster, and
his aim will be not only to keep
the NEW AFRICAN going (in
contrast with most of its contemporaries), but also to build
it into a journal worthy of its
great name and purpose.

INSIDI
PRESIDENT NYERERE'S reaffirmation of the values of
nonracialism and majority rule denied by the minority
racist power in southern Africa (p. 3) was made to the
Commonwealth leaders in London in January.
ews and
argument about the would-be liberation forces come from
PACTS MATTHEW NKOANA (p.12) and UNITA's JORGE
SANGUMBA (p.6). The will to remould Africa in its own
image is urged by MUKHTAR MUSTAPHA (p. 19, see also
'A New Editor') and PRINCE NYANSAKO NI-NKU of
Camerooll (p. 17). Their theme has variations in S E
ANDERSON'S transatlantic letter (p. 10) and another letter,
'D M ZWELONKE'S' from South Africa (p. 50) delineates
the world's complete racist state. The 'letter to
Mr Patel' (p.48) is by I CHOONARA, South African poet,
resident in London. ERIC WOOD (p. 20) applies sqientific
scrutiny to the ills of southern African youth. Stories by
TIMOTHY HOLMES (p.4) of Zambia, one of this magazine's founders, and MBELLA SONNE DlPOKO (p.45),
Cameroonian novelist in Paris, explore whites in Africa
and blacks abroad. In place of argument on the horrors
of fraternal destruction in Nigeria and Biafra, we offer
verses by Biafran OKUGBULE WONODI (p. 8, 9), one of
Africa's best young poets, written from the now de\Tastated
university at Nsukka. And we welcome again J H OKAI
(p. 47, 49), Ghanaian poet researching in Russian literature in London University's Institute of Slavonic uldies,
and VIVIAN VIRTUE (p.47) from the Caribbean. The
verses by MAYBIN KONSE (p.39) and GEORGE V CHINTO
(p.46)are from recent collections of new writing Jy
Zambian youth. WILLFRIED FEUSER'S translati ns from
African writers in French continue (p. 23) with B RNARD
DADIE, Ivory Coast. Reviews are by : WILLFRIED FEUSER,
of the University of Ife; AMA ATA AIDOO, Ghanaian writer
working in Nairobi; DENNIS DUERDEN, director
the
Transcription Centre, London; ERIC HARBER, South
African exile at Cambridge~ BESSIE HEAD of Serowe,
Botswana, (whose novel 'When Rainclouds Gather' is due
from Simon and Schuster in April); YOUSSEF OMAR, South
African exile in London, who served a sentence in Pretoria
prison for sabotage; the historians GEORGE SHEPPERSON
of Edinburgh University and MARTIN LEGASSICK at Santa
Barbara, California; MOFOLO BULANE, Mofbt11o student
completing his Ph. D in Moscow: JOHN OKAI, another
frequent NEW AFRICAN writer, REGINALD HERBOLD
GREEN of the Treasury, Dar es Salaam; and BISHOP
rl'REVOR HUDDLES.TON. Three photographs on pp. 24-25
are from Gallery 43, Grosvenor St, London W 1. The Benin
bronze (p. 25) was sold at Christie's, London in January. The
photograph of Bessie Head is by John Goldblatt and of Bishop
Trevor Huddleston by courtesy of the USPG.
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that this mistaKe would not be repeated in the case of Southern
Rhodesia. We did not get that assurance. But in 1966 the British
Government made a pledge to the Commonwealth. It stated its
My Government submitted a Memorandum to this Conference intention to have one last attempt to get the illegal regime of Rhodesia
to transfer executive power back to the Governor - that is, to the
in the hope of avoiding a long speech from me this morning. There
Queen's representative. And it said that if this was not done, the
are, however, three points which I now feel must be made in ampli~ri~ish Governmen~ would (and I quote from the Communique)
fication or extension of that document. But before I do so I would
WIthdraw all preVIOUS proposals for a constitutional settlement
like to pick up the point made by Mr. Wilson when he said that the
which
have been made: in particular they will not be prepared to
Commonwealth is united in its anti-racialism. It is my belief that
this is the central issue of the Commonwealth today. If non-racialism submit to the British Parliament any settlement which involves
independence before majority rule."
and human equality is not the basis of the Commonwealth Members
The British Government made its 'final attempt' in the Tiger
then it has no basis. History is not enough by itself. We, the
'
of 1966. They were rejected by Smith. The NIBMAR pledge
Talks
~ommonwealth Members, can disagree on practically every political
became operative-and the British Prime Minister reiterated in the
Issue, and every economic issue; but if we are not disagreeing in the
House of Commons that he was bound by this pledge.
c~ntext of an accepted human equality, then those disagreements
Yet in 1968 the British Government had further discussions
WIll destror us. <?nly on this common and universal assumption of
with lan Smith, and put new proposals for a so-called 'settlement'
our equal humanIty, regardless of race, religion, or colour, can we
to him. Those proposals are still open to the regime in Rhodesia.
usefully~t~lk about our differences, and seek the understanding,
compromIse, or conciliation which makes the Commonwealth worth But they are not based on NIBMAR. They are incompatible with
NIB~1AR. They are based on the 'Six Principles'; and the first of
the time and expenditure of busy people and poor nations.
It is my contention that on this Rhodesian issue we are dealing these is concerned with guarantees that the independent government
with the question of whether all Commonwealth members do accept of Rhodesia would have to ensure 'unimpeded progress to majority
the equal human rights of all peoples, or whether the Commonwealth rule'. In other words, it would not exist before independence.
POWER would be transferred to a minority government. That is
is willing to accept lesser rights for the African peoples of Rhodesia
the central issue of these 'Fearless' proposals.
than th~y would be willing to accept for any other peoples.
In justifying its action in this respect, the British Government
SInce 1945 the British Government has relinquished its control
~akes m~ch of it~ insistence upon a 'double-lock' to the safeguards
over almost all ~ts old 'Empire'. The fact that 28 states are represenIncluded In these Fearless Proposals'. But the truth is that once a
te~ ~ere today IS the result. And in every case except one, the
country is independent, and is recognised as such, 'the no external
Bnhsh Government has insisted un transferring sovereignty to a
powe! can d? anything to stop a Government, or a group of people,
~o~ernment based on the will of the majority. In many cases it has
tgnonng then own constitution. That is what independence means:
InSIsted on further elections just before independence to ensure that
no one else has the right to interfere. Other countries can protest,
the new G~vernment did have the requisite majority support. The
they can cut off relations with the new administration, and so on.
~ne exceptIo~ was Zanzibar, which is now part of the United Repubhc of TanzanIa. In that case sovereignty was transferred to a minority But they cannot DO anything - unless, of course, they are willing
and able to intervene militarily. The 'safeguards' in the Fearless
government.; the result was a bloody revolution, with all the consePr?po~als will be effective for as long as, and only as long as, the
quences whIch follow from such an event-and which are still
mInonty.regime decides to adhere to them. In other words, they
following. The only other time when Britain has transferred soverare
meanIngless in the face of the facts of POWER.
eignty to a minority was in 1910-to South Africa. There is no need
The ?n~y people who can safeguard the interests of a majority,
for me to enlarge on the results there. I will only ay that Africa
are the maJonty themselves. Only when power is in their own hands
and Africans, are still suffering the consequences.
'
cont. on page 51
In 1964, and in 1965 Tanzania asked Britain for an assurance
Mr. Chairman,
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taken hin1 m tly to th far ast ... ~ ou kn . thePhilippine
Vietnam.
w Zealand.' The best k naf grew in Indone ia but
, 0 one bothered to mak a propo ition of it.
'What about a drink. hey Robin?' The Rh de ian I oked
cautiously at hi wat h nd acra laughed 1 ud happ laugh
that woke a baby tw r w down. The da I n1 t an n~li hnlan
who takes a drink with ut looking at the tim I'll buy dnnk for
the whole house. Hey h tess. What you havin Robinf
'Gin and tonic but I'm not any more Engli h than y ~ are.'
"I didn t mean an offence but I've seen I t of n 1l hmen do that in my time. It's great in London h ving the English.
for breakfast and offering them drink when th 'e fini h d then
marmalade.' He laughed again.
'My brother went to school in South Afri a a school run by
Catholic brothers. Som of them were French anadians nd once
my brother nearly got beaten for calling one of thenl a Frenchman;
that was some time back of course.'
A few h ur after take-off the whispering moth of a plane was
'Sure.'
flying in crystal daylight over the brown sea of the Sahara. L oking
'It's rather the sam with us. y family has been in uth
out of my window on the port side 1 could see nothing but the blue Africa and Rhodesia for g neration and we c rtainly don t feel
above and the dun below, many miles below, though in the far disvery English - - - just the language, but then we must remember
tance there were the beginnings of a bank of clouds over the ile or that language is only part of a person's make-up. His culture his
perhaps the Red Sea. The seats are arranged two-three in economy
personal ity is made with a lot of other factor as well.'
and they were all taken. Peering over them one could see only the
It seemed to me that the Rhodesian's voice had sharp ned,
tops of heads, some glistening and well combed, some revealing the
his accent become a little more clipped.
bald patch, some neatly coiffeured, some rough and dry. Young
'Well, my folks have been in the States now since God knows
children were beginning to clamber and infants in their special cots
when, but we still like to make out we've got me connection with
were starting to squawk as the effects of the sedative their mothers
the old country.
had given them for silence' sake wore off. The hostesses started the
'A lot of Rhodesians go even further than that - - - they think
breakfast round, and the rustle of early edition London papers subthey're still in England, family silver on the table visits home every
sided into the bored murmur of people eating.
year, they feel Rhodesia is just another county one of the better
1 sat with my coffee on the flipdown in front of me my book ones but.' He smiled at his joke' Macrae didn't follow. 'Why one
in my left hand enjoying the comfort of the seat and the satisfied
of Rhodesia's ex-prime ministers went so far as to ugg t that
hum of the aircraft ~ I was a commuter on this run London- airobi, Rhodesia should be incorporated into the United Kingdom.' It took
Smith five minutes to explain. Macrae knew nothing about the
back and forth at least four times a month, had been for the past
politics of central Africa, nothing of its history.
five years and experienced enough to discuss in detail the points of
'I just go from hot I to hotel office to office. Doesn't really
all the different planes 1 had used on the route the grumbling
make any difference to me where I am, only get home about four
Britannia the wobbly Comet, cumbrous Boeing and now the sleek
months of the year. Doesn't really help to know too much. Let's
and sn100th VC 1O. If I felt inclined this alone equipped me to start
have another.' He swirled the last inch of opal liquid ar und the
and sustain a conversation between stops, but that day I wanted
quiet to be on my own a feeling that persisted, perhaps grew when glass. 'These CQun tries are pretty small beer anyway.'
Smith had the sense not to begin sentimentali ing: It' easy
the occupants of the two seats next to mine began to prepare for
to sentimentalise about home; past glories future hopes pIoneer
talk - a comment on the fruit juice a comparison the offer of
effort the landscape, magic Africa. I've heard it often: the White
cigarettes, exchange of newspapers: a north-American voice east
coast an English voice laced with the slight whine and abrupt
commercial traveller, morosely drunk in a third-cIa s bar in Ndola
intonation of southern Africa. It was the American who really
trying to make friends with the Black and imperturbably disinterbegan:
ested barman - - - although he was white he was born in the
You going all the way?
country' 'loved it' counted hims If a white African - he underYes, I'm going to Lusaka.'
stood the people, 'had known present cabinet ministers when they
'You going on holiday?'
were still so high' ... But the imperturbability remained, a slight
, 0 it s no place for a holiday. I live there.'
smile slightly patronising on the barman's face as he asked 'Bwana
"I that right!
do you want another drink?'
After a few minutes I knew I had beside me a lecturer in
Smith was talking about his work his car er. He had done
Ethnography at the Lusaka university;. he was a Rhodesian, had
his first degree in Johannesburg, and was now busy on his Doctorate
been to school in England and to university in Johannesburg, where hoping to complete it within the year and wa returning from a
one of his teachers had been the renowned Raymond Dart (the
visit to Manchester where he had been to see Gluckman about his
merican didn t know about him), Africa's gr:;atest pioneer palaethesis, an ethnological survey of a remote river vall y two hundred
ontologist. The American was a consultant, on his way to Lusaka
miles to the east of Lusaka, the lower Luangwa valley. When he had
for a month or so looking into a project the government was interfinished, he thought he would move on to social p ychology.
ested in - - - making sacks from kenaf fibre. The Rhodesian knew
'What do you find so intere tin in all thi voodoo stuff?'
about kenaf.
Macrae asked.
y name's acrae, Steve acrae.'
of lemon t release
Smith ipped his drink, fing ring the pi
'Robin Smith.'
the bubbles that had collected under it. 'I l' ju t a matter of finding
-It sure is good to meet you.'
out ... We've got to find out about things ab ut people about the
Macrae glanced acro s me out of the porthole trying to ee the societies we live among. And I enjoy it.'
Well if you enjoy it, that's O.K. 1 don t enjoy kenaf much
earth.
but I'll be able to move on from there. Artifi ial fibre are going to
'I suppo e all that br wn stuff down there i the de ert ' he
kill kenaf anyway.' Beneath us, the earth wa turning t green, a
asked. 'Yes it's one of the deserts. There're a I t of deserts in
grey hazy green with tiny bundle of cloud cattered acros it. Two
Africa - - - SHhara Kalahari, an1ib Somali.' Thi wa the An1erihours to airobi and lunch. I ordered a beer.
can first trip to the continent. as his researche into kenaf had
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It's a bit like being in a roonl full of hadow-bo r. They dreanl.
'Mighty big place, thi Africa' said Macrae.
But th y re cut off from ociety as a whole, cut off fronl civic life.
'You could drop the S into the Sahara and bury it without
Even in Rhodesia or South Africa where there ar well established
a trace. Throw in Europe and hina a well without nluch of a
communities of whites you 11 notice thi feeling f being cut off.
squeeze. It's a big very big continent with very few pe pie.' I
They don t notice it so much now the ve got u ed to it but you
felt that Smith was moving towards a thenle. He ordered another
would.
round of drink .
'That certainly will be refreshing after Boston, aid Macrae.
The Alnerican was munching. 'This is all too far out f r me.
'Let me tell you a story.'
'Take the country I come frool. It's three times the size of Britain,
I ould imagine him in the lecture roonl pi ing the th ory
plain 0111eit's virtually flat, it has four million inhabitant. Thi
.vith picture que anecdot loaded with point. But we would ..,oon
thing about the p ople. Thi tribe I'm inve tigating ha nlyabout
o in airobi.
five thousand m mbers and lives in a valley the iz of, lees e
'There was' this fellow. 1 didn't know: him well but my
Maryland. Dangerous country a lot of wild animal rotten with
brother did. He grew up in the Cape just on the fringe of the
nlalaria and bilharzia and all the rest hookworm and 0 on. P or.
d en. Hi' father ~as a h ep farmer, an Englishman who had
Bad soil terrible limate hot as hell most of the ars well v r a
olarried an Afrikaner girl both quite rich. Peter, thaC the boy
hundred every day for nine months of the year. But a beautiful
wa very intelligent. He wanted to be an artist, or a writer. ven
social order. A ystem that really works like you'd imagine th
as a small boy he used to pend days and days on his own or with
most perfectly planned society to be. Strong family ties strict
th ervants ut in the bu h. Took an interest in everything he
moral code, many more flan ten commandments but sensible a
method of allocating land that defies analysis but ensures that every- came to know all the bird and insect and so on collected snake
all the things a lonely boy would do. But he wa far more intellione gets his fair hare. A very tight knit society. And the people
are happy!' A romantic note had crept into the ethnologist's voice. gent that any of his friend, and used to read a lot.
'His father was quit proud of him ent him off to boarding
'I guess there's not much freedolTI for the individual in that
school and then to the university in Johannesburg a year or 0 after
kind of set-up.
'No there can't be. A free man there would starve or be killed my time, but my brother was there. Peter took a degree in enginor go mad. The society is a human defence against the environment, eering mining engineering. His father had insisted on that, hoping
a coming to terms particularly against the hugeness of Africa against it would keep him down to earth.
'His first job was at Messina a copper mine in the far norththe i alation and loneliness. But it is a very extreme type of society
ern
Transvaal
a very hot place indeed. I ve driven all the way from
- - - for example a man is not allowed to make jokes with his materthe
Cape
to
Monlbasa,
and Messina was the hot test place by far.
nal uncles, or marry anyone but the daughter of a paternal aunt.
It's in the Limpopo valley, flat baobab country. You wait till you
'Thank God I didn't have to marry one of!!!y cousins.'
see your first baobab. In fact Africans had been mining copper
'Of course this type of tribal structure can't last in fact it's
there for centuries before the whites came but the South Africans
almo t gone already. A few more schools, a government agriculkeep quiet about that sort of thing.'
tural proiect, migration to town, and it's finished.
Macrae was looking slightly puzzled, but Smith didn't pause,
'That won't be too terrible for the kids who don't want to
except to sip his blueish drink or draw at his cigarette. 'Peter liked
marry their cousins.'
'But then we get all sorts of new problems. People get shaken it there. It was new country to him and he liked his work as well
but he didn't get on with the other miners. Also the ancient digup when they jump from one culture to another - - - Americans call
gings in the hills round about fascinated him and set him thinking
it 'culture shock - - - think of the gap between being for example
and when a job came up at the Kingele mine in Uganda he took it.
a kenaf sack mill-worker and being what I've told you about.'
That was before independence broke out in east Africa and South
'So you're swopping the backwood boys for the city boys?'
Africans could travel more freely. But in Uganda he didfl't g t on
I was growing restless with this conversation and wished they
with the British - - the colonial service had a lot of men in it who
would change the subject, start on about the Philippine perhaps. I
were rather snobbishly anti-South African. But as before, he liked
put my dark gla ses on and lay back in my seat, thinking dreamily
Uganda, made some friends among the Africans, and after a while
about some incident in London. The plane tilted a little as it
married an English nurse who was in Africa apparently to get away
changed course a few degrees: we'd be getting over Kenya soon.
from a claust rophobic family of retired majors and civil service
My neighbours had another drink, the American ordering a double
types. They used to go out into the game parks a lot Mr. and Mrs.
and enquiring about pretzels. He was offered a bowl of nuts. A
Peter that is, and he started work on a book of drawings. Then
faint air of unea infected the cabin as men shuffled to the lavatr0uble came, first the anti-South African boycott: he nearly lost
tories and wonlen wearied of entertaining their children.
his job then then the usual pre-independence agitation and rioting.
'But what makes you so damned different from the English?'
His wife persuaded him to leave and h moved south again, this
acrae grunted as he pitched a handful of peanuts into his mouth.
time to the Copperbelt, that s just a few hundred miles north of
'I was coming round to that. It's a matter of landscape. A
Lusaka.
man brought up in London wouldn't be the same man if he'd been
'This time the pre-independence fever caught him rather
reared in the Luangwa. That valley has produced an extreme form
differently. He wa promoted to discourage him from leaving.
of social organi ation just a a big city ew York, or Tokyo does.
But his wife ran off With a Brttish colonial civil service officer who
But the fornls of rganisation that work in America or Japan don't
had been pensioned off with a lot of money and wa going back to
necessarily work in Africa. They change. You said your elf what
England. About a year after she'd gone, he took up with a pretty
a relief Africa would be after Boston. I wonder.'
Nigerian girl al 0 a nurse. Th is caused a bit of a scandal at the
'Why?'
club but he took n notice and seemed quite happy for a while.
The space the distan e the freedom froIn th se restraint
If he had one vice it was hypochondria. When he was a boy.
of home. Something peculiar happens to a lot of white in Africa.
he'd been bitten by a pet mong ose that turned rabid about a
They live in a thin expatriate atInosphere they seem to e pand to
fortnight later. He was so ashamed of having been bitten at all
grow larger than life. They can't or don't integrate~ they expect
that he didn't tell his father, and spent six month of agony waiting
Africans to integrate with them if they think that way at all. They
for the first symptoms~ that would have been th nd.
are generally quite rich so th y are able to indulge. They indulge
'Sure I know that we have mad foxe . in th woods in ew
in act ivities they feel olake their haracters more suited to their
England.
expanded horizons physical horizons that i . They like eating
'All children who grow up on farms read the llledical dictiondrinking, woolanizing, entertaining, on a grand scale. See themary, 0 he knew what to expect. Anyway, when h d been on the
elve a big ganle hunt rs h oting elephant all the tinle. You
Copperbelt for about two year, he got the idea that he had
may njoy it for a whil . but I expect you'll oon get weary of it.
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Hansen's disease.'
'What in God's name is that?'
'Leprosy. He imagined that the small warts on his hands
were the nodules, and found others on his skin, especially on the
leg. The nurse told him they were nothing. Then he began to think
he was losing the feeling in his fingers, and used to go around the
house touching hot taps and cold taps, sunny window ledges and
the wall of the refrigerator to make sure. He started wear,ing gloves
and heavy-toed boots.'
'How do you know all this?'
'My brother told me. He's a doctor on the mine, and the
Nigerian worked with him. Then he started to plan his life: he'd
keep his job as long as he could, until he was found out. Then
he'd have to go to a leprosarium. He thought he'd like to go to
one in the Transvaal, run by the Dutch Reformed Church. He
drew up lists of things to take, books, clothes and so on, and even
wrote to book a place! ... '
The stewardess's voice came over the intercom to warn us

that we were about to land. The rolling high country of Kenya
could be seen through the cloud, and passengers started to reach
up for their hand luggage and fasten their seatbelts. Smith went
on talking through t.he bustle and chatter. My ears were sore and
slightly deaf with pressure bubbles, but as the plane landed with a
whoosh at Nairobi, I heard Macrae say, 'Is that right!' People were
rubbing their eyes and pressing fingers into their ears.
'Y·es, she got him to the doctor in the end. Nothing but heavy scurf and a slight sub-cutacious parasite infection in his left leg.
It took him a few weeks to get over it.'
We were standing in the aisle now, sweat pouring from foreheads. There was a lot of noise and tired scuffling, and I had
difficulty in catching Smith's words. As we were,going down the
steps on to the tarmac, I heard him say 'Yes, they've got one.'
'Fast work' said Macrae.
They were ahead of me through the main entrance of the
building, and together turned into Transit. l cleared myself
through customs and Immigration, found my driver, and in less
than an hour was home in Limuru.

The first nationalist movement can be traced back to 1929.
In Luanda(capital of Angola), LNA (Liga Nacional Africana),
Five centuries have elapsed since Portuguese colonialists infilAMANGOLA (Associa«ao dos Naturais de Angola), GREMIO
trated into Angola. Since then, the_Angolan people have been subAFRICANO, ASSOCIACAO dos REGIONAIS DE ANGOLA were
jected to the most ruthless and brutal domination known anywhere
mainly formed by the African "assimilados" and by the "mulatos".
in Africa. But history repeats itself: wherever there is oppression
Later on, in Southern Angola, AASA (Associayao Africana do SuI
there is bound to be resistance. Since 1482, massacre and torture
de Angola) was founded mainly by the employees of the CFB
high~ighted the Angolan people's oppression. In this most dramatic
(Benguela Railway).
period, Angola sacrificed her best children: Antonio Manumualuza
These Associations had social aims as well as clandestine ob(King of the Congo ~ingdom), Lieutenant M'buta, Queen Nginga,
jectives, such as the creation of conditions for fostering the political
King Ngola, King Mandume, King Eukukui, King Matuyakevele,
consciousness of the Angolan people. But, due to the lack of comKing Mwatiava and many others. However, due to the regionalism
munication between the northern and southern parts of Angola,
of that age, the resistance did not take on a national character, and
this very promising embryo of nationalism fell on false barren soil.
our ancestors did not succeed in completely defeating the enemy.
From 1953 to 1958 in Luanda, PLUA (Partido de Luta Unida
Since 1961 the Angolan people have been waging an armed
dos Africanos), MINA (Movimento de Liberta<rao de Angola), and
struggle. This armed struggle in Angola is but a continuation of our the MPLA (Movimento Popular de Liberta9ao de Angola) were
ancestors' resistance; though the Portuguese Government campaign formed, merging at a later stage, to form the present MPLA. These
widely to convince the world that it is the work of foreigners who
groups are the true development of the aforementioned groups
are for the Portuguese, the communists. If this were true, the echo
(social and political) which were led mostly by the Angolan petty
of resistance today, and that of our forefathers, would not resound
bourgeoisie. This urbano-bourgeoise alignment was not only resthroughout the country.
ponsible for the slow march towards the expansion of the political
But, neither armed struggle nor guerrilla warfare make victory ideas in Angola as a whole, but also for the acute political imbalance
inevitable. Victory is only possible if the Angolan struggle takes the that Angolan nationalism is experiencing and suffering today.
form of a people's war, or "if the historical reality is interpreted
The Angolan emigrants who went to both Congos (Kinshasa
correctly by the people and the forces involved are utilised correctly." and Brazzaville), Zambia and South West Africa are also victims of
Portuguese colonial repression. But their status as emigrants does
not affect their Angolan status. All of them are an integral part of
BIRTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANGOLAN NATIONALISM
the Angolan Nation.
Angolan nationalism was born from the social and regional
The emigrants in exile were organised into tribal associations
to defend their own interests, which were mainly of a social nature.
disparities which, indeed, has impeded the attempts at political unification of the Angolan groups operating from outside Angola.
In the Congo (Kinshasa), UPNA (Uniao das popula~oes do Norte de
COLONIALISM IN ANGOLA WILL BE DEFEATED
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Angoia) which became later on the UPA (Unlao Gas Popula~oes de
Angola), predominated. It was exclusively formed by the Bakongo
people, more especially those coming from S: Salvador to Congo.
The ALLIAZO (Alianra dos Muzombos) which became the PDA
(Partido Democratico de Angola) was predominantly for the Muzombo people from Maquela do Zombo. Simon Toco's movement
was of a more political nature.
In Zambia, then Northern Rhodesia, the Tchkwes Association
of Congo, of Angola, of Rhodesia (ATCAR) and the Association of
Luvales and Luchazes were formed.
Those associations were condemned to develop themselves on
a tribal basis because they sprung not purely from universal ideas of
freedom and justice, but from family solidarity. However, this fact
does not diminish the value of the associations, when they develop
themselves into political organisations such as the UPNA and
ALLIAZO (which became the UPA and PDA) and then formed the
defunct CRAE (Angolan Revolutionary Government in Exile). The
real danger to the development of the armed struggle in Angola,
which hinders future political unity, emerges when the leaders of
the former associations are incapable and unwilling to go beyond
tribal and regional interests.
Tribalism has to be criticised and 'eradicated not through prefabricated ideological formulas taken from foreign capitals, where
some leaders receive their political pills-often of excessive dosagebut through political and ideological education of the Angolan
masses based on the profound and scientific analysis of the inner
organisatiolI of the tribes. This analysis, however, cannot be done
by "expert theoreticians" who have never lived within a tribal society, or by those who do not constitute an integral part of any of
the tribes, because such persons cannot find genuine and permanent
solutions to this complex problem. Only those who are an integral
part of the tribes with high political consciousness can achieve this.
Angola has a golden opportunity of avoiding future inter-tribal
problems because through an armed struggle it will be possible to
proceed to a systematic analysis of the socio-political elements
involved in each tribal organisation.

WHY UNITA? (NATIONAL ONION FOR TOTAL INDEPENDENCE OF ANGOLA)

.
UNIT ~ (Natio~al Unio~ for Total Independence of Angola)
was formed In 1965 In Mungal, small town inside Angol~ UNITA
represents a new step forward in the struggle of Angola, because for
the first time in the history of the struggle for liberation, a political
party was born inside the country. The seven years of liberatory
war in Angola since 1961 without any people's foundation has
determined the Angolan people to launch a new organisation and
apply new revolutionary methods to lift up the morale of our
people on which the final victory so much depends.
People's war has to be carried out with the people. A handful of armed freedom fighters will never be able to dislodge the
Portuguese troops and shake the colonial machinery, without the
full conscious and willing part.icipation of the Angolan people. The
hard, long and slow process ot the people's mobilIsation trom the
rural areas to the urban areas must be surveyed directly by the
most capable and prestigious leaders. Therefore, the leaders have
to be inside the country as often and as long as conditions allow.
Propagandistic incursions into the neighbouring areas adjacent to
Angola, torrents of monotonous military communiques claiming
an uninterrupted series of victories, the fallacious and sensational
announcements about establishing headquarters inside Angola, will
never bring enough confidence for the Angolan people to endure
~ll the cruelities that a people's war calls for, and to bring change
In Angola. If the Angolan leaders 'have the right to send their
Angolan brothers and sisters to die for Angola, they should not
spare their own lives to govern an independent Angola of
tomorrow, for this sounds cruel and opportunistic.
It is why UNITA:
a)
undertakes systematic organisation and mobilisation of the
peasants inside the country as a major force in the struggle
for national independence.
.
b)
implements the integration of the "intellectual cadres" inside
and outside the country with the broad Angolan masses in
their common struggle,
c)
refuses to have military training camps in neighbouring
FEBRUARY 4th 1961 and MARCH 15th, 1961 - TWO
friendly countries serving exclusively as an instrument for
MEMORABLE DATES
external propaganda,
refuses to be dragged along by the big foreign powers which
d)
The political activities of the MPLA and UPA culminated in
are attempting today another Yalta among themselves
the first patriotic demonstrations of 4th February in Luanda and 15th
through peaceful coeXistence,
March in the Fazenda Primavera. The attack in Luanda was aimed
e)
believes strongly in real and genuine Unity through and for
at liberation of the political prisoners from the S. Paulo jail. The
the struggle with all the Angolan liberation movements in
official reports speak of 3,000 Angolans killed savagely by the
the common effort for national liberation.
Portuguese on this day, and still thousands of Angolans languish in
Since its inception inside the country, UNITA has achieved
the gaols of Cape Verde Islands. African priests and pastors are
modest but decisive results. For UNITA there are no short cuts or
either detained and imprisoned in Porttlgal without trial for years
easy solutions in the long and bitter war for national independence.
and without hope of being released.
Today, the situation in the southern part of Africa, is becoming
The attack of 15th March in the Fazenda Primavera presented more complex than ever, and the situation of Angola cannot be
a new scenery and new actors. The population who took part in the examined separately in the fight for independence.
revolt were mainly from the rural areas, and the scenery was the camThe presence of UNITA is unquestionable in the six provinces
paign where the enemy forces were completely non-existent. The
of Moxico, Cuando-Cubango, Lunda, Malanje, Bie and Huambo.
official reports of that time say that a battalion of infantry in the
The Portuguese Newspapt~r "Diario de Noticias" (18th April 1968)
district of Zaire and Uige was in action. Three out of the four comspecifically states the areas to be affected by the "rebels" bf UNITA,
panies which formed the batallion were in the borders with the
and to be where military engagements took place against the PortCongo. The attack was launched in the regions hundred miles
uguese soldiers. Some of the areas are under control of UNITA
apart. The actors were the forced labourers from the coffee plantaforces and adherents. In those areas, thousands of AngoJ.ans are
tions who had nothing to lose but the chains which tied up their
enjoying the fruits of freedom, such as complete refusal on the.part
feet and hands. This is, indeed, a memorable date, and it is a conof the African people to pay taxes to the colollial regime. Thoutribution to our science of people's war. However, there are certain
sands of children have been going to rudimentary schools to learn
gaps that cannot be passed without mention: the insurrection as
how to read and write and to study the history of their brilliant
led entirely by the emigrants and by the Angolans who left the
past. Thousands have been treated in the rudimentary mobile
country years ago could not analyse concretely and correctly the
clinics; farmers have been organised into co-operatives to produce
situation of Angola. The tribal associations of the emigrants lacked
more and to improve the standard of living in the rural areas. UNITA
the dimension through which it is necessary to unite all the oppreshas undertaken the task of consolidating the local committees in
sed people regardless of the ethnic origin. So, the uprising went
the liberated areas in order to adapt its different organs to new resbeyond the capacity and control of the leaders, crtatilig in this way
ponsibilities.
In the disputed areas, the Portuguese authorities are lowering
opportunism, anarchy and inaction.
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the taxes from the individual tax of 250 escudos (equivalent to four
pounds) to 50 escudos in a bid for popular support. People who
are suspected by the Portuguese of having dealings with the rebels
have been massacred, women have been picked up and beaten
savagely by Portuguese soldiers. People, including Protestant missionaries, must have permission to travel from one town to another.
Church meetings of any kind, including Sunday servicesJare officially forbidden. The intimidation of the African people has become
a routine process. It consists of sudden seizure followed by long
interrogations. Guests are forbidden to enter any village, unless
they are presented to the village chief.
We could go on to elaborate in detail the complex structure
of the people's war that the Angolan people are waging under very
<:lifficult conditions. We have invited any journalist or observer to
see and experience "in loco" the herculean tasks which UNITA and
the people of Angola are determined to carry through. The reporters who limit themselves in visiting the Angolan borders cannot
assess the Angolan struggle objectively. It is nect;ssary to go inside
the country in order to remove certain deliberately-fostered misconceptions about the Angolan struggle and abouf UNITA.
UNITA is far from meeting its programme in all fields of
the struggle, but its achievements are thanks to the Angolan people's
initiative. However, there is immediate need for trustworthy personnel for the battle zones and liberated areas, especially doctors
and nurses. Food, money and medical supplies are equally needed
to meet the need of the liberated areas.
UNITA has a military wing, FALA (Armed Forces for
Liberation of Angola). The armed forces of UNITA are the result
of the popular militia's development. The activities of F.t\LA have
been reported many times in the Radio and papers of the enemy.
A diagram. could be drawn showing UNITA's military progress
in the last year. The activities of FALA range from sabotage of
bridges, ways of communication used by the enemy, and small
"hit and run" ambushes. During June, July and August, 11 important military engagements took place in Angola between the
UNITA forces and the Portuguese soldiers, and a great deal of
military equipment was captured from the Portugue~e, and military vehicles were destroyed. Some of the rifles have the follow-
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ing numbers: G3 FMP 58147-11/66; 10 rifles MAUZER number:
D.2203; E.6682; C 9684; D.16702; E.11977; U.32043. The
enemy is the best' and main supplier of the UNIT A. military equipment.
The road ahead is still long, but victory is certain. Those who
sometimes indulge in sinister and malicious political propaganda
against UNITA abroad and in Africa, by using the sabotage of the
Benguela Railway (CFB) as an excuse for political opportunism,
should always remember that the revolution in Southern part of
Africa, as a whole, will not be an easy one. The imperialist economic interest and the present colonial and racial administrative
apparatus have to be destroyed if the Southern African people are
to enjoy the fruits of a true and total independence. UNITA will
continue inside the country under a correct revolutionary leadership
and line to fulfil its revolutionary obligation. The Southern African
liberation movements must unite their efforts, because they are facing a united, and collective imperialist apparatus.
From now on, the UNITA's main task is that of developing the
struggle in three aspects:
1)
Political mobilisation of the entire nation.
2)
Armed struggle to reach a new height.
3)
National reconstruction in the liberated areas to found a
political, economic and social system which will respect
Angolan traditions and make the country strong and
progressive.
This programme was set up and decided at the first Conference of UNITA cadres that took place in Angola from 31 st August
to 5th September 1968.
This programme will depend mainly on the efforts that the
Angolan people are prepared to make and to endure. However, the
road towards freedom, will be less and the sacrifices less devastating
if peace-loving people of the World could bring their material support to all those engaged in the armed struggle inside the country.
It is in this spirit that UNITA through all its representatives issues
a general appeal "for any possible material assistance, and invites
correspondence from anybody wishing to be associated with UNITA's
sacrifical and heroic blazing of the trail of African freedom".

BETWEEN US
(To Eunice from America)
What pains are you in now, waiting for relief?
Like an orphan, tired and hungry, without care,
Tears dripping down your cheeks, you watch the moon
Grow to parturition without your man.
You put your fingers through your hair
And look down the path we walked last August,
When Rebisi of sf\Ten villages poured libations
And friends furnished our marriage feast.
Forgive me, your husband,
Walking white streets of a distant land,
Straining with many engagements;
And at the cold day's end, I return
To a lonely room where your thoughts sit
Between sleep and the eyes, there to eat
Sour counterfeits of your kitchen ...
There are tears on this side, too.
But some day we shall sing together
And pour libations on the fourteenth of August,
For there shall be no oceans, nor continents,
And no thoughts to stand between us and sleep.
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Out
of Eden

Behold, thou has driven me out this day from the face of the earth;
and from thy face shall I be hid; and I shall be a fugitive and a
vagabond in the earth; and it shall come to pass, that everyone
that findeth me shall slay me.
Genesis 4, 14.
I spent the evening trailing
FalIen shadows, fallen and longer
Than their originals. And the shadows
Walked on fours, advancing
Until they came to rest somewhere
Between heaven and birth ...
Under the beds fragments of towels lay
Scattered like deserted offerings.
I stood on my shadow and waited.
Disturbed by my presence, a girl raises
Herself to a cough and a smile.
She was good, really nice.
Behind her, by the outer wall,
Lay the woman I had sung,
Had promised my all and all ~
Only, loneliness serrates
Like a pin into the skin.
And lonely and yielding, I said, Oh,
And went on falling and caressing.
Oh, she said at the end. And
Why not, I said to myself,
Oh, why not?

AUGUST BREAK
After three months of long rains
The land is a sodden bed
Of dried pond. The tarred roads shine
Fine threads of smoke to the air.
The playgrounds jump and chatter
With the presence of children
In games abandoned yesterday
When the sky was falling tears.
The streets bustle with vendors,
Calling their wares by sweet names;
And the radio shops yell out
The rival sounds of Highlife.

Lament
For the
Dove
Now come cool shades of the evening,
The solemn soundof music, the tender flesh of smiles.
They walk across the room gently rubbing soft palms
On my skin and small fingers caress my ears.
And I, sitting up think of her first coming,
A moment of sight in the night when lips
Touched unknown lips. Yes, I adore her coming
And staying these many months and for this I sing,
Singing even to the departed shades of her laughter,
Tonight I see the moon, long forgotten since last
I sat on a tree trunk and listened to my Dove
Weep lines into my nerves for the words of my mouth.
Oh sweet Dove, the moon waits and the drum speaks.
What stays you these many dusks?
Surely you can dance for me again,
You can tease and touch off the sleeping tunes anew
Believe me, I did not take you in that day
To stiffen your waist or dry your eyes
And stop your smiles. The moon shone last night
While we slept, away from each other.

I sit at the head of the spring.
1 spring at the alarm of the water carriers
for they have shot the moon in the sky
and collected the waters in their baskets
while the maidens fatten for marriage.
Then the music of the waters came to me,
The maiden of the dance slept with me
and the moon fell from the sky
and the waters smeared
the dan~e of the fair maidens
We kiss behind the mOCH.
We swim the waters and fall on the sand
For the seed of our first falling.

The children search for tales behind our house.
The dancers rear their scarves above our windows.
And the drum is all my drums
And the songs I weave are not like their baskets
Sagging with misuse. Only let her sit by me,
Let my Dove sit by me tonight.
And if she should rub her palms on my skin
I will give her flowers from my mouth.

BLACK LIBERATIO

FOR WHAT?

"One cannot change the System
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unless one changes hinl elf'
Bro. Bill Strickland

Ever since the fir t slaves the Black Liberation Movement in
America has embraced at least five different goals. In the past, the
styles and rhetoric have been noticeably different for each goal.
Today there are dangerous similarities in style and rhetoric between
those who seek incorrect (accommodationist-withdrawers) goals and
those who seek the corr ct (revolutionary) one.
At this pre-revolutionary juncture it is vitally imperative for
black people to be informed about our fragmented and stagnant
Movement.What is atteolpted here is a contribution to black critical
analysis of the five major factions within the Black ~loveJnent.
1.
The lntegrationist. Historically the Integrationist has incorrectly viewed the AOlerican institutions as racist by exception rather
than by rule. The Integrationist believes in the deception of the
American governmen tal structure having provisions for black redress of grievances. He also believes that he actually can participate
in the decision-making processes of "his" country, but because of
a few racist and economic barriers black people have been de'nied
their full first-class share of the capitalistic goodies. The Integrationist believes that we have "progressed" through moral suasion
via civil rights legislation. In most cases he accepts black culture
as a somewhat lesser tributary culture of the white American cultural mainstream.
Most lntegrationistsdo not see America as a powerful but
degenerate world imperialist. Those Integrationist who do see feel
that injecting blackfolk into the existing AmericJn framework will
cool out the degeneracy. It is clear that they do not fathom the
fact that when power corrupts-it corrupts absolutely. The Integrationist believes in the minority-concept. That is, America is at
once a melting-pot and a pluralistic society. This belief hides the
most rampant and fundamental problem: racism.
It is extremely important to take note of the Integrationist's
religiou acceptance of capitalism being the best (most humanistic)
politico-economic form. To them all capitalism needs to fulfil the
American Dream is some black reform.
In the final analysis, the Integrationist suicidally depends upon
white analysis and white assertions to determine his destiny. He
views elf-determination as solving the bourgeois desires of materialislll and immoralism: Indeed, the Integrationist's interests are
selfish, corrupt and diametrically opposed to the liberation of
bla k p pIe.
2.
The City Statesman. There are similarities between the Integrationi t and the City-Statesman with regard to their reactionary
attitude to every white American assertion. One segment of the
City-Statesman group envisions the American politico-economic
structure as legitinlate and thus seeks to enter it by initially withdrawing and building the blackening cities into politically and
economically powerful quasi-2utonomous city-states destined to
vie for influence and c ntrol of white America's capital and
re ource . The other segment believes that black cities can be
imultan ously autonomous of the American politico-economic
tructure and exist within it as communal (non-capitalist) citysta tes.
What City-Statesmen cannot or refuse to see is that white
America will allow a pluralistic society only on its terms with
re pect to how it will be benefited. Yes, white America will
, give up her cities to blacks-and move all of its vital institutions
(industry communications, banks, airports etc.) into the suburbs.
The black city-states would be surrounded by white police and
military ... forever on the edge of their triggers. Most of the city-

state capital would be funnelled in through federal aid: This
would mean that the U .S. government would have the first and last
say about how and when to spend' who should work and who
should not.
Many City-State men believe that those islands of black people
surrounded by the sea of white America physically constitute a
black nation. They fail to realise that to have a nation is to have
land control of hUI11Ja and natural, resources, to have a culture
defined and common among the people. The "nationalism" of the
city-statesman serves merely as an aid for white America to maintain black people as colonial subjects. More precisely colonies have
the facade of being independent if the colonised bourgeoisie are the
administrators and civil servants. The immediate authority is loyalist black, and the ultimate authority is the white coloniser. Wit.ness the struggle for community control of the black schools. The
government will allow community control of the schools-as long
as they determine the framework, philosophy, hiring policies and
the finances.
Currently, there are two different political proposals that are
being discussed among the City-Statesmen. One is to politically
deal through the Democratic and Republican parties as black blocs;
the other is to form a third political party-some say all black others
say a black/radical white coalition party a la Peace and Freedom
Party. The blacks who seek changes through these two proposals
do not understand the following two things: 1. that one of the
reasons why political parties become viable parties within the White
American context is that they are founded upon racist assumptions,
and 2, the limitations of black political parties having no alliance
with the military-industrial complex. For it is primarily because the
Democratic and Republican parties are extension of the militaryindustrial complex that they are existing. A black political party
cannot align with any type of white political or economic institution-unless it is a political party of suicidal blacks. We must never
forget that it is the nature of every white institution-be it radical,
liberal or conservative-to be racist and therefore exploitive towards
blackfolk.
3.
Back to Africa-ism. This sect splits itself into two fundamental factions: a) the brother and sisters who want only to physically
return to Africa, and b) the brothers and sisters who wan t only to
spiritually, culturally and socially return to Africa. Superficially to
many the two ideas sound good. But upon a deeper analysis we
discover that they are not good ideas; they are, rather, symptoms
of withdrawal.
The Afro-American who wishes for a permanent mass migration of blackfolk-or even a permanent migration of intellectuals
and technicians- to Africa "is one who consciously or unconsciously
affirms the myth of the invincible white man. In most cases it is
the intellectual rationalisation of a brother's inability to struggle
against the oppressive forces. Hence, some suggest that we return
to Africa and lead Africa toward a colonial-free destiny. How does
the repatriatisffiow that our African brothers wan t us to lead
them anywhere? Our African brothers are having enough hard
times struggling against their internal and neo-colonial con tradictions to cope with the psycho-cultural hangups of Afro-Americans.
This is to say that we de' not abandon our communica tions, military,
economic and cultural exchange between us. Rather it is to accentuate ~ this sta~ the necessity for two-way exchange of individuals
rather than a one-way mass migration.
We cannot escape the racism and colonialism of America by
"running" to Africa because America's racism and colonialism is
institutionalised everywhere. Moreover if most of our revolutionary forces were in Africa we would be committing a cardinal sin:
withdrawing ones forces from the belly and brain of the enemy. It
should be made clear that this does not mean that brothers should
not go over and join the African Liberation Armies; it means those
chosen Afro-American brothers who do go should be not only highly
skilled in guerilla warfare, but also skilled in some field relevant to
the needs of the African country for which he is fighting.
On the other side of the Back-to-Africa mask we are confronted with the apolitical cultural nationalist. They stress that if black
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people dug on the natural fact that black is beautiful then they will
be liberated. The apolitical cultural nationalists fail to check out
the neo-colonies of Africa: Ghana, Nigeria, Senegal, Liberia, Kenya,
Malawi, etc. In these countries blackfolk, by and large, still see
blackness as beautiful-but it has not liberated them. They do not
control their resources, their capital, their politics. Witness all the
military coups. The African's culture is somewhat intact and
creative, but without a political framework culture is not a liberatory force. The root of the matter is that Afro-American apolitical
cuI tural nationalists perceive Blackness as necessary and sufficient ~
when in reality Blackness is necessary but not sufficient.
On the psycho-cultural level, apolitical cultural nationalism
is a reaction and withdrawal rather than an assertion. Once again
we see that it is a negative spiral inward because of the belief in the
myth of the white man's invincibility. It is also a desire to prove to
one's ego and to the white man that a black man is creative. Out of
this frustration of contradictions sprout black cults and mysticism:
i.e. withdrawal sympt0111s. The black artist becomes more of a
nihilist than a crea tive person. He perceives blackfolk as his burden
instead of his inspiration. The centre of the universe becomes an
overglorifica tion of their egos, African history, and, paradoxically,
the black masses. Through constructive criticism and the existence
of correct ideology many of the straight-up-and-down cultural
brothers and sisters will redirect their creativeness and become
functional people embraced by a revolutionary political structure.
4.
Black Nation Concept. Itnbedded in the rationale of most
brothers seeking a New Black Nation are withdrawal symptoms
resembling those of the Back-to-Africa brothers. The Black Nation
Concept does not and cannot deal with the fact that black people
built America by their enchained sweat blood and brains. America
is ours for the take. Withdrawing trom America does not weaken
or eradicate its racism. To the contrary, America is strengthened
and offered an almost perfect framework for black genocide.
White America would view the New Black Nation as a black Communist threat. More concretely, judging from the types of brothers and sisters who expound, defend and rally around this idea it
exudes the belief that it is impossible to liberate black people within the awesomely powerful confines of white America. Hence, the
New Black Nation Concept reeks with contradictions.
One of the most blatant contradictions is that of white people
being willing to pay for the birth of a Black Nation. On the one
hand the New Nation Separatists vividly describe America as being
-by nature-a racist country has systematically excluded blackfolk from all its institutional processes. Indeed this is true, then by
what twist of fate would white racist America wish to aid in the
development of a black nation right at its doorstep? Unless
exploitation and genocide was in thought?
Many of the New Nation Separatists suggest that scatte!ed
black-controlled cities constitute a nation. This contradiction has
been discussed above. A federation of cities as a nation is stressed
rather than the evolutionary development of Revolutionary Nationalism among black people. Many discuss the idea of a) getting electoral
control of the cities and the Black Belt then b) inviting the United
Nations as world observer as white America, because of international
law, allows five or six southern states to secede froIn the union.
.
History has exposed the United Na-tlons as anything but
humanistic and neutral. History has shown that the United Nations
and its international laws are Inere tools of America and its Western
allies for the main tenance of their imperialist machine. Witness the
United States' breach of the Geneva Convention's decisions concerning Vietnam. Witness the Arab-Israeli conflict. Witness the
U.S.'s instantaneous intervention into the Dominican Republic in
1965. Witness the Congo intervention but no intervention in South
Africa. It is crystal clear that the international laws deal with nonwhites exactly in the same manner as America's constitutional laws:
as colonial subjects.
The Republic of New Africa appoints Brother Robert F.
Williams as president-in-exile. Robert F. Williams is a romantic
revolutionary partially of his own makings and partially because
he has not been continuously on the American scene: being a

brother exiled in the Third World. One should take note of the
other governments-in-exile such as the tiny anti-Maoist island of
Formosa and the counter-revolutionary CIA guided "Revolutionary
Angolan Government In Exile". When the so-called leader or group
are not in physical and spiritual touch with their people they fall
prey to romanticism and co-optation.
When the New Nation Concept fails to understand the relationship between military strategy and geography we witness a
pathetic and self-defeating contradiction. "The Republic of New
Africa" is to be created from the Southern states east of Texas and
north of Florida! Strategically, Florida would become an ideal
American military base. In terms of military strategy for the
Republic of New Africa it would have to spread its forces to defend
three land borders: the North, South and West.
In brief, the New Nation Concept is the pipedream of black
nationalists frustradely overwhelmed because of their simplistic
approach to white racism and colonialism.
Revolutionary Nationalism. In conclusion, if we are for the
5.
liberation of black people, then we must seek the correct path towards Revolution. That is, the path of Revolutionary Nationalism.
More precisely: we must seek change. Change in institutions, change
who is in charge, change in values. Then we must be able to implement and enforce these changes. In other words, America as it
exists today must be completely destroyed and then re-built in the
terms of the New Black Man-for whites have rendered themselves
incapable of humanistic creativity. The methodology for correct
Revolutionary Nationalism is comprised of reformist stages, dialogues aimed to change negroes into Blacks, education, life-long
commitment and consistent criticism of self and ideology ... and,
most important, winning the confidence of black people.
Brother Bill Strickland constantly reiterates (and correctly so)
that there has been no critique of the American society vis-a-vis
Black Reality. There have only been reactions to the system and
not a development of a counter-system. Why? Because black
intellectuals accept white analysis as the correct analysis. This has
historically resulted in black people acting more like accommodationists and withdrawers than resisters. This is not to deny the
historical fact of daily slave rebellions or the current urban uprisings.
It is merely to emphasise that our actions have been apolitical and
oftentimes vacuous because of a lack of a black critique of the
American scene.
Further negative consequences of Black's dependency upon
white analysis is the legitimacy of corruptness within the Black
Movement. Because whites are corrupt and immoral, their
"liberal/radical" analysis is corrupt and immoral. The Movement's
corruption is just the symptom~ the flame. One of the root causes
or fuels is the absence of a well-defined line ( rhetoric). Serious
black terminology is loosely thrown around by integrationists,
separatists and psuedo-revolutionaries (the black fascists). A doyour-own-thing atmosphere surrounding the Movement makes it
valid for an accommodationist like Whitney Young and his Urban
League colleagues to support "Black Power". It makes it valid for
an opportunist such as Roy Innis to "negotiate" with the colonial
powers for the sake of "black self-determination" and black
"economic power".
The rootlessness of the terminology invites a myriad of weird,
immoral agent provacateurs to satisfy their twisted and often antiblack lusts. We will see that through a tightly defined terminology
a Black Morality will develop. Its existence will transpose every act--including the sexual act-into an ethical and political act. This is
not to say that the Black Movement will be entrenched in rigidity.
A Black Morality will naturally mean firmness and flexibility.
The Black Morality's vitality lies in its ability to define, confine and refine our liberation struggle. It is the Black Aesthetics
becoming ethical ... and the Black Ethics becoming aesthetic: it
is the Black Man seeing himself as a Revolutionary. More than thac
it is the Brother or Sister who asserts that to be a Revolutionary is
to be for life ...
Never forgetting that "we must have an undying love for our
People," we must "struggle to learn and ... learn to struggle."
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To have South African freedom fighters operating in Rhodesia
represents an ideological advance of no mean importance not only in
the liberation movement of Southern Africa but the whole spectrum
of the African revolution. The significance of the event stands out
from the welter of inter-party rivalries which have characterised the
debate on these matters in the past nine months or so.
It is hardly necessary to restate the fact that the fragmentation
of the liberation movement in each of the Southern African territories impedes the revolution. The launching of guerrilla activity
jointly by the Zimbabwe African People's Union and the African
Na tional Congress of South Africa has thrown into bold relief the
sterile and parochial attitudes which hold back progress towards
united effort.
.
That is not to say ZAPU and ANC have been guiltless. On the
contrary, they have until recently remained aloof from serious discussions on unity and in some respects they have actually stood in
the way of progress toward united effort in the revolution. I may
cite, among other things their lack of interest in the unity talks
which took place in Ghana at the end of 1965.
Indeed, their going it alone in Rhodesia is itself partly a reflection of their own sectarianism. Their existing fighting capacity
represents far less than a pool of ideas and resources would make
possible in the effort to overthrow the Smith regime. But they
deserve credit for breaking the ice of inaction in the direction of
unity, however imperfect their brand of unity may be.
Insofar as their joint effort denotes recognition of the indivisibility of oppression in Southern Africa, and therefore the monolithic nature of the struggle against it, it marks a new stage in
practical revolutionary consciousness. It is all the more praiseworthy
when viewed in relation to the backgrou~d against which it has been
achieved.
There is considerable if unprincipled opposition to it. In both
ZAPU and ANC the joint effort has been accompanied by sharp
differences between groups for and against it. In some cases this
has led to desertions from the ANC and disaffection with the ZAPU
leadership, reflecting similar conflicts in the rival organisations, the
Zimbabwe African National Union and the Pan-Africanist Congress
of South Africa.
Underlying the arguments advanced against it is a disturbing,
persistent thread of chauvinism masquerading as military science.
From this category I exclude the valid criticism that some of the
initial battles in the Wankie area in August and September last
year assumed the character of a modern positional war as opposed
to guerrilla warfare.
Even this criticism, provided my information is accurate,
should be tempered by the fact that the guerrillas, upon beir'g intercepteu, were forced into confrontation with the enemy and therefore had no option but to fight it out. This observation does not,
however, absolve those responsible from the equally valid criticism
that the men ventured into enemy territory without any advance
planning of operations.

I made the latter criticism in 'AFRICA AND THE WORLD'
(December 1967), basing it on a statement issued jointly by ZAPU
and ANC which indicated that there was no coherent plan of operation before the combined force set out, nothing beyond recognition
of the possibility of encounter with the enemy en route to their
"respective fighting zones", that is, in South Africa and Rhodesia.
A study of that statement, reinforced by other random utterances, revealed that there was then only half-hearted acceptance by
the ANC and ZAPU of the principle of South Africans fighting in
Rhodesia. In these circumstances detailed planning of operations
would be hampered. Hence the astounding assertion that the men
were determined "to fight the common settler enemy to the finish

at any point of encounter".

.

Fighting the enemy "to the finish at any point of encounter"
flouts all the rules in the book of guerrilla warfare. The guerrilla
starts off from a position of military weakness (otherwise he would
not be a guerrilla) and this at once predetermines his tactics as a
hit-and-run fighter. He is destined to play this tole until he will have
turned the scales in the balance of forces in his favour-a protracted
process.
Having made that criticism in December last, it would be less
than honest for me not to commend the ANC and ZAPU for their
subsequent activities in the Zambesi Valley. By the end of March
this year they and others in the field had hundreds of enemy soldiers, according to a newspaper report, "tied up in the droughtstricken bush, a prey to sickness, insects and snake-bites".
The same report, by John Worrall of the GUARDIAN (London),
told of Rhodesians becoming "conscious of the dangers facing their
young men, which accounts for the overwhelming flood of comforts
for the troops now pouring into Salisbury and Bulawayo. It is the
first time this has happened on a big scale". The report included a
poser, "what happens if the invasion is stepped up?"
The reference to snake-bite is piquantly expressive of the inherent weakness-in the long run-of the force pitted against the
guerrillas. For while they may be a horror to the White lads of
Rhodesia and South Africa who are commandeered in the fighting,
snakes may be a source of sustenance for the true guerrillas, who
would hunt them out for food rather than fear snake-bite!
Thus our original criticism of certain aspects of the fighting
has been vindicated. But it is quite a different matter to be opposed
to the very idea of South Africans fighting in Rhodesia. Certain elements in ZANU and PAC, opposed anyway as a rule to everything
done by ZAPU and ANC, have invoked military science to camouflage what is basically a chau\Linistic streak in their position.
The survival of the guerrilla and consequently his prospects of
ultimate victory depends on the support he can get among the oppressed as a whole. Thus, to enlist that support, to win the people's
confidence and trust, is basic to guerrilla warfare. Viewed against
this background, the following assertion by ZIMBABWE NEWS,
the Lusaka-based organ of ZANU, must be persuasive to the unwary:
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"The historical fact, if we must be honest with outselves, does
not allow us at this point to pretend that a South African, even
though he may be black, can automatically find acceptance an10ng
the people of Zimbabwe."
Indeed no stranger finds automatic acceptance among any
people, even if he is a fellow countryman. But neither does he get
automatically rejected. He may ha"ve difficulties of communication
and adaptation before he can be fully integrated into their way of
life. Of course this is not the problem which ZIMBABWE NEWS
had in mind, but one which it actually poses in its over-eagerness
to pick on straws.
The real problem for the guerrilla in Rhodesia, be he Zimbabwean or South African, is one of political acceptance, and its solution depends not on whether he is South African or Zimbabwean
but on the level of political consciousness among the people there.
Going by ZANU's own claims about the "revolutionary zeal" of
Zimbabweans, it shouldn't be much of a problem!
Like so many of its arguments, the raising of this question of
acceptance by 11MBABWE NEWS stands exposed as legerdemain
when juxtaposed with the blatant chauvinism of the following
statements made in the same editorial:
"To shed our blood for our country and liberate ourselves is
an honour which we Zimbabweans would never want to share with
anybody at this stage." And this' "There are four million Zimbabweans and they are enough to defeat 200,000 whites in Rhodesia.
To bring mercenaries to help Zimbabweans is to .insult the revolutionary zeal and the ability to fight of every Zimbabwean."
No such insult was intended by either ZANU or ZAPD not so
long ago when they were pressing Britain, herself never enamoured
of untrammelled Zimbabwean freedom and independence, to intervene militarily in Rhodesia. What is an insult, an unpardonable
insult of a counter-revolutionary nature, is the description of selfless
freedom fighters as mercenaries.
It is also ideologically incorrect to say South African freedom
fighters are in Rhodesia to "help Zimbabweans". The men are there
to fight a common enemy. This is so self-evident it does no credit to
the intelligence of those who deny it. I have dealt with the position
exhaustively enough in the past.
Again, from the fallacious "help" premise, military science is
invoked almost convincingly:
"In guerrilla warfare we must strive to spread the enemy forces
so that we can wipe them out one by one. The greatest help we can
get from ANC is for ANC to wage intensive guerrilla warfare in
South Africa. If ANC can pin down the whole South African force
inside South Africa, then Zimbabweans shall be left with Smith alone
without South African aid ... As it is now, the ANC and PCC
(SAPD) alliance has made it easy for Smith and Vorster to unite and
concentrate their forces to slaughter Zimbabweans ... "
Spreading enemy forces is certainly one of the basic requirements of guerrilla warfare. The idea is to over-extend the enemy's
resources so as to more effectively deal with and liquidate his
military superiority. The extent to which it can be done on a regionwide basis in Southern Africa is clearly a. question of logistics and
must ultimately depend on the spreading of the guerrilla movement
itself.
At certain early stages in the development of the struggle, to
Rursue the "spreading" principle as if it were a fetish could only
result in over-e~tending one's own resources and therefore be selfdefeating. To pursue it merely to satisfy the urge of territorial
chauvinism ceases to be military science.
In the. true application of that principle, it means that a highly
mobile guerrilla band, however small, can achieve the effect of dispersing an enemy force by circling round within any radius, given
favourable terrain conditions. In that case there would be no enemy
concentration, Smith-Vorster or any other, "to slaughter Zimbabweans", to use the highly emotive words of ZIMBABWE NEWS.
A little learning is a dangerous thing. But certain elements in
the lAND-PAC alliance suffer from a surfeit of ill-digested revolutionary theory. One recognises the type by their rhetoric, lifted
from Mao's selected works, often word for word, line by line and

even paragraph by paragraph-all too often without any bearing on
conditions prevailing in their own countries.
This is no reflection whatsoever on the Chinese. They cannot
help it if some of our comrades turn out to be revolutionary misfits
wIthout the ability to absorb what they learn. The position of China
as the world's leading anti-imperialist country, with a glorious history of struggle for liberation, rightly places it high in the estimation
and admiration of oppressed people everywhere.
And China has a lot to teach us. It has contributed more than
its full share to the world heritage of revolutionary literature, through
the great works of Chairman Mao. More directly, it is making an
invaluable contribution to the liberation of mankind by offering the
African liberation movement courses in guerrilla warfare, thus placing
at our disposal the benefits of its unsurpassed experience in this field.
Though the Chinese have never presumed to do more than impart their technical know-how of prosecuting a liberation struggle,
many of our comrades have made all-round gains from the Chinese
experience and are able to use that intelligently. But there are some
for whom the result has been confusion, which accounts for much
of the ideological muddle that has set in in certain sectors of the
African revolution.
Two cases from ZAND exemplify the contradiction. The first
(and positive) is the case of Hassan Chimutengwende, who was one
of the first batch of guerrillas sent into Rhodesia by lAND shortly
after VD!. He was trained by the Chinese in Kwame Nkrumah's
Ghana. He used his training effectively not only to organise sabotage and other guerrilla activities but for his own survival in the
face of great odds.
He has survived to tell the story of his experiences as a guerrilla operator inside post-VDI Rhodesia; which constitutes factual
raw material far more valuable than any amount of book-learning
so beloved of the egg-Leads. He was one of the only two out of the
original 37 to escape capture, faced with "quite a few informers in
the villages, including chiefs ... "
"But I stayed at large for eight whole months in Rhodesia,
moving from village to village, and I learnt that if a freedom fighter
can convince a villager that he is genuine he will be helped, whether
he is ZAPU or ZAND ... " In trying to track him down, the police detained his mother and elder brother several times and interrogated them, to no avail.
In an article in the SUNDAY TIMES (London) Hassan gave
first-hand information about the extent of sabotage activities following VDI, in many of which he himself participated. More to our
point, this is what Hassan has to say about his Chinese instructors:
"They refused to discuss politics or Communism, about which I was
curious, saying one day that they had not come to teach us their
ideology but how to liberate ourselves".
Contrast that with the views of an un-named guerrilla who was
interviewed for THE GUARDIAN (April 8, 1968) by Musosa Kazembe,
himself a ZAND man. The guerrilla had been trained in China under
the auspices of lAND, but on his way to Cuba for further intelligence
training he deserted and came to London. Subsequently dubbed
"bed-sitter revolutionary"by angry Kenyans, he said in the interview:
" ... But, most important, I want a revolution, not just a
nationalist armed struggle. You can't have it halfway. I am a Maoist.
The Party should control the whole movement, military as well as
political. If I am going to be killed in Rhodesia I want to know that
I am dying for a real revolution, not just a change of regime like there
has been in Kenya ... "
The Party, in this case lAND, does "control the whole movement". So our "Maoist" cannot possibly have any reason for offering this aspect of his criticism, except to show off his "learning" by
parroting Mao, who had emphasised the role played by the Chinese
Communist Party in quite different circumstances. Moreover, the
Chinese were for a long time engaged in a nationalist armed struggle
against Japanese imperialism, in a united front of all classes and
strata in China.
If the un-named guerrilla were a true Maoist (and we need
Maoists in Africa by the hundreds), the lessons of this portion of
Chinese ·history would not have been lost on him. The nationalist
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armed struggle was an instrunlent of deliberate policy for the
Chinese Conlmunist Party, but they did not thereby lose sight of
th~ir socialist goals nor neglect the ideological and political education of cadres and the masses in the crucible of struggle.
Similarly, a nationalist armed struggle in Rhodesia should be
safe in the hands of ZANU which the deserter had joined, as he
himself said, "because it promised not only liberation but also
socialist programmes to follow victory". If it is not safe under the
present nationalist leadership, it is the business of the revolutionary
to make it so. It is the duty of the guerrilla, who is essentially a
political missionary, to propagate and demonstrate in practice his
revolutionary ideas as he goes along.
"Once you start the revolution", the unheeding bed-sitter
revolutionary was told in China, "they (the nationalist leaders)
won't be able to control it. It will destroy everything that stands
in its way". This is the correct attitude to take, assuming that the
deserter's claim is true that the Rhodesian nationalists plan merely
to fight "so that they could take over Parliament and the whites
could run the whole economy as usual".
THE BEST GUARANTOR OF REVOLUTION IS THE
REVOLUTION ITSELF.
A particularly bad case of ideological muddle in the PAC made
its appearance since around December last, throwing the whole
organisation into a traumatic upheaval, with far-reaching repercussions throughout Southern Africa. The product is a hybrid that
is neither internationalist nor nationalist, a cross between ill-digested
Maoist concepts and adulterated African nationalism.
It was made possible by one of the severest internal crises
which have gripped the PAC during the past five years, revolving
round the personality of Potlako Kitchener Leballo, recently expelled leader of a minority faction who had been placed at the head
of the organisation by an accident of history.
These internal difficulties have been aired publicly elsewhere,
but I will discuss them here only insofar as it is necessary to place
the ideological crisis in perspective. They have spilled over into a
vital sphere of Pan-African policy, affecting the '",hole direction of
the revolution in Southern Africa.
All told, Leballo was for all practical purposes a one-man
National Executive Committee of the PAC. There is hardly any
one of the original executive members who has not been either
chopped down or stripped of his responsibilities at one time or
another during the past five years.
He operated by converting into sycophancy stranded South
African refugees or politically discredited functionaries who usurped
the functions of the Executive. The axe fell swiftly and without
ceremony on anybody who dared question his practices. Expelled,
suspended or disaffected were countless young rank-and-file militants who came abroad for military training, and are now scattered
all over the world.
These constitute the vast majority of the trained men, in addition to a big number of the untrained, who none the less remain
loyal to the Party and its policy and programme. Left were a mere
handful of trained men, in addition to the bureaucrats, who could
be said to be strictly inside the Party fold. Yet Leballo saw nothing
odd in continuing to brandish his colourful, self-awarded title of
Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces.
In September last year an aborted reorganisation and reconciliation executive cOInmittee meeting was held at Moshi, Tanzania.
But hardly three months later Leballo reached a new dimension in
precipitating crises, setting his remaining colleagues at each other's
throats. It is this latest crisis which, with climactic suddenness,
plunged the PAC into the present ideological convulsions.
This time his designs were to get rid altogether of the Executive by rendering it completely impotent. He installed a "Revolutionary Command" of hand-picked personnel at external headquarters in Lusaka, Zanlbia, and decreed that henceforth the
Executive would function at the pleasure of the command, meeting
when and only if instructed to by the latter.
He chose as chief aide in the command Enoch Makoti, whose
political background is such that he would be completely at Lebal-

lo's mercy. To enhance Makoti's political status, he had him sent to
China for military training first, for such training has sadly come to
mean little more than a status symbol for Leballo's minions.
Makoti had deserted from the front line during the PAC's
1960 Positive Action Canlpaign in South Africa. In the imnlediate
post-Sharpeville period, as that campaign catapulted the PAC into
the international spotlight, solidarity funds began to come in. Those,
like Makoti, who had remained behind when militants went to prison
easily took over the reins in the absence of the leaders.
Shortly afterwards, Makoti was expelled from the PAC for
financial maladministration by none other than Mangaliso Robert
Sobukwe, the President, who was acting from behind prison walls.
Subsequently the President considered a plea for mercy made on
Makoti's behalf, and revoked the expulsion. But, of course, Makoti
had irretrievably fallen from grace, or so we believed. Two years
later Leballo, in characteristic fashion, resurrected Makoti ... to
make of him one of his hangers-on, nay, chief of the dacoits.
Makoti assumed the position of chief aide in the command
around December last. Like his master, he soon began to don
several colourful titles, among them PAC Top Policy Maker, Chairman of the Finance Control Board, and so on. It is in the first
mentioned role that he concerns us here, though his activities were
many and varied and equally fascinating.
He had come back from the Far East capriciously intoxicated
with the spirit of the Chinese Cultural Revolution. Frog-jumping
the many decades of Chinese revolutionary history, he set about to
apply the mechanics of the cultural revolution in the PAC. His first
action was to usurp the official organ of the PAC, AZANIA NEWS,
published from Lusaka for general circulation amongst the public.
All propriety thrown to the winds, Makoti used the paper to
launch scurrillous attacks on other Party members and leaders, and
as a vehicle for a torrent of abuse against the ANC for having its
guerrillas fighting in Rhodesia. Trumpeted as "leading PAC ideologist" by Elias Ntloedibe, Leballo's praise-singer, Makoti attempted
theoretical disquisitions, in which he repudiated PAC's own Southern African policy. A short sojourn in China, a smattering of Maoist concepts, a few trite slogans and-hey presto-a revolutionary
was born!
His repudiation of PAC policy on Southern Africa was most
curious, to say the least. Without the repudiation it was not possible
to attack the ANC for fighting in Rhodesia-an attack made without offering any alternative. Makoti confesses helplessness as to
how to get back to South Africa. He writes: "The serious problem
facing us all is one of getting back to our country."
But fighting in Rhodesia, never! He writes: "There can be no
question about the international outlook of our struggle, or its continentalorientation. We believe however, that every revolutionary
must be prepared, in his own country, to defeat first his own oppressor, and then combine with his fellows and comrades-in-arms to
defeat the remaining oppressors."
Shorn of the rhetoric and verbiage, what Makoti is .)aying is
that Makoti does not want to fight. For he has no way of leaving
Zambia to fight in South Africa without having first to fight his
way through Rhodesia or Mozambique. This interpretation is at
least of a piece with his desertion from the 1960 ca mpaign in
South Africa, when the predictable penalty for defying the enemy
was mere imprisonment.
All else seems to fall into character, too, even his pilfering
and indiscriminate use of Maoist phraseology. Or isn't there a
connection between plagiarism, the fraudulent use of other men's
literary brains, and the political crime of living off the blood and
sweat of the Sharpeville martyrs and militant activists of 1960 fame?
For three years the PAC, in advocating united effort for Southern Africa, has in Makoti's words been "combining reactionary substance with rev01utionary phrases to make a counter-revolutionary
proposition sound revolutionary". This, according to the sage, "is
the traditional mechanism of the adventurist who shows great ability
in seeing how a revolution can be run in every place except in the
camp of aggression:'
It is immaterial that Makoti substituted my name for that of
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the PAC. The only apparent reason for doing so is that I had done
most to popularise that policy in the last three years. It did not even
matter to Makoti that the policy he was repudiating had been laid
down in a document which the PAC had submitted to the third conference of the Organisation of African Unity, held in Accra in October 1965.
The document was submitted together with a covering letter,
dated October 22, 1965, and signed by Leballo, though I cannot
guarantee that the latter had mastered more than a superficial understanding of the policy statement. It had been presented to him-and
others-for his perusal two days in advance, and he read the letter
before signing it. The letter said:
"Your Excellency,
"The Pan-Africanist Congress (South Africa) has pleasure in
presenting the enclosed statement to the Heads of State and Government now assembled here in Accra for the third conference of the
Organisation of African Unity.
"We commend the statement as a blueprint for the liberation
of Southern Africa. We earnestly implore this conference of the
OAU to do everything in its power to further the objective of Unity
among the liberation forces ef Southern Africa as outlined in the
Statement:
"Long live African Unity!
"PotlakoK. Leballo, Acting President."
The essence of the proposals was contained in a four-point
formula which insisted that a realistic plan for action against the
fortresses of White domination in Southern Africa and the last vestiges of colonial rule elsewhere in Africa should take into account
the following propositions:
(1) The whole of Southern Africa should be regarded as a
single unit for political and military purposes in the present phase
of the struggle for liberation.
(2) Recognition of the necessity of- an inter-territorial
strategy, with or without a completely unified liberation movement"
but certainly cohesion and co-ordinated action.
(3) The setting up as soon as possible uf a supreme political
authority to co-ordinate the activities of the liberation movement in
the various territories, with the possibility that this might evolve
into an inter-territorial provisonal government.
.
(4) A crash programme for training guerrillas from Southern
Africa and volunteers from the rest of Africa and elsewhere, with
the possibility that this may evolve into an inter-territorial army of
liberation under a joint high command.
Immediate active interest in this plan was taken by Ghana
under President Nkrumah, who undertook to sponsor a conference
of freedom fighters early in 1966 to work out a unified strategy
and explore ways and means of concerted and co-ordinated action.
But the move was knocked out by the Ghana army rebellion of
February 1966.
President Nkrumah was fully aware of the fissiparous tendencies which plague the liberation movement in every territory,
but was willing to use his enormous influence in Africa and among
freedom fighters for the realisation of the plan. The fall of his
Government left the field open for degeneration and decline, as we
now know only too painfully.
Although it has been a policy of the OAU since its inception
to create common action fronts in each of the unliberated territories, nowhere has this vital intermediate goal of liberation been
achieved. Gone are the faith and vision which once gave impetus
to the African revolution. But the principles upon which the PAC
plan was based remain incontrovertible.
The realisation of that plan would bring unity in each territory, transcending narrow party lqyalties and parochialism, and
concerted action on an inter-territorial scale, including co-ordination of activities cutting across artificial territorial frontiers, and
concentration of the main thrust of the revolution upon· the
enemy's weakest links.
Lately all sorts of diversionary arguments have been raised
involving alleged language differences and non-familiarity of terrain in relation to problems of organisation and deployment of

manpower. And all this in the name of Maoist theory of a people's
war! Those who raise them seem to have learnt nothing from
China's historic 3,OOO-mile trek to the northern province of
Shensi, a route cluttered with various dialects and nationalities.
Such comparisons are often odious . But those who choose
models for guerrilla warfare have a duty to study in the minutest detail all the factors which make such a choice possible. Take the sacrifice of space to buy time and manoeuvrability, a basic tenet of the
anti-imperialist war in China. And of space China had plenty, conceding muct.. of it to the enemy as part of a grand military strategy.
None of the individual territories in Southern Africa, considered separately, can be tho.ughtof as being even remotely similarly
endowed, but together they begin to make some sort of comparison
feasible. China's different nationalities spoke diverse dialects; it was
only after liberation that a single official national language was developed.
The various nationalities (it is more correct to say tribes) in
Southern Africa speak different dialects, upgraded to languages,
derived from the so-called Bantu family of languages, The Matebele
of Rhodesia, who trekked from the Zulu kingdom of Natal not so
long ago in history, speak a dialect similar to those spoken by the
Nguni-speaking groups in South Africa.
There has been constant inter-territorial movement of people
in the wake of industrial development throughout Southern Africa,
particularly since the discovery of gold in South Africa last century.
What "historical fact", then, is there to make a South African, "even
though he may be black", unacceptable to the people of Zimbabwe?
What have they to protect from him-their oppression?
Yet, leaving nothing to chance, the PAC plan envisages the
integration of guerrilla units in their training camps to obviate whatever difficulties can be anticipated of a sociological nature, apart
from meeting the obvious need of a common ideological mould
even for those from the same territory or villages. They begin here
to forge the bonds of comradeship which will be steeled in the
course of the war. But they are already joined by a common historical experience of oppression and repression which has known
no territorial frontiers. This is also true of the broad mass of people
living in the zones in which the guerrillas will be operating, shooting
their way into the hearts of the oppressed.
Mangaliso Robert Sobukwe, dynamic President of PAC, was
wont to quote departed brother George Padmore on this point, that
there is "a growing feeling among politically conscious Africans
throughout the continent that their destiny is one, that what happens in one part of Africa to Africans must affect Africans living
in other parts". And so let it be.
If the current chauvinistic vapourings represented the authentic
voice of PAC, as Makoti and his type would have the world believe,
we would have the sorry spectacle of a Pan-Africanist organisation
narrowing down the "camp of aggression" from the Zambesi to the
Limpopo.
Someone, commenting in AFRICA AND THE WORLD on my
previous articles on this issue, in another example of chauvinism masquerading as military science, talked glibly about "the foreign terrain" in making disparaging remarks about South African freedom
fighters captured in Rhodesia. Like all purveyors of confusion he
did not even have the guts to write under his own name but unethically used the name of the PAC to lend authority to his views.
Guerrillas, as a rule, spring from among the poor, and have
probably never travelled beyond a few miles of their localities-at
least until they come abroad for military training, if even that. For
the most part, therefore, their own countries are "foreign" to them.
Show me a man who knows every part of his country well and I
will show you a creature cast more in the mould of a counterinsurgent than a guerrilla, for tourists do not make freedom fighters. The guerrilla, who like all mortals hasn't got the means of
recreating nature, adapts his principles of military doctrine (or
evolves new tactics to suit conditions) to any topography.
The stubborn refusal of this element to consider the whole of
Southern Africa as a "camp ofaggression"'has led to their committing the crime of adventurism of which they would like to accuse
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others. In the beginning, as we have shown, the ANC committed
certain military mistakes, because of half-hearted commitment to
the common enelny view, but has since learnt from these mistakes.
The ANC, however;had few if any pretensions to being a PanAfricanist organisation. The PAC not only has these pretensions
but a firm commitment which it proclaimed before the eyes of all
Africa at an OAU conference. Yet the Leballo-Makoti element
went and committed the same crime of adventurism in Mozambique of which they accused the ANC, in Rhodesia.
This element had lambasted the ANC for what they called
"the tragic long march" involving its guerrillas in Rhodesia, saying:
"The point of our criticism is that they have been permanently
and prematurely deprived (of the opportunity) of making a decisive contribution to our people's struggle for self-determination on
the altar of satisfyingthe personal caprices, political whims and
military ineptitudes of nervous little-men in the ANC .leadership."
Subsequently, the self-same Leballo-Makoti element were to
send a guerrilla band on a long march through Mozambique to South
Africa in similar circumstances, guided by members of the Mozambique Revolutionary Committee as the ANC guerrillas had been
escorted by ZAPU men. At the time of writing, it was reported that
three or f~ur of the guerrillas had been killed in a clash at Vila Pery,
on the Mozambique-Rhodesian border.
It would be an insult to the memory of these PAC guerrillas in
Mozambique, as to that of the ANC men killed in Rhodesia, for anyone to say they had no business to be there. What is deplorable is
that because of the chauvinistic refusal to regard either Mozambique
or Rhodesia as part of the camp of aggression the "little men" in the
liberation movement are unable to plan accordingly.
This does not mean that attempts to reach South Africa should
not be made before either Rhodesia or Mozambique is liberated, but
that these should be made as part of a grand strategy involving the
whole region, dictated by logistic and other crucial issues which cannot be discussed here.
Referring in general terms to the PAC plan in my AFRICA
AND THE WORLD article of December last, I wrote:
"If we accept, as we must, that we are fighting a common
enemy, the logical step is to pool our limited resources and utilise
them to the best advantage in a united front, to rationalise our
planning and execution of our responsibilities. The situation in
Rhodesia, South Africa and South West Africa in particular cries
out to the heavens for such a plan of action.
"There are two main organisations in each of these countries
and all of them claim to fight for freedom. They ar~ all in a state
of revolt against the status quo. They may each have a different
plan for organising society after liberation, each a different set of
ideas how this should be done, but this is not a practical questiol)
at the moment. What matters now is that all desire a drastic change
in existing social systems in their respective countries."
This clearly referred to the existence of favourable subjective
and objective conditions as a springboard for launching revolution
its motive force, and went on: "Such a motive force, expressed in
a thousand and one slogans covering as many themes elementary to
social ferment, exists throughout Southern Africa. What is needed
is a detonator and the whole region will go up in flames ... "
Reactions to this formulation have been interesting. Where
he is not using outright swear words, Makoti correctly makes the
point that the foundations of the future society are laid during the
course of the revolution. He writes:
"In the process he (the revolutionary) lays down the groundwork of the society he envisages, and lets it take its course during
the whole period of protracted struggle . . . It is quite naive to hope
that this development is not now practical and must wait until after
liberation."
In fact, the point has already been made in relation to the
Rhodesian nationalist armed struggle, But the immediate practical
question raised in my December article is the quite different one of
finding a common basis for united effort in launching revolutions,
and I considered it as a common denominator among the various
organisations that "all desire a drastic change in existing social

systems in their respective countries".
Here, again, Chinese history is instructive, and should help us
rid ourselves of all tendencies towards left sectarianism. In "Problems of War and Strategy", ~1ao Tse-tung writes:
"When imperialism is not making armed attacks on our country the Chinese Communist Party either wages civil war jointly with
the bourgeoisie against the warlords (lackeys of Imperialism) ...
or unites with the peasants and urban petty bourgeoisie to wage
civil war against the landlord class and the comprador bourgeoisie
(also lackeys of imperialism) ... When imperialism launches armed
attacks on China, the Party unites all classes and strata in the country
opposing the foreign "aggressors to wage national war against the
foreign enemy ... "
All this time, from the 1924-27 wars in Kwangtung Province
and the Northern Expedition through the 1927-36 War of Agrarian
Revolution and the 1931-45 War of Resistance against Japan to the
end of the 1945-49 War of Liberation, the Chinese Communist Party
was uniting all who could be united on a common basis that needed
not necessarily be socialist, while nonetheless laying the foundations
of the future socialist society.
The present Chinese Cultural Revolution, almost 20 years after
the War of Liberation, is eloquent testimony to the 4l protracted nature
of the birth-pangs of a socialist society sired mainly by guerrilla warfare in some countries, as distinct from a Bolshevik-type insurrection.
From this type of revolution, especially in its fledgling stage as in
Southern Africa, left sectarianism must be banished completely·.
Makoti's is similar to the reaction of Maeng Letromaca, said to
be the nom .de plume of a South African freedom fighter who, in the
April 1968 issue of 'Africa and the World', emphasised in capital
letters' "Unity for the sake of unity is completely alien to revolutionary socialist principles."
One is tempted to retort that there is no such thing as unity for
unity's sake, but one recognises that the words are used merely to
emphasise that the revolution must be socialist in character and that
unity is possible only when it is from the outset based firmly on socialist principles. It is an old Trotskyist phraseological trap, so ably
characterised by Regis Debray in his 'Revolution in the Revolution?
as follows:
"Trotskyism attributed great importance to the socialist character of the revolution, to its future programme, and would like it to be
judged by this purely phraseological question, as if declaring a thousand times that the revolution should be socialist would help call it
into existence ... " Again: "At bottom Trotskyism is a metaphysic
paved with good intentions."
In conclusion, it is well to note that the "my country" type of
mentality which has reared its head among certain elements on the
ZANU-PAC front is completely at variance with the trend of developments in Southern Africa. Portentous signs of a developing war
situation have appeared on the not too distant horizon in South and
Central Africa, which present a challenge that can only be met through
a minimum all-Africa revolutionary consciousness.
These storm signals may not yet shake the rest of Africa out of
its torpor, but they are menacing enough to warrant an agonising reappraisal of the position by the liberation movement and all its active
supporters and well-wishers.
While details (as distinct from the theoretical framework) of
the PAC plan referred to earlier cannot be discussed here, I can point
out that it has from its conception in 1965 anticipated the present
developments.
Among these developments have becn Portuguese air attacks on
Zambian villages along the Angolan border, the blowing up of a
Zambian bridge by an unidentified enemy, an attempt by Rhodesian
planes to ferret out freedom fighters in Zambia through groundilluminating flares, and threats of retaliatory action by South Africa
against countries accused of providing bases for guerrillas.
In the face of all these, it is a sad commentary on our revolutionary awareness that we should still be arguing over which is the
camp of aggression. A decisive halt must be called to the squabbles
among the rival organisations, so they can get on to serious discussion and planning. Don't let the chauvinistic tail wag the revolut-

ionary dog.
At this stage and perhaps for a long time to come, no one can
pretend to know all the answers to the very great problems involved
in the struggle for the liberation of Southern Africa. Their magnitude calls for humility on the part of all concerned. The mutually
destructive attacks that are going on betray lack of appreciation of
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the stupendous tasks that lie ahead.
The OAU's Liberation Committee, is uniquely placed to influence the course of events. It could rise to the occasion by at once
enforcing a moratorium and setting up machinery for dialogue among
the various liberation organisations. It could imbue the liberation
movement with a dynamic sense of purpose and direction.

of Tanzania has beautifully summarised it as "the second scramble".
He rightly notes that Africa is successfully emerging from the phase
of the First Scramble for Africa and that she is entering a new phase
The Second Scramble. As in the First Scamble he points, tribes were
torn from each other in order to make the division of Africa easier,
in the Second Scramble for Africa one nation is being divided against
another so as to make the control of Africa easier by making her weak
and divided against herself. So it seems that the aim of these big
powers is to keep Africa forever balkanised so that the idea of African
Unity should ever remain remote. And we remember the admonition
that a house divided against itself cannot stand.
Neo-colonialism is one of the most destructive elements of
African Unity. Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia defines it as "the attempt
made by great powers to undermine the sovereignty of an African
State by the use of subtle economic and political tools to replace the
physical domination of the old colonialists.. ,," As long' as the diabolic interests of the colonial nations remain undivorced in Africa many
African countries would remain client-states through which the embers of division would be fanned. It is time African States should
" ... He that gathereth not with me scattereth."
begin to question their membership in those associations where their
-Christ
former colonial masters remain heads. Many African States are still
bound with apron strings to either France, Britain or America. Hence
In the first place what do we mean by African Unity? The term some former French African colonies are in many cases closely linked
is not far from being ambiguous today. It had been used to advocate to France as independent states than they were as dependent territories. So that through France they have all gained associate membera continental organic Union.
The civilian government of Ghana
ship in the European Common Market, (Fred G. Burke, 'Africa's
was among others the chief exponent of this form. Hence the now
suspended republican constitution of Ghana states that Ghana is pre- Quest for Order'). Britain continues to treat her former colonies in
pared at any time to surrender her sovereignty, in whole or in part in many respects with spite and contempt.
The external economic assistance to Africa also requires examthe interest of a Union of African States. But others like the civil
Federal Government of Nigeria seemed opposed to this view and used ination. In many quarters external assistance to' Africa is regarded as
"aid". But how much of this bulk of aid comes without strings
the term to refer to a loose association or confederation of African
States. But I am going to treat the obstacles of African Union having attached? Sometimes money is loaned to African States in the guise
of aid at very high interest rates that on the long run the the aid is
these two forms in view. The obstacles of African Unity in my view
are constituted under two major groups. There are the external forces transformed to a burden from which the recipient cannot escape.
The only resort becomes to buy their goods at highly imposed prices.
and the internal factors. And I will begin with the former.
The effect is that Africa continues to be under economic slavery.
1.
The External Factors,
And under such circumstances Africa remains unfree to determine
I sit on a man's back, choking him and making
her destiny. Africa must look before she leaps!
him carry me, and yet assure myself and others
that I am very sorry for him and wish to lighten
Let me now turn to the delicate issue of Africa's foreign policy.
his load by all possible means-except by getting
To this African states have repeatedly offered non-alignment and posioff his back.
- Tolstoy
tive neutralism. This policy is supposed to represent freedom of
Since it was the colonialists who held the blackmen under by
decision and choice on international issues. It means that Africa must
exercise her influence over both sides namely, East and West, in order
keeping them divided, it is a very natural course that the major obstacle of African Unity should be Africa's former colonial masters.
to achieve universal peace. But to what extent has Africa remained on
It is very interesting to note how the big powers are divided among
these principles? Some have succumbed to one of these power blocks
themselves but how unified they become when they face (black)
or the other. No wonder J ulius Nyerere has said Africa is in a mess.
Africans. Also note the attitude of these same powers in the United
He said that the Organisation of African Unity has demonstrated that
Nations. Always when an African issue comes across the table and
Britain and France had more power (in Africa) than the whole Africa
one of them is affected she with one other is likely to abstain in order put together.
to block the matter.
There are two examples to prove this. When a call was made
These big powers or more specifically Europe and America are that African states which had any relationship with France should
still exercising a great influence in Africa. Africa is the arena of the
sever them due to her frequent bomb tests in the Sahara how Inany
Cold War and this has its devastating effects on her. J.ulius Nyerere
responded? Only one- Nigeria. And recently in 1966 when the OAU
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called on her members to bre1k off diplomatic links with Britain over
the Rhodesian issue how many complied? Not more than ten out of
the .great lot. This only helps to promote, misunderstanding among
AfrIciln states. Now let me turn to the internal factors.
2.
The Internal Factors
... if Africa is to be united, the African States ...
must display understanding and tolerance for
one another·_Ahmadou Ahidjo
Let me begin with the obstacle created by the complexity of the
composition of the African Continent. Africa today is composed of
three groups each with distinct culture, religion and racial traits. there
are !he indigenous black Africans, Africans of Asian origin and
Afncans of European origin. Akin to this is the problem of communication and human understanding, due to the existence of various
linguistic groups in Africa. (In his book 'My Plan For Africa' Dr.
~na.mdi AZ~iwe has treated the problem at large.) The problem now
lIes In blendIng all these grJups to a harmonious organism. At the
same time the nations north of the Sahara are more interested in their
Arab Unity than African Unity. I call evidence from their chief
spokesman, Nasser of Egypt. Hear him: "By military solidarity and
by voluntary. co-operation in economics, culture, and foreign policy,
the Arab natIons can grow strong in their own right".
Some of our African leaders themselves are also a towering pillar blocking the attainment of African Unity. They do so by the
animosity, the antagonism and the distrust that their behaviour
aro~ses in their colleagues. Some of them also obstruct unity by
then reluctance to surrender sovereignty. When the Charter establishing African Unity and Solidarity was signed in May 1963 in Addis
Ababa a resolution was taken that all existing groups and aS6Jciations
should be dissolved in order to facilitate African unity. But since
then what has happened? Almost thirteen of those who signed that
Charter have been dethroned by force. On the.contrary to the resolution more groups have come into being. The next year 1964 the
Afro~Malagasy Common Organisation was formed. Others including
the Sahara River States, the Central African Customs and Economic
Union have been founded. Some argue that these sub-groupIngs are
meant to pave the way for Continental Unity. But I have my doubts
because already contemporary events i~dicate that those involved in
these associations are more interested in their regional groupings than
All-African Unity. I leave the rest of the judgement to you but I wish
to echo the words of Jesus again that a house divided against itself
cannot stand. Yes some African leaders have very little regard for
their colleagues and African affairs as a whole. In 1967 Kamuzu

Banda of Malawi gave it a stra~ght _ left in the face in favour of
-association with Apartheid South Africa.
At the inauguration of the OAU the African Development Bank
was also formed with a view to create the basis of an African Common
Market. But instead of rendering it support zonal Economic Communities are springing up. The East African Economic Community
was launched with great pomp and that of West Africa is also on the
way.
And if African Unity is to be a reality there must first exist a
peaceful atmosphere among African States themselves. But we realise
the hard fact that relationship between some African Countries is or
has fallen to zero.Ethiopia andKenya had border disputes with Somalia until recently. Between Malawi and Tanzania there is a wide gulf.
The Gabon is not on good terms with Congo (Brazzaville) , neither is
Chad with the Sudan. Algeria is against the monarchy of Morocco.
And just recently it was announced that Uganda and the Sudan have
broken off diplomatic ties ... How then can we talk and hope for
Unity in such a muddle? .. It is a sad thing that even among the
Liberation Movements in Angola, Mozambique, and Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) there are warring factions. In this light there would not exist
any basis for Unity even after independence has been achieved for the
tensions would still be there to threaten it.
"Charity begins at home" goes the saying. Today many African
States are plagued with serious internal crises. In many countries the
bullet has replaced the ballot in determining government; in some
cases political opponents evaporate to no trace; the press has been
muzzled and peoples' rights have been suppressed with all cruelty. This
creates unrest and distrust.
In conclusion I would like to say that African Unity needs more
than eloquent speakers-such speakers who would speak so convincingly, make such lofty promises and yet in the end do nothing.
African Unity cannot be achieved if the respective member states
of the OAU and their leaders are not willing to make it the undying
purpose of their noblest creed; if they are not ready to sacrifice in
greater proportions; if individual African countries are prepared to
pledge their whole allegiance to African affairs rather than London
Paris, Washington, Moscow or Peking. The obstacles of African Unity
would remain there if African States cannot make their choices, set
their priorities, and determine their true interests.
Not merely to recount what has been
but to share in moulding what should be.
- Bernard FonIon
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Commentators on African politics and economics have skilfully
deleted from their writings the genesis of the real problems that beset
emerging African independent states. That Africa has just emerged
independently and is still bogged down with an acute colonial mentality is completely forgotten.
1.
Independent African States are still tied down to a system of
government which to say the least, is totally baroque.
2.
Most independent African states are drastically short of trained
personnel, and almost total lack of technological skills and managerial expertise.
3.
Africa's natural resources are not harnessed for a continental
development but on a piecemeal basis@l.:lch to the benefit of the overseas shareholders, whose aims are not to invest profits accrued but
to take them out of the continent.
4.
Shortage of capital for extensive agricultural programmes which
would stimulate a much diversified economy, create a situation of
massive food production and feed Africa's teeming millions.
5.
The intellectuals which Africa has produced are for the most
part mere fine gentlemen contemptuous of any sort of radical change
and are still toying with cliches that are sterile and static.
To analyse Africa's problems is a colossal task. Africa's dilemma is not a case of paucity of resources but one of troe intentions.
This point might need clarification since true intentions can mean
subjugation and economic slavery. Furthermore to prescribe a
remedy to replace the present bizarre political institutions one can
be caught in a trap. To become too vigorous and doctrinaire in
one's approach to changes in Africa there is the ever present danger
that one can be burdened with too much at a time. Africa's politcal
history is imperialistic for all intents and purposes and oftentimes
very feudalistic. African states have the onus of furthering a colonial pattern of Government which they, would not necessarily have
subscribed to but colonialism has dictated the pattern. The masters
in London and Paris, and the kings of Belgium have left us with
constitutions loaded with decrees and meaningless statutes.
Because African Governments find themselves playing the
tricky role of interpreting a constitution which they themselves
know little about it is not surprising when one hears oL-_the infringement of the habeas corpus or any other Latin jargon. The chief
preoccupation of African leaders is to make rapid economic development and in that process the executive is clothed with tremendous
powers. This tends to weaken the system of consultation. The real
truth is that independent Africans are caught up in the economic
struggle: they have to fight or fall behind the rest. This removes
all incentives to examine their political role and we have witnessed
the eroding of many governments. Unless a truthful poltical situation evolves probably based on Tanzania's model Africa will always
remain a political infant. The niceties of western-orientated constitutions are far fetched. The illiteracy and traditions frustrate the
primary aims of whatever good intentions the colonial masters had
when they presented Africa with questions and answers of constitutions. The absence of a continental elite capable of breaking new
ground in the political and moral fields is bound to stifle public
opinion worthy of exerting pressures toward sincere and constructive reforms.

Africa has long been and still is the chief supplier of raw
materials and a ready market for finished goods. Suct finished
manufactured goods are useful, but irrelevant to development. Also
since Africa is short of trained personnel, a direct result of colonial
failure, the_ prerequisites and basics are still not fully met. The need
for home technicians to maintain and service agricultural machines
is forever growing, market research and distribution is still conducted
in a primitive way. This will al\\'ays hold African countries back
from facing the challenge which the international economic cartels
pose.
The main emphasis should be put on technical education
-rather than relying on the Sorbonne and Oxford to provide the
graduates who in any case display only cold feelings towards the
distant miseries in Africa. A new code of morals should be encouraged, the old attitude of materialism by the educated class should
go. A complete reorientation of values, morals and priorities should
be encouraged. This will induce fresh attitudes.
Though more complex to appreciate, the rudimentary problem
which Africa's independent countries are facing is one of a persistent
wors~ning of trade terms.
The overseas buyers convene meetings and fix prices for
primary produce. This excessive power to determine the standards
of living in Africa is still a vexing question. Not only do they determine the price of raw materials but also that of finished goods.
While they continue to buy cheaply and sell dear African states continue to negotiate financial loans, which form only a trickle in the
ocean. What Africa would need is capital on a long term basis with
interest free loans. There must be a complete reorganisation of
trading arrangements with overseas firms. African countries should
break away from small economic units, anticipating the abolition
of customs barriers and the erratic tariff system. If and when the
arbitrary borders are demolished a new dimension of economic
growth would be seen.
A striking example of foresight and investing for the future in
Africa is the Volta River project. This capital development will not
only serve Ghana but some of her neighbours. The Hydro-electricity
generated would form the basis for new industries. These could be
run cheaply and would save capital flowing out of the continent.
The richer countries must be prepared to invest twice as much as
they are now doing. China has recently shown the capacity of
saving and investing twice as large a proportion of its national
product as India. Zambia will no doubt derive full benefit from
the £1 08-million deal to construct a railway system. This is a very
important piece of achievement in black Africa. When the rail project is completed Zambia and Tanzania will be on the road to a
sound economic footing. The construction of the railway will
facilitate Zambia's copper exports. It will also avoid their going
through unfriendly territories such as Southern Rhodesia and
Mozambique. AgainJsince Zambia is landlocked the rail system
should prove a big opening for Africa's future economic progress.
The bold stand taken by Kaunda and Nyerere to pursue their plans
for the giant steel tracks is laudable-a venture which the World
Bank thought was commercially inoPI'ortune. If the Chinese succeed in carrying out this economic project then where will the
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giants of the west stand in the eyes of Africa? China will probably
have emerged as the closest comrade of the East African people and
of the continent of Africa at large. Dr. Nyerere and President Kaunda
in the present setting are resolved to see their joint economic aspiration come true, unmindful of the source of aid. This is the attitude
Africa needs, the sort of attitude, too, the new African would require.
Self-mindedness and forthrightness.
The role of the educated African in a society which is ready
for change should be vital, for economic and political progress. The
addest thing is that there is a rising class of African elite whose big
dreams are wild appreciation of luxuries and undisturbed pleasures.
This typifies the general attitude of the intellectuals. Their unwillingness to change and re-educate themselves is forever growing.
Whenever they do contribute anything in the form of writings it
is marred by a false sense of values. They are the agents against
progress. Their very rigid minds are apt to interpret a departure
from the Westminster pattern as the end of the world and the collapse of everything. The elite·s; must be prepared to.go into the bush
to tackle the problems frQm th~ir grass' roots. Of course one would
fall short if all the blame were heaped on their shoulders, but if we
are to see a new start, Africa must denounce these people who only
know they have their salaries to receive and nothing more. With this
qualification perhaps the next decade will usher into Africa capable
people to direct her affairs.

The organisation of youth activities in Central and Southern
Africa has to be seen in an historical perspective to be understood.
Traditionally there was a horiztonal stratification of society by ag~
the degree of organisation being designated by "sets" or "regiments".
Whilst showing a strong attachment to the extended family group,
the young man, once having undergone initiation and seelusion
either through ceremonial rite or through passage of time, entered
into a pattern of age-group activity characterised by a high degree
Keep abreast of news and development of Africa,
of corporateness. The adolescent youth thus achieved status at an
early age. He realised that, whilst not achieving complete incorporation into adult society, nevertheless his role and position in that
read AFRICAN WEEKLY ,REVIEW.
society was assured and understood.
It is possibly in terms of the role-action of youth that we can
best examine tra4itional youth culture in Africa. Amongst the more
decentralised peoples of the East, age-set formations were very strong.
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'negativistic' actions against both persons and property-almost
always ac-companied by violence. They nave been described as
utterly lacking in social ties, particularly with kin groups, being
largely urban-born and exhibiting defiance of both traditional and
contemporary community norms. Tsotsi-ism is essentially subcultural in action and orientation. In the absence of effective administrative or local community-based social controls to contain
such deviant behaviour in the townships, residents have often
resorted to rural-based sanctions and invoked retaliatory corporate
activity from elder generations (amakhaya) who resuscitate tribal
measures of punitive sanctions in an endeavour to restore public
and moral order.
.
Joint activities and common loyalties are emphasised by the
use of a tsotsi "slang" whilst concubine women provide further
status symbols. By its successful defiance of the law and social
norms and with its own moral code of living at variance with that
of the community within which it operates, the tsotsi gang takes
upon itself full corporate identity. It is undoubtedly increasing in
effectiveness in setting up an ever-widening urban sub-culture within which standards of lawlessness, violence and destructiveness prevail. Shaw & McKay's (1942) description of the American slum
communities "not only disorganised and thus ineffective as a unit
of control. Only the delinquent SlOO criminal acts are organised) The
rest of social life is disorganised,,~2) appears to be applicable to the
tsotsi sub-culture. Certainly Laura Longmore inclines heavily to
this view although Sutherland and Whyte have laid bare the value
system of the slum and street-cornt1t,~ocietyand emphasised the
positive and organisational aspects,~,j) in America.
The corporateness of the tsotsi sub-culture presents a challepze
to the class theories of delinquency of Miller, Cloward and Cohen~'f)
Inevitably due to the racial stratification of South African society,
upward mobility is not only restricted-it is effectively barred by
entanglements of legislation, inferior education and the virtual absence of legitimate opportunities to even the basic manual skills let
alone middle-class, status-bearing positions in the "white-collar"
hierarchy.
Tsotsi youth cuiture, then, can be seen to embody many of
the criteria of Western-orientated Youth movements-particularly
elements of universalism,. It is a social system in which the allocation of roles and rewards is not based on membership of a kinship
unit (in fact membership usually precludes the continuation of
kinship obligations). The important institutional roles of the system
are independent of the family and other particularistic units. In fact,
family roles here are felt not to be harmonious with the wider social
syst'em and identification with members of the family does not ensure the attainment of full social maturity and status, as is necessary
in both traditional and contemporary African societies.
Because South Africa's caste-stratified society restricts occupational mobility and sets up educational barriers to achievement,
tsotsi youth culture is thrown into sharp relief. Much legislation so
impedes the process of normal family growth, child maturation and
socialisation in the urban areas that the machinery for the early
formation of conflict-type age~rouping using a mode of adaptation
to intense and~apid environmental change described by Merton as
"rebellious" ~)) has already been established. Add to this conflicts
inherent between (a) class dominated values of achievement as expounded through education and access to the mass media of the
Western World, and (b) partial assimilation mto a highly technologically-developed)ndustrial society and the result is a classic example
of alienation and personality deprivation. The situation is further
compounded by the inevitable clash between generations and their
value systems, implicit in the current transformation from a ruralbased small-scale society to large-scale society where specialisation
and division of labour are the essential features.~ b) Extreme violence (physical intimidation, sexual assaults, use of dangerous and
often lethal weapons) combined with extreme frustration associated
with denial of political expression, rigorous influx control and punitive measures of state and administrative sanctions restricting residential activity, have all combined to produce a third generation of

non-familial, occupationally deprived and alienated young people.
They have opted out of all the conflicting value-systems operating
in a complex inter-racial urban milieu. Laura Longmore has described some of the characteristics thus:
"Generally the tsotsi element in any urban African township
comprises the most intelligent and adventurous of African
youth who, unable to find an outlet for their high spirits,
indulge in the sport of burglary close at hand. Instead of
developing into law-abiding citizens, they form a rapidly
increasing criminal element in the urban setting." (7). This
description, however, ignores the political (i.e. opposition to White
domination) basis of violent anti-social expression in South Africa
and the extent of the criminal content of that activity. She goes on
"Thus the tsotsi gangs provide a network of social and personal relations and mutual obligations for satisfaction of the
otherwise anchorless adolescent. When family and society
fail him, the youth seeks the sanctuary of the tsotsi gang".
Miss Longmore at first paints a picture of complete social disorganisation and moral degradation but then admits this is only part of the
pictures: "New institutions and patterns have arisen in response to
demands for in-group activity, which flourises in the townships." Gangs with apt titles like "Spoilers", "Americans",
"Russians" learn to fight skillfully and endure pain and suffering.
But they are rejected, because of their violent hedonistic and egocentric actions, by respectable middle-class apirants and traditional
amakhaya (homeboys) alike.
The attitudes and responses of these school, family and churchcentred people can be seen in this descrption by Wilson and Mafeje
of tsotsis in Langa location, Cape Town:
"The age-set from 15 to about 25 of the tsotsi type are called
ijchaba from ikhaba -a half-grown mealie stalk. Tsotsis are
violent and bo.isterous, given to smoking dagga (Cannabis)
and fighting with knives. They are a by-word among the
migrants and 'decent people' in town for their wildQess 'and
the migrants will have nothing to do with them."~~)
A system of apprentice-serving and promotion incorporation
into an adult peer group appears to be apparent, on the lines described by Cohen and Cloward & Ohlin for the delinquent sub-culture
based on criminal values. From ikhaba, tsotsis may become ubari'angry young men', bitterly resentful of White domination and
aggressive towards everyone. Ngubo, however, brings out an essential difference between tsotsi and ikhaba :
"The group Vilakazi refers to as amagxagxa is the same group
the tsotsis call ikhaba. Ikhaba· tend to be crude, violent and
culturally rootless. They try to emulate the tsotsis, but lack
the education and the polish of the 'location boys'. Both the
tsotsis and the ikhaba are criminal elements of city communities, but differ in that tsotsis, although not completely nonViolent, tend to commit crimes that call for speciaLgrerational
skills. They approximate white-collar criminals." ~
This then, has been a brief outline of youth cultures in Southern Africa with a particular reference to the R~public of South Africa.
Much has been written in anthropological literature on the traditional
family and kinship system, and currel)t surveys emphasise the resilience of the extended family network in the urban setting. The
emphasis here, however, has been to bring out the resultant of the
clash between traditional and conte-mporary youth cultures-i.e. the
emergence of a delinquent youth culture in every respect sub-cultural
in terms of Cohen's criteria, but further compounded by a violent
reaction to White domination of the political, educational, occupational and educational institutions in the urban townships. Alienation is not such as to ensure complete dissociation from either
family-centred residential life or occupational norms as expressed
by White commercial and industrial standards. Much research needs
to be directed to assessing bureaucratic and organisational norms in
tsotsi sub-eultural society. To what extent do their criminal pursuits follow the structural patterns of "the syndicate" brilliantly
observed by Whyte in his classic 'Street Corner SOCIety'? Knowing
the persistence and resilience of neighbourhood and kinship in South
African townships it is not merely academic to trace out the ties
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between tsotsi activity-unacceptable to "respectable", migrant and
rural-based alike-and the overall network of social relations. Tsotsis
are hjghly mobile, enjoying access to modern transport which, if
illicit /and restricted by White racialist standards, nevertheless ensures
the majntenance and perpetuation of contacts over wide areas of the
towns.. They rely on kinship attachments for knowledge of administrative regulation and the"disposal of much stolen_ property. Like
the criminal element in any industrial society, they are not completely rejected and isolated. If this were so they would not exist
in such an extensive way and evolve such unified, however negativistic, patterns of behaviour. ID- the absence of any institutional
sanction on behaviour and the presence of known conc~rn by mothers and .kinsmen for late members of the family who "become
tsotsi", there must be much more inter-cultural contact than a
Western interpretation would establish. The challenge is there for
a closer examination of the tsotsi phenomenon in southern Africa.
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The Women [of Paris] jealously watch what they call their
"line" and do not mind any sacrifice to keep it. They all want to
slim as if the men of Paris were only interested in the sight of jutting collar-bones and sharp cheek-bones. Those on the plump side
go on a strict diet: pills, infusions, exercises. They do not take
dinner, they do not drink more than three glasses of water a day.
There is nothing a Parisian woman would not do to keep her "line".
But the years go by and people grow old. In the men, the eye-lids
swell up, and the small veins turn red; their skin starts looking paler,
dryer, and more brittle. One would think that it might tear at the
first violent effort. Their skin gets wrinkled around the eyes, at the
corners of the mouth, and on the forehead. Their chins become
cleft. In the women, these ravages of time are less visible because
they put up a relentless fight against wear and tear by hourly filling
up the furrows which time digs on their lovely cheeks. They are so
proficient in the art of make-up that it is not always easy to tell a
woman's age. And eitquette on this point is very strict. Asking a
woman's age is tantamount to a complete lack of good breeding.
A woman is as old as her heart tells her. If she is fifty and her heart
beats as at twenty, well, this makes her twenty. But do men understand this, prone as they are to measuring a woman's strength, vitality, and endurance by her number of crow's feet? Hide your age,
women! The flowers that you are have a perfume but no age.
And I admire in these women the refusal to die without a
struggle, this determination of theirs to prove to time that it will
never win an easy victory. Tomorrow it will find its victim as
sprightly as yesterday. The Parisian woman who paints her face
teaches us a philosophy of life, a lesson in perseverance, the willingness to go on fighting even if we know that in the long run we shall
be defeated, a haughty refusal to resign ourselves to fate and to put
our own heads on the block. The Parisian woman definitely is the
most aggressive woman in the world, the only one who does not forgive time anything, being too fully conscious of her role, which is
to embellish our existence, to be a lovely and charming flower for
us, whose perfume and soft murmur braces us. She perpetuates
life and likes to show its joyous and unwrinkled face.
Just as the Parisians take very good care of themselves, they also
take care of their language, which is being watched over by old veterans called the "Immortals". Their function consists in keeping the
language's waistline, its purity. Quite old men are chosen for this so
that wisdom may preside over their work, for a language is everything
to a people. To destroy it would mean to kill the nation's soul.
The greatest joy you can afford a Parisian is to talk to him in
his language, for which he has a deep affection. If he appoints sages
to watch over it, his intention must be to immortalise it. For anyone to speak this language is to become the heir to the Parisian's
culture, an extension of his soul, a witness of his humanism. He
shows a pride which will perhaps never be ours, since our language
at home is dying, and our roots are thus laid bare every day like those
of a baobab tree in the rains. This fever of depersonalisation must
worry the one group of Parisians who prefer to study us through our
masks. Only masks cannot faithfully translate our tears and our
laughter, our fears and our dreams, and our loves. Some, howe"\rer,
try to know us through the works of our write.rs, through our theatre,
the media of expression at our disposal. But teducing everything to
their own measure and to their own way of seeing things, they mostly
look at our works through eyes that are unfit for that purpose. All
the same, still trying to know us represents a laudable effort on their
part, as there are compatriots of theirs who boast that they have never opened any book by a Negro.
Men of calculation, of statistics and of diagrams. beings whose
eyes are riveted on machines, on the timetables of boats, planes, and
locomotives. To produce is the most imperious watchword, to
produce in very sphere...

From: Bernard B. Dadie: [In Negre A Paris (A Negro in Paris)
Paris, Presence Africaine 1959,.pp.201-204.
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AFRICAN MYTHOLOGY by Geoffrey Parrinder (Paul Hamlyn,
17s 6d)
THE ART OF AFRICA: TRIBAL MASKS FROM THE
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THE ART OF AFRICA: MASKS AND FIGURES FROM
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Photographed by Dominique Darbois. (Paul Hamlyn)
CONTEMPORARY ART IN AFRICA by UUi Beier. (Pall Mall
Press,S Ss.)

House post, Cameroon

DENNIS DUERDEN

These four books have different functions but their comparison invites us to look at one theme which is essential to a discussion
of the modern African artist's attitude to the traditional past or for
that matter the modern African writer's attitude to oral literature.
Parrinder's book provides us with a most valuable comparison of
mythological traditions in various parts of the continent. Herold's
book shows the total effect of one European Museum's collection
of African art. Holy tries to remedy the neglect of the art of
Eastern and Southern Africa. Beier provides examples of one
European's taste in modern African art. The theme which unites
these books despite their very widely differing functions is to be
found made more or less explicit in a paper of David Crowley's
which has been reprinted in the latest issue of African Arts/Arts
d' Afrique (Summer 1968), the magazine published by the African
Studies Centre of the University of California at Los Angeles; the
article is called 'Symbolism in African Verbal Art'. Of contemporary symbolism in European literature, Crowley writes, "it seems
safe to assume that none will provide the conventional symbolism
which made it possible for Dante to ... use and transform given
symbols and systems of his culture into th~ concrete embodiment
of a poem, the Divine Comedy, within whose aesthetic structure
he could create his own world yet make it the unique but multiple
blossom of medieval vision. In no poem before or since have aesthetic and ethical orders been so identical, have quantitative and
qualitative rhythms been so simultaneously orchestral", (Crowley
quotes there from 'Myths and Metaphysics in Modern Poetry' ,
American and British, eds. Kiman Friar and John Malcolm Brinnin,
New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1951. This paper appears to
be by Professor Hugh Staples); he continues himself 'This conventional symbolism of Dante is sufficiently concrete to be capable of
representation in the visual arts, as in Blake's drawings, and even in
music, as in Tschaikovski's'Francesca da Rimini'. He asks 'Are not
African cultures equally internally unified?'
To my mind this article brings out into the open a latent medievalism in the approach of many writers on African art and literature.
Crowley is guilty himself of a kind of romantic medievalism: we
must be grateful to him for making it so explicit. He has shown us
the great divergence which must exist between the attitudes of the
modern artist or writer and the average historian of African art. A
similar attitude is betrayed by the collectors of African oral traditions and collections of African dance forms. We are asked to
imagine a society in which there is a large collection of easily understood symbols. The artist or poet dips into an imaginary box and
holds up one of these symbols. Then the public, in this case the
kinship groups or the village give a gasp of comprehension and receive an immediate communication. Perhaps this was the case in
Medieval Europe when a church sculptor could be accused of heresy,
if he depicted one of the Saints without the attributes laid down for
him. It seems possible that in traditional African society a far greater latitude was allowed to a sculptor in depicting one of the spirits
inhabiting his universe. It was enough to express feeling, as .Parrinder writes, (P.I3) 'not by copying faces and bodies, but by emphasi~
sing muscles, power, facial character and mystery.'
An artist is surely someone who has a very personal vision. The
Egyptian artist who was forced by his priests to go on copying the
tradition of three or four thousand years sometimes broke loose as
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we can see in the sculptural reliefs. The African artist's subjectivity
however was sanctioned by his society:; he had no need to break
loose. In fact some Ijo sculptors in the Rivers area of Southern
Nigeria resort to dreams in order to discover their personal. vision
of the Gods spirits. At the same time Nigerian societies of enter-

It is this inventive ability, the capacity to hold the past ane the
future in the present, and not to remain static in tIme 'which is surely
the characteristic of all African art whether traditional or modern.
The best analogy is perhaps with jazz which is remaking itself the
whole time. The poetry, the dancing, the masks, are all present in
the here and now and are about this place and time. Allusions there
may be to the past, but these allusions are carefully sifted to make
sure there- is nothing in them to distract or destroy the present.
Until it has been possible for collections of oral traditions to compare the versions of praise-poets and other creative artists, over a
period of time and to discover how the contents vary from one year
to the next or from one decade to the next I think it is impossible
to take the Medievalist view of African society. What evidence is
there that the symbols are preserved and understood by everyone

Benin bronze

tainers range far afield looking for new dances and masquerades.
It is the original and inventive which is prized, not the slavish copying of old models. In Beier's book one can see a modern Nigerian
painter, Twins Seven-Seven from Oshogbo, painting the Anti-Bird
Ghost from stories of Amos Tutuola, (p.93), and Beier writes 'the
similarities to the Yoruba novelist, Amos Tutuola, are striking and
result from the fact that both grew up under similar circumstances,
in much the same cultural situation, and both were honest enough
to present the world as they saw it, (p.116).

Ibibio headdress

Southern Akan funery vessel

in the community especially where they are the prerogative of
priests who conserve mysteries and delib~rately ~ultivat~ their
inaccessibility? The careful study of AfrIcan art IS only Just beginning. Unfortunately it may never take place because the old
traditions are being destroyed every day. No one knows what
appalling damage has been done to the old traditions in Biafra by
the present war. Biafra still contained some of the best examples
of the old society and the old art: Bullets and starvation have
probably destroyed it for ever. It is important to record what still
exists in the few parts of Africa which have not yet been devastated
by war. Otherwise we will be left with nothing but the ~asks and
figures in these books. Beautiful though they are they WIll be a
silent testimony.
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Vive
I'independence!
WILLFRIED FEUSER
... Ninety-eight entries from 24 countries competing for the Prize of
the {evue ETUDES FRANCAISES. The jury chose this first novel
for its first award.

Ahmadou Kourouma:
LES SOLEILS DES INDEPENDANCES by (Les Presses
de l'Universite de Montreal)
"Well then, what had Fama got out of independence? Nothing
but his national identity card and his membership of the sole party.
Those are the pauper's share in the cutting of the national cake, and
they are hard and dry like meat from an old bull. He might tear at
them with the fangs of a famished mastiff, there was nothing to draw
out of them, nothing to suck, only sinew impossible to chew. And
since he could not return to his native land because he was advanced
in years (the soil of Horodougou is hard and can only be turned over
by sturdy arms and supple backs), all he could do was wait for his
handful of rice from Allah's providence, praying to the merciful
benefactor, because as long as Allah resided in heaven, all the sons
of slaves; the sole party, and the sole leader, even if they conspired
against him, would never succeed in making Fama die of starvation."
These are the thoughts of Fama, the last legitimate ruler of
Horo"dougou in the Malinke country, exiled after losing his chieftaincy to his cousin Lacina, who was more acceptable to the colonial administration, now an indigent immigrant in the capital on the
lagoon which strangely resembles Abidjan. He has become a parasite,
little better than a beggar, looking at the new order of things with a
jaundiced eye and currying the favour of the very people he despises
as "bastards" and "sons of slaves." The last descendant of the mythical Souleymane Doumbouya is an aristocratic sponger who fails to
come to terms with his environment.
When his cousin Lacina dies, Fama has to go home to his village
Togobala, for the "funeral of the fortieth day".
On the same occasie>n he is reinstalled as chief of the tribe, a
tribe devoid of its old glory, a famished people. Horodougou, the
land of his forebears, is situated in the People's Republic of Nikinaia thinly disguised Mali-where the ruling party does not waste much
time on dissident chiefs. The son of a slave in the army uniform of
the new Republic actually has the impudence to ask Fama for his
identity card! The returning chief brings neither fame nor riches
commensurate with his people's expectations. He has to live off the
two most faithful servants of his dynasty: Balla, a liberated Bambara
slave, the fetish priest of the village and a "kaffir", and Diamourou
the griot.
Fama is under the spell of a prophecy pronounced by Allah's
voice in the days of his ancestor Bakary: "Your lineage will flow,
then weaken and dry up even as the torrents that rush down from
the mountains swell, subside and die in the sandy desert valley, far
from the sea and the rivers." The prophecy is being fulfilled in
Fama's domestic life. His wife Salimata is barren, or is Fama barren
himself? We never know, for when it comes to the test, his second
wife Mariam, whom he inherits from his cousin and brings back to
the city on the lagoon where he returns temporarily, is torn away
fromhimthrough the jealous rage of Salimata.
His arrest as a suspect in an anti-government plot almost comes
as a relief to him. Fama finds himself face to face with an absurd,
anonymous justice whose trade-mark is the detention camp:
"What was the name of the camp? It had no name, not even

the jailers themselves knew it. And it was good like that. Things
that cannot be said deserve no name, and this camp will never be
named."
Before the judge Fama confesses to having had a dream heavy
with portent. His failure to disclose the message thus received brings
on a charge of treasonable felony; the sentence passed on him:
twenty years of solitary confinement.
The news of Fama's arrest has meanwhile travelled to Togobala,
and Balla the fetish priest gives the long-standing prophecy about the
house of Doumbouya added precision by announcing: "Fama will
not see Togobala again."
Released in a general amnesty, Fama spurns the financial compensation accorded the prisoners and the feast of national reconciliation organised for the benefit of the country's prodigal sons. He
leaves behind his quarrelsome wives and walks out on his garrulous
friend, Bakary, realising that "the small talk between the panther
and the hyena honours the latter but lowers the former". He returns
home to the land of Horodougou to die, walking defiantly through
the border guards on the bridge between the "Coast of Ivories" and
the Republic of Nikinai-"Look at me, Doumbouya, prince of Horodougou! ... Admire me, ye sons of dogs, ye sons of independence!"and is fatally bitten by a sacred cayman in the river. The last of the
rulers of Horodougou arrives home feet first.
A ludicrously maladjusted figure of the post-colonial period?
Fama's words are bigger than his wisdom, his pretensions overshadow
his dignity but he is faithful to his dreams and in the end marches to
his rendezvous with destiny with the fatalism of a true warrior-chief.
Rejected by society, and refl.l'sing to come to terms with it, he achieves
greatness through suffering and death. The sons of slaves in power
have got rid of a dyed-in-the-wool reactionary, but they are the
poorer for it. Vive l'independance!
Ahmadou Kourouma's novel is a variation on the familiar
"things fall apart" theme. In French African literature it has previously been dealt with in a rather desultory manner by Nazi Boni in
'Crepuscule des Temps anciens', set among the Red Bobo of Upper
Volta. Kourouma's migrant Malinke are a fascinating blend of the
Moslem conquerors and the aboriginal Bambara elements. They
never forget the land they come from; a Malinke's shadow will
return home even after death. They speak the lofty language of the
Koran and the earthy idiom of the subjected people with equal ease.
Kourouma's entire story, not merely the dialogues but also the descriptive passages and the ably handled flashbacks, is pervaded with
the felicitous presence of the spoken word which gives us the illu~ion
of a tale told, not of a book written. There is none of the professorial attitudinising found in ~azi Boni's 'chronique', his pompous
invitations to the outsider to have a look at the African heritage.
Kourouma manages to create an atmosphere of intimacy, he takes
you into his confidence ?s it were, though he strains the French language to its limits in the process. He does not hesitate to let the
images, the rhythms, the words of his mother tongue pierce the
polished surface of polite prose-"sortir de sa bouche" used transitively
for "dire"; "le dire" for "La parol~" - thus giving his style a texture
and movement all its own. And yet he commands the classical medium with equal confidence: "Nothing befalls without being foretold:
the rain warns by wind, shadow and lightning the earth it is going to
strike; death by his dreams warns the man whose life is about to end."
The author, an Eburnean working as an actuary in Algiers, his
adopted home, has presented us with an exciting first novel. An
English translation of "Les Soleils des Independances" would be
highly desirable. Who will attempt the squaring of the circle?
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The central character is Vmar, who was kidnapped when he was
four years old and turned out to be one of these blessed souls who
always come out glorious even through slavery. He gets well-educated
and becomes a respected and famous teacher. The latter half of the
s.tory concerns how he landed on the banks of the Nile, his attempts
to get back home, and his mother's search for him. What is neotraditional about the narrative is the characterisation. All the principal characters emerge more or less as stock figures. 'Shaihu Vmar'
himself, like most teachers in Moslem literature, is "a man beyond
AMA ATA AIDOO
all others, the like of whom is never likely to be found again. .. .
He never interfered in what did not concern him, and he never
wrangled with anyone, let alone did he even show even the slightest
SHAIHV UMAR by Alhaji Sir Abubakar Ta fawa Balewa(Longmans) cantankerousness". (Does this not read curiously like a description
of Sir Abubakar himself from an admirer?) It also recalls the teacher
in Cheikh Hamidou Kane's 'Ambiguous Adventure'. The religious
The fact that one claims to be still African is important in the
foundation
of the story is borne out by the fact that by the end of
context of one's approach to 'Shaihu Vmar'. It means one's judgeit, good men had triumphed over their enemies or, at least, been
ment of the story is preconditioned by an awareness of three hard
vindicated. Of course, someone like the step-father of Vmar, the
facts concerning its author; the first Prime Minister of Nigeria, who
man Makau, himself an avid slave-raider, may not correspond to
was assinated in a military coup in January 1966: that he occupied
everyone's
idea of a good man as Hiskett pointed out in the introa position of eminence in the society, that he grew to a mature age
duction. But then, we are not being asked to re-write 'Shaihu Vmar'.
before he died and that he died in hot blood. Nothing can change
Ocasionally, one catches the author's humour, as for instance,
the contents of a book once it has come out of the press. What is
in the account of Vmar's mother's encounters with travellers and
increasingly being admitted, although it is still very much a point of
other characters during her lifelong search for her son. Everybody's
dispute, is that our awareness of the socio-political background to
unscrupulous readiness to use and delay her juxtaposed to her own
any piece of creative 'work does interfere with how we see it and
irritated
impatience together create an effect of the tragic-comic. It
ultimately, how we talk about it. It comes as a surprise to those of
must be admitted that if those of us who have them can suspend
us who knew practically nothing about him apart from his political
certain of our biases against the background of the book and the
image that Sir Abubakar was creative. Because of this alone, some
suspicion
against the faithfulness of the translation, we would find
of us would wish we too could read Hausa so that we could have
a
lilting
quality
about the story which is endearing. It should intermet the author face to face and not by the kind permission of a
est
Africans
and
non-Africans alike, both. for itself and the fact of
middleman, the translator.
its
authorship.
Indeed, one's suspicion of certain translated material is here
reinforced by at least one significant aspect of this translation. I
would like to ask Mervyn Hiskett why he thinks that in English,
God should be substituted for Allah. I should have thought that
Allah (with the probable exception of Greenland or Oceania, where
one imagines Islam has not been heard of) is one of these established
culturally untranslatable ideas. I personally think that God reminds
me too much of the Father, the Son and the Archbishop of Canterbury! Secondly, the excessive footnotes, historical references and
the general substitution of English idioms for the literal translation
of the African betrays an intention behind this version of the novel.
That it really is not meant to be read as a story, and certainly not
34 X SCHWARZE LIEBE Edited by Janheinz Jahn
by Africans or anybody who might possibly have the minutest
(Barmeier and Nikel, Frankfurt)
knowledge of Moslem culture. I do not disapprove of annotation.
Janheinz Jahn is well known for his collection "Schwarzer
What I find objectionable here is a preponderance of notes, as though
Shaihu Vmar was a historical or sociological text. Besides, the
Orpheus", his "A Bibliography of Neo-African Literature" and his
introduction reads too much like a newspaper review of the story.
books (translated in English) "Through African Doors" and
"Muntu". This last book "sets itself the task of attempting to
On the other hand, the kind of information which some of us might
have found useful is precisely what the translator omitted. I refer to determine what is really African, and then of examining neo-African
a little bit of the literary history of 'Shaihu Vmar' itself, which would poetrY,literature and Art, to see to what extent they are 'really
have answered questions like: at what point in Sir Abubakar's life he African' and to what extent they are not". When Moore and
wrote the story; did he write any others; was he in fact a known
Beier (in the Penguin "Modern Poetry from Africa") sar~astically
literary figure in the Moslem world; and so on.
suggest that Jahn sets himself up as "Keeper of the narrow gate
The story itself is immensely readable, in spite of an obviously which leads to the African Parnassus" by specifying the principles
shocking acceptance of traditional reactionary values on the author's underlying African culture, they mistake Jahn's intention. It is not
part-including those concerning slavery. I would say that there is
to limit the creative scope of African writers that Jahn offered his
very little in it to bear out Hiskett's view that "the author's account
analysis of Ntu (Muntu; Kintu; Hantu; Kuntu) but to identify the
of Hausa life and institutions often implies criticism. .. ." There
distinctive-and persevering- qualities, attitudes, modes of conduct,
are numerous sentences like, "why, it's Makau who shames you by
ideas, in African life wherever they may be. Arnold and Renan perrevealing all your secrets to the common people, who you see, are
formed a similar service in the nineteenth century when they pointed
giving themselves airs now." And there are more chilling ones. But
out the enduring and characteristically Celtic elements in literature.
then since the revolutionary novels of Africa have yet to come from
They enabled neo-Celtic poets with a European background to underthe young who claim to be radical and more, it surely would be
stand their own past, and the presence of the past in their own lives.
The Collection "34 X Schwarze Liebe" is a collection of Erotica
churlish to expes;t it from Sir Abubakar. In form though, he makes
from the West Indies, Africa and North An1erica. The attempt to
a departure from .the traditiona! Afro-Mo~lem n,arra~ive with ~t~
rela.x~d presentatIon ~nd rambhn~ un-endIngs.. ShaIhu. VI?ar IS.
establish a genre (somewhat less academic than "Schwarzer Orpheus")
defInItely a modern (I.e. WesternIsed) novel WIth a begInning, a mIddle that would find an eager ma~·ket lured by the green finger and red
and an end.
finger nail on the black glossy dust cover, has inevitably led to an
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inequality in the material selected. Not all the writers selected are
good. Some are not represented at their best, or as most characteristic of their country. Some of the best short story writers ( cf.
the Penguin African collection) are omitted because they have not
written to order.
Bearing in mind J ahn's enthusiasm for the ritual of African
sexuality, in his discussion of the African origin of many popular
dances adopted and debased by Europeans (via South America), it
would be interesting to hear Jahn on the blatant -and often skilfully
described carnality of some of the writers he selects; where physical
contact does not, as in African dancing, last "the briefest possible
time" .
E.g. Ich war eingesunken in einem Sumpf und.zur gleichen
Zeit brannte mein Unterleib wie Fever. Catherine hielt mich mit
beiden Handen an den Hinterbacken fest unde bewegte sich unaufhorIich im Bett hin und- her.
es (mein Glied) nur in dem Sumpf
steckte, so wie man zuweilen einem Fuss in dem Sumpf Faucht
.
Aber das war ein seltsamer Sumpf, der bald fester und bald weicher
wurde. So Mongo Beti of the Cameroons ~
The story begins with a disingenuous lament.
"0 Mutter, ich wurde so gern Hochwarden gehen, ich wurde
so gern beichten."
This will sound rather quaint to the sybaritic readers for whom
the book is intended. It~rather quaint coming from a man who
knows very well how to appeal to the sybarites. Mongo Beti may
find that a woman is like a marsh, but in the way that the imagery
is used there is no suggestion that this marsh has anything to do with
fertility, let alone Ntu. The same may be said for most of the
writers in this anthology except perhaps Jacques Alexis who describes a prostitute's epiphany. Yet J ahn includes Mongo Beti in the
ranks of those whose African origins have not been "uprooted
through the intrusion of western civilisation ("the literature shows
little indication of this"). Mongo Beti or Roger Mais, from the West
Indies, belongs to the age of post-Lawrentian Hedonism. Mais'
icons do not come from Africa but from Hollywood (examine the
gestures of his characters), though it would be unfair to ask a good
scholar to write a thesis on that kind of influence.

THE ISLANDS IN BETWEEN, Essays on West Indian Literature,
edited by Louis James (Oxford University Press)
As an introduction to West Indian literature this volume serves
a useful purpose. It shows just how impressive the range of West·
Indian prose and poetry is. It gives the resonant echoes from the
depths of the western literary tradition to be found in the West
Indies. It tells the reader what is characteristic of the West Indies,
with its slave past, its many races, its few remaining African roots.
"In Roger Mais' tragic sense" we are reminded of Faustus ...
of Sophocles"
"Wilson Harris's technique seems to lie in the symbolist
tradition." (And he is a novelist.)
Naipaul's description of the West Indies in its transitional
stage is like Thomas Mann's Israelites pitching their tents between
the house of the father and the real Egypt."
West Indians have both real and invented myths of Africa.
They, like some Ameri~ans, regard it as their actual home and make
pilgrimages to it. Dennis Williams in his novel "Other Leopards"
has a character "Lionel" who comes to Africa "seeking 'Lobo', the
'alter ego' of ancestral times he was sure quietly slumbered behind
the cultivated mask".
Though James and the other writers do touch on the African
elements in West Indian literature, they do not answer the challenge
offered to any Neo-African critic by J anheinz J ahn. Having described with great precision in "Muntu" what he understands by
African religion, ritual dances, thought and customs, J ahn then
proceeds to examine some Neo-African writers in the light of his
principles. Yet J ames and his critics do not even mention J ahn.

It is ironic that James warns us that generalisations in literary
criticism are dangerous, because he, the principal contributor, treats
us to a fair number himself.
('tBecause West Indian literature has grown up out of the explosive tensions of diversity generalisations are, by rule, dangerous."
This Hegelian cliche "explosive tensions of diversity" sounds
important enough for the reader to expect it to be substantiated.
But it is not.
So also, "Toto is symbolic of all cultures" (page 70) or
"It is Johnny's alone, the ultimate cosmic understanding."
One suspects that the "explosive tensions" (or "destructive
tensions") jargon is irrelevant in the West Indies. Take this poem
(quoted by James)
A new tnoon. Dry season
follow west season again
an' the green crop follow the rain
An' then suddenly so
without rhyme
without reason
Yon crops start to die
you can't even see the sun in the sky
an' suddenly so, without rhyme
without reason, all yon hope gone
everythin' look like comin' out wrong.
Why is that? What it mean?
And take James' comment: "Misfortune intensifies the relation of
suffering man to his environment, and opens the dimension of
spiritual enquiry. Suffering drives downward until it reaches the
pitch and rhythm of grief'. This analysis would suit a G.M.Hopkins
sonnet. But not Brathwaite. The mood of the poem is not suffering grounded in "destructive tensions"; the state is not a relation.
In fact the. poem is about the discovery of the idea and experience
of "relationship"; and the creation of the need for relating. The
poet describes how he has been deprived of something of which he
had been unaware, had taken for granted. The mood is shocked,
surprised impotence, with an overtone of exasperation that is a
little desperate. There is the slightest hint of the Fall in the failure
of nature's process, and of the thinking that this entails.
Another poem that J ames quotes confirms this
Drum skin whip,
lash master sun's
cutting edge ...
This rejection of conventional grammatical relations forces a discreet
attention on each word. There is an accumulation of sensation, but
a certain detachment is preserved: there is no emtional development.
Gordon Rohlehr's essay on "The Ironic Approach" of V.S.
Naipaul achieves that rare precision which makes reading critical
comment worthwhile. He tells us what he means by irony; he tells
us the significance of irony in a colonial society, and how Naipaul
loses control of his medium "to regard these people with more' contempt than compassion".
"The early Naipaul is at times the irresponsible
ironist, subtle, but lacking in a sensitive participating in the
life he anatomises. If one says that the exercise of irony is
sympathy, one is merely defining the limitations of irony~....
Naipaul succeeds in adopting the "Chaucerian pose ... the
constant pretence on the part of the satirist that he fully
condones the behaviour of the rogues he satirises."
Jean Creary is also an intelligent writer th.ough she tends to
overwrite. Talking of Roger Mais's novels she says:
"he used words to reach beyond the symbols of language and
objects to the nameless reality beyond symbols, the timeless
Words of S1. John's Gospel."
With so much accomplished and so much promise we are
reluctant to echo the editor's final sentence
"Is this an epilogue or a prologue?"
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Remote
Lives
BESSIE HEAD
THE WEDDING OF ZEIN by Tayeb Salih (Heinemann Educational
Books)
.
NOT EVEN GOD IS RIPE ENOUGH Yoruba Stories by Bakare
Gbadamosi & UUi Beier (Heinemann Educational Books)
POTENT ASH Short Stories by Leonard Kibera & Samuel Kahiga
(East African Publishing House)
It is almost impossible to capture the charm and fascination of
Zein, the central character around whom is woven a turning and
twisting tale in a remote, cut-off Sudanese village where it didn't
matter whether there would be a war or whether the Russians were
stronger than the Americans or what Nehru had said or what Tito
had said. It was in such a place that God, in the personality of a
monstrously ugly buffoon decided to pay a call. He was not born
like other children. No sooner did he come into this world than he
burst out laughing. And so it was throughout his life. There was an
Imam there, the only really unpleasant character in the village whom
everyone despised because he earned his living off them and had no
knowledge of agriculture or crop growing and fertilisers. Perhaps
Mr. Tayeb Salih only included the unpleasant Imam in the story to
accentuate his rich, earthy view of heaven and God. It goes like
this: in a beautiful description of the life of·a group of village men
who· sat 'on all the committees for agricultural development or any
kind of development it occurred to central government to impose
on the villagers, the aim of this 'gang' being to keep out the commissioners and development officers and continue running things
their way because the commissioners were all stupid ...
So 'the gang' dined together as a group, just as other people
prayed together as a group, sitting in a circle round the plates of
food, with the light from ..the lamp hanging in Sa'eed's shop flickering upon them. They ate voraciously, as men do whose brows pour
with sweat from a long day's toil. They ate fried chicken, and Jews
mallow with broth ... they would talk with their mouths full,
eating noisily, and you would hear their teeth grind together as they
munched their food; when they drank, the water gurgled. in their
throats. They belched noisily and smacked their lips. When their
plates were returned empty, tea would be brought and they would
fill up their glasses and each would light a cigarette, stretch out his
legs and relax ... They would talk quietly and contentedly ... At
such times the vehemence in Mahjoub's eyes lessens as they roam
idly along the faint, fading line where the light from the lamp ends
and the darkness begins (where does the lamp-light end? how does
the darkness begin?) His silence takes on great depth at such moments, and if one of his friends asks him something he neither hears
nor makes answer. This is the time when Wad Rayyis suddenly
breaks out into a single phrase, like a stone falling into a pond: 'God
is living'. Ahmed Ism'il inclines his head a.little in the direction of
the river as though listening to some voice that comes to him from
there. At this hour, too, Abdul Hafeez cracks his fingers in silence
and Taher Rawwasi gives a sigh from deep within him and says:
'Time comes and Time goes.' ... Nothing beyond that. When will
time ever penetrate these remote parts of Africa which are more
numerous than the "asphalted roads of the towns?" For the words
of an old man in a far off Sudanese village echo down the whole
continent ... "We and our animals are alike. We rise in the morning
when they rise and go to sleep when they sleep, our breathing and
theirs following the same pattern ... We are a thick-skinned people
and in this we differ from others. We have become used to this hard
life ... "

But perhaps we don't really care at what point time will enter
that is, we who live in the remote parts because we believe in miracles and extraordinary happenings. Almost echoing the laughter
and intense living of Tayeb Salih's tales is this collection of Yoruba
folk stories-'Not Even God is Ripe Enough' (to catch a woman in
love). The storie3 are built' around old Nigerian proverbs but the
language and vigorous style of the narrator of these tales, Bakare
Gbadamosi, is very present, immediate, modern.
Even one accustomed to swearing every day, could be a little
surprised at the way Nigerian people swear ...
"Once there was a man who was too fond of watching his
wife. Day and night he worried that she might see another man and
fall in love with him. But the wife grew tired of this habit and one
day she told him: 'Husband of my head, husband of my breast,
husband of my front, husband of my back! Why are you behaving
like this? I have become tired of this terrible war!'
Then the husband asked: 'What kind of war?'
And she replied': 'The war of don't piss and don't shit.'
Then' the husband said: 'Who asked you not to shit?'
And the wife said: 'It is your attitude. Every time I go to
shit or piss you suspect me of going to see a man.'
'But is it not my right as a husband to be watching my wife?'
'Well, let me warn you then,' said the wife, 'Even God is not
ripe enough to watch me and catch me if I really want to love
another man. What is wrong with falling in love with others anyway? I was not born to hate people.. '_
There are a lot of such explosive references to the workings
of the bowels-'the man who sits under a tree too long will have the
birds shitting on his head'- 'he who shits on the road will meet flies
on his return'. And it is these loud ha-ha's, which make all the
moralising in these short pithy tales, so palatable. One does not
like moralising or morals because they are mean, stifling and malicious. But what to do about the intolerably jealous husband, the
crooks, the tricksters? They have to meet up with retribution. I
like Mr. Gbadamosi's way of solving the gigantic problems of human
nature. And the sum total of it all is contained in these few lines
of a Nigerian song: 'Enjoy the world gently, enjoy the world gently.
If the world is spoilt, no one can repair it. Enjoy the world gently.'
'Potent Ash' is a collection of short stories by two East African brothers, Leonard Kibera & Samuel Kahiga. The title is very
misleading. It should be called Impote~t Ash, for the stories are so
dull, they deaden the mind and leave a funny taste in the mouth.
They have no juice, no life, no vigour. The people in all the stories
have no real origin, no village, no hut, no real cooking pot with a
smell of real food. There is just words and words strung together
with a sickly grin.
These two brothers give the impression of having studied the
short story technique from a correspondence course and all the moments of surprises are falsely forced. There is something wrong with
their style, particularly that of Samuel Kahiga. His profuse use of
useless adjectives, ~nnoys' .. "The embittered rain now struck at
these walls in a blind rage ..." Why embittered rain? Why blind
rage? It is just not a good way of describing a storm. It makes you
not see or smell or feel the storm because of the adjectives. They
are horrible. And again Samuel Kahiga rambles on, describing nature
in a way nature does not behave. .. "The myriad fingers of the
thicket, black in the twilight, danced savagely to the wild beat of
the frogs downstream ... " In nature's order frogs don't make
bushes dance. Somehow he just picked up those phrases from Tennyson, especially the 'thicket' and turned them into gibberish. I
did not like any of the stories by Kahiga. They are weak. They stun
the mind, all those adjectives upon adjectives adding up to NOTHING.
Leonard Kibera is the better writer of the two. His people are
not real, he does not project a character into it's own fullness but he
shows an inner struggle with himself. He observes life and at times
produces a sentence or two, full of impact. For example, his description of approaching death in the story-A Silent Song-is what
death is really like ... "He wished that his soul were free, flowing
everywhere... " He also makes unconscious confes'sions about why
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he is such a bad writer. In one short story a character suddenly
shouts: "Hey you. Go and get me a packet of Omo. It washes
brighter than white!" Leonard Kibera calls this an experiment in
bawdy talk. Surely there are more interesting ways of being bawdy?
This kind of talk is stupifyingly dull, and not funny.
Kibera's strongest piece of writing is his: 'Letter to the haunting past'. In it he says: "I am in spiritual confusion and want.
(We) experiment and play the forlorn beat generation to the tune
of the imported leather jacket, the tightness of the wee knee-high
skirt, and the skin-lightening cream ... but ... I know that somewhere deep inside lurks the reservoir of good craving for an outlet,
a direction ... "
Leonard Kibera may find this new direction, if, as he ends his
letter. .. "(I s~~ll) withdraw, with the dark night, into the stillness
of my room ...

On a prodigal's
soulscape
JOHN OtAl
ON A PRODIGAL'S SOULSCAPE by John Okai
RETURN TO MY NATIVE LAND by Aime Cesaire; translated by
Emile Snyders (Editions Presence Africaine 1968)
What happens when a man sets out to redeem a dream deferred,
a soul set away on ice, a conscience caged away in the killing carcass
of a non-native very foreign hell-kraal, a being bundled up and bungalowed away upon the quiet unquestioning quicksands of a spiritual
dungeon? Aime Cesaire's 'Return to My Native Land' happens.
That's what.
From the symphony of his soul our ears discern the sharps and
chords shedding blood-hot tears of concern for the lot of:
"my race eaten by Macula
my race ripe grape for drunken feet
my queen of spittle and lepers
my queen of squasms and chloasms"
We hear the nightmarish cries of a wounded soul:
"At the end of the dawn
the male thirst and the stubborn desire,
here I am cut off from the green oases of fraternity,
this shyness is embossed with sharp edges
this too definite horizon shudders like a jailer"
Cesaire's 'Return' belongs to the world and class of the big poem.
by right of physical size, by right of emotional intensity, by right of
artistic quality.
Heaping image upon image, blowing up image after image, (and
achieving thereby overwhelming sense impressions that either melt the
heart or water the heart with touching flashes of pregnant associations)
the brilliantly effective orchestration (to the point of an organic whole)
of pace and passion, purpose and sound stratum could belong only to
a master craftsman, a singer from the inside whose song could not go
astray.
On the landscape of his soul, we realise how "the whip disputed
with the buzzing flies for the sugary dew of our sorrows".
"In this inert fly, this strange crowd which does not crowd, which
does not mix, which knows how to evade, dodge, disintegrate ....
which one feels to be so perfectly alone under this sun like a woman
who fascinated by the lyric rhythm of her thighs suddenly hails a
hypothetic rain and commands it not to fall, or like a rapid sign of

the cross without viSIble cause, or like a peasant woman urinating
standing, legs parted, stiff."
"At the end of the dawn, she will on all fours before bulimia,
lying in wait for lightning and mists, slowly vomiting its human fatigue
the hill alone, its blood drained, the hill bandaged with shadows, the
hill with rivulets of fear, the hill with great hands of wind."
We hear the angry groans of an over-raped soul raging out, in the
name of his people and race, against Western society and white domination. His beginnings lie in the Caribbean, his native land; Africa is
the fountain source of his soul song and its sense of belonging. In
Cesaire's 'Return', the suppression and sufferings of his people so
work its way into the marrow of his conscience that all of it oozes
out and crystallises as the case-history (artistic) of his heart' cry:
"I hear from the hold below the curses of the chained, the
hiccups of the dying, the splash of someone thrown into the sea ...
the baying of a woman in labour ... the scraping of nails seeking
throats ... the chuckles of the whip ... the scurrying of vermin
across worn-out bodies ... "
Born of the historically ripe (and therefore inevitable) ideational preoccupation of a self-questioning, self-searching soul, tensions
within himself and tensions in his relations with his environments,
grow balloon-wise till they start to clash and continue to clash.
In the symphony of his soul, we hear his conscience crying:
"From thinking of the Congo
I have become a Cong buzzing with forests and
rivers where the whip cracks like a great flag
the flag of the prophet
where the water makes
G'konala-G'konala
Where the bolt of anger hurls a good green axe,
forang the wild boars of putrefaction to pour
over the beautiful violent edge
of the nostrils."
On the landscape of his soul, we realise
"how much blood in my memory, how many
lagoons! They are covered with death's-heads.
They 'are not covered with water-lilies.
Lagoons in my memory. No sashes of women
on their banks
My memory is circled with blood. My
remembrance is girdled with corpses!"
The force of his highly-strung, pregnant multi-dimensioned
images operate on the reader's being on several levels; he treks the
gamut of humiliation and ~opelessness, poverty and squalor
through the following (though differently scheduled) structural
stages of the emotional level. Solilaquy: but who am I?; the discovery: I think I know; the lament: see what they have done to
me, to us!; anger: you shall be swept into the sea; resolution: I
will return and repair; assertion: I have something you lack; backlash: I am ... I am ... I am also as ... no, I am better than you!
On the landscape of his soul, we see:
"At the end of the dawn, flowered with frail creeks, the
hungry West Indies, pitted with smallpox, dynamited with alcohol,
stranded in the mud of this day, in the dirt of this city sinisterly
stranded.
"At the end of the dawn, the utmost point, a deceitful desolate scab on the womb of the waters; the martyrs who do not bear
witness. The blood-flowers withered and scattered to the useless
wind like cries of parrots; and old life smiling mendaciously, lips
opened by discorded woes; an old poverty ro~ting under the sun,
silently; an old silen<;e covering with tepid pustules, the frightful
inanity'of our raison d'etre."
This is the scream-song of a prodigal soul; a post-discovery
return; a soul which gave in to the over-whelming influence of a
foreign culture that not only blinded him to the beauties of his own,
but also cut him off from his··cultural roots. But on the first day, he
sees a crack in the brickwork of his beliefs and values; on the second
day, he rethinks his whole self and its being in the overall context of
time and space and discovers his real home, and arrives at a decision;
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then on the triumphant 'third day' he dares and really breaks away,
returning and arriving at his proper spiritual home.
On the landscape of his soul, we sense his desire.
"To flee. My heart was full of generous hopes
To flee. I should arrive lithe and young in the
country of mine and I should say to this land
Whose mud is flesh of my f1esh: 'I wandered for
a long time and I am retlJrning to the deserted foulness
of your wounds'"
We see the "Tepid dawn of heat and ancestral fear" ... "the
ovaries of water in which the tiny-headed future moves" . . .
"those whose survival moves in the germination of grass:'
E.N. Obiechina ('Cultural Nationalism in Modern African
Creative Literature' ~ African Literature today, No.1 1968) says:
The word Negritude was invented by Aime Cesaire ... in his wellknown poem 'Cahier d'un retour au pays natal' but its ideology has
been defined mainly by ... Leopold Sedar Senghor."
In 'Return to My Native Land', Cesaire says: "my Negritude is
not a stone, its deafness thrown against the clamour of the day, my
Negritude is not a speck of dead water on the dead eye of earth, my
Negritude is neither a tower nor a cathedral".
In their Introduction (Modern Poetry from Africa) Moone and
Beier say that the 'answer may be that Negritude has served its purpose in giving neo-African poets a bridgehead and a point of departure.
But as Africa moves into independence, the conflicts of the core of
Negritude become more and more apparent ... "
Jean-PaulSartreargued in 'L 'Orphee noir' that Negro poetry is
"the true revolutionary poetry of our time" and that Negritude is the
voice of a particular historical moment.
Janheinz Jahn (Muntu) said: "Once for all it (Negritude) took
the strain from Africa: it demonstrated that poetry and literature were
not only possible in the African manner and out of an African attitude
of mind, but that only such poetry was legitimat&."
"Yet already it begins" Moore and Beier say, "to look as though
Sartre was right. In the last few years there have been signs that the
well-spring of Negritude is running dry. The great period was in the
forties and early fifties, and since then Cesaire, Damas and Senghor
have all been notably unproductive."
Negritude had a historical alibi in the nature of the situation in
which French-speaking Negro intellectual found themselves during
the years of the assimilation. It was therefore in space, limited and
did not cover all Africa; in time, it is no more relevant to the condition of even the people whose particular circumstances at a particular moment in time gave birth to it, much less to be relevant to all
blacks (and are all Africans black?) all the time.
Mphahlele (The African Image) says "Much of the poetry
(negritude) is sheer romanticism, often it is mawkish and strikes a
pose ... " He continues that "If there is any negritude in the black
man's art in South Africa, it is because we are African. If a writer's
tone is healthy, he is bound to express the African in him. Stripped
of Senghor's philosophical musings, the African traits he speaks of
can be taken for granted: they are social anthropology. We who
grew up and were educated in Africa do not find anything new in
them. Simply because we respond intensely to situations is- no reason why we should think non-Africans are incapable of doing so, or
that we are the only section of the human race who are full of passionate intensity. These traits are not anything we need make slogans about, in terms of art ... He must know that his negritude can
at best be an attitude, a pose, where his art is concerned, just as it
was a pose in my pro t est writing. Excessive protest poisons one's
system ..."
In his Foreword (Poems From Black Africa) Langston Hughes
says: "in Senghor's poems of negritude, French sophistication and the
tall drums of Senegal lock arms ... In general the French African poets and particularly Senghor, tend toward creating Whitmanesque catalogues of fruits, rivers, trees and the other physical attributes of their
land, and vie with one another in evoking the strength of black bodies,
the dignity of black motherhood, t he beauty of black maidens."

Claude Wauthier (The Literature and Thought ofModern Africa)
quotes Thomas Melone (Le Negritude dans la litterature negro-africaine)
"Senghor has defined negritude as the 'crossroads of give and take'.
He has even compared Eurafrica-an osmosis of Negro and western
civilisatio'ns-with a Concert where Europe is the conductor and Africa
the drummer.' This modest study will have served to show up the
ambiguity and deception hidden in this double assertion. We can state
historically that in the career of the African Negro there was never any
'sense of giving'; that had been systematically inhibited by the activities of the coronial powers."
The African philosopher from Ghana, Prof. W. Abraham in a
TV interview published in 'Africa Report' said: "Senghor does not
in my opinion, write as an African poet. What he does is to write
French poetry which is interlarded with odd African allusions. Any
Frenchman can do that. I think that it is significant that always he
talks of foregiveness and 'bridges'. He sees himself, not as an African
writer writing in Africa and for Africa, motivated, pu:shed,inspired by
the complex present African situation (which in his country, I dare
say, would include French influence). He writes, in my opinion, as
an apologist of France speaking to Africa, who understands an African language and an African idiom and can use African mannerisms
in his rhythm and cadences. That is what I think Senghor does. There
is nothing particuarly African about his poetry."
Reed and Wake (Senghor-Prose and Poetry )say: "Hence negritude for Cesaire is at origin and existential act of self-affirmation, a
decision to affirm and take pride in those things for which the Negro
has been despised ... principally and symbolically, in his black skin,
but also in his inventiveness, his failure to dominate, his irresponsible
gaiety before life. Cesaire accepts the white man's myths, about the
Negro and glories in them."
Mphahlele (The African Image) says: "Jacques Rabemananjara, the
Malagassy poet, says the unity of Negro culture is an act of faith. Aime
Cesaire is said to be reflecting the essence of negritude when he says in
a poem:
"Hail the royal Kaikedrat
Hail those who have invented nothing!
Who have explained nothing!
But they abandon themselves, possessed
to the essence of things
Heedless of taming, but playing the game of
the world... "
Senghor finds the African's heightened sensibility and history
emotional qualities his chief psychic traits. Two sources, he says,
explain the origin of the psychic profile of the Negro African, the
millennia of his tropical experience and the agricultural nature of
his existence; the heat and the humidity of tropical regions and a
pastoral closeness to the earth and the rhythms of its season. Emotion, he finds, is at the heart of negritude: Emotion is Negro."
Prof. Abraham said: "If you take others, especially FrenchAfrican writers, you will find that they all, in fact, reject traditional
Africa. When they don't say so, they make apologies for it, they try
to explain and they talk. And one must regard it as sheer nonsense.
For example, when Senghor says that the African is not intellectualthat reason is Greek and feeling is African, that the African knows
things with his nose-that's sheer nonsense! What does he think I
have above my nose? A pair of eyes? Reason is not Greek or African
or European or American or Russian or what you will, reason is
universal. "
Sartre said: "Cesaire's originality lies in the expression of his
narrow, potent anxiety as an oppressed, militant Negro in a poetrY
which is highly destructive, free and metaphysical at a moment when
Eluard and Aragon were failing to give their verse political content."
, Gerald Moore (Surrealism and Negritude in the Poetry of
TchiKaya U Tam 'si) says: "But if negritude itself is not a programme
but a style, what can we usefully say about a style which poets as
various as Leon Damas, Aime Cesaire, Leopold Senghor, David Diop and
TchiKaya U Tam'si are suppos'ed to have in common? At this point' the
enquiry becomes a trifle mystical. The poetic language of U Tam'si, the
materials of his imagination, his whole sensibility, the very music of
his life, have all been shaped by Africa. To that extent we can certainly
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speak of his negritude. And to precisely the same extent we could
artistic success and the weight of thought," since their ideas have
speak of the Anglitude of Shakespeare or the Franctitude of Racine."
suffered no manner of entry,) just as part of the artificially fashioned
flowers being chewed up will get stuck in the throat and stick out of
Writing on the criteria of literary criticism, "based on the intelthe mouth; their ideas in their works remain "mere raw material
lectualist misunderstanding, on a confusion of the functions of philomere information" and fail to become "constitutive" (point of e~try)
sophy and art; on a misunderstandillg of the way ideas actually enter
because their ideas have not been tossed up and down in the waters
into literature," Wellek and Warren (Theory of Literatur\)continue:
of experience and washed across. and over the cataracts of the poet's
"He (Rudolf Unger) rightly argues that literature is not philosophical
(singer's) own heart and soul.
knowledge translated into imagery and verse, but that literature exArtifically fashioned flowers are the result of "creating"-as
presses a general attitude toward life, that poets usually answer, un-·
Langston Hughes said- "Whitmanesque catalogues of fruits, rivers,
systematically, questions which are also themes of philosophy but
trees and the other physical attributes of their land," and vying
that the poetic mode of answering differs in different ages and situa"with one another in evoking the strength of bfack bodies, the digtions. "
nity of black motherhood, the beauty of black maidens."
"The way ideas actually enter into literature," What I shall
Cesaire's 'Return' is a song of the inside; it is being sung from
call the point of entry, is achieved when the poet makes us feel no
the inside; hear it sung to your inside.
"discrepancy between the artistic success and the weight of thought"
In the poem's final movement, the excruciating crescendo,
(Wellek and Warren), that is when the ideas in the work of art have
panting and hankering after the heights of inner fulfilment for his
become "constitutive" (Wellek and Warren); and what I shall call
the manner of entry demands, dictates and is achieved only when and conscience, charges through; "listen, hawk that holds the keys to the
if the idea, tossing up and down in the waters of experience, is washed East" ... "listen, shark that watches over the West" ... "that my
soul may shine, bark, shine bark bark bark" ... "and that the owl
across and over the cataracts of the poet's own heart, squl and being.
... may hoot" ... "coil, wind, around my new growth" ... "Devour
In 'Return to my Native Land', Cesaire's ideas do not remain
"mere raw material, mere information ... " (Wellek and Warren), they wind ... Devour and grasp me"; it achieves a 'climax that almost
thrusts into the realms of the threshold where a song could catch fire
have achieved and scale those creative heights where and when they
and "burn the singer's lungs and tongue"
"are actually incorporated into the very texture of the work of art,
when they become constitutive," in short, when they cease to be ideas
"Bind, bind me without remorse
bind me with your vast arms of luminous clay
in the ordinary sense of concepts and become symbols, or even myths.'
bind my dark vibration to the very navel of the world
(Well ek and Warren) Cesaire's ideas in 'Return' have become constiTie, tie me, harsh fraternity
tutive because they have suffered the manner of entry and have
Then, strangling me with your lasso of stars, rise, Dove, rise
achieved the point of entry.
(Before ideas in a work of art achieve the point of entry, they
rise
must first suffer the manner of entry.)
rise
I follow, you are stamped on my ancestral white cornea
Therefore, although one may disagree with Cesaire's attitude to
Mount today to heaven great black hole where I wanted
life (and the ideas) in 'The Return', it does not follow that he has
failed as an artist, that the 'Return' has failed as a work of art, that
to drown myself last month
There I will fish now
he has failed to communicate. For as Wellek and Warren say, "philofor the malevolent tongue of the night, it's unmoving flick."
sophical truth, as such, has no artistic value just as ... psychological
or social truth has no artistic value as such. Philosophy, idealogical
content, in its proper context, seems to enhance artistic value because
it corroborates several important artistic values: those of complexity
and coherence. A theoretical insight may increase the artist's depth
of penetration and scope of reach. But it need not be so. The artist
will be hampered by too much ideology if it remains unassimilated."
In 'Return', Cesaire as a master craftsman, communicates-on
more than one level; he movingly reaches out into those intangible
and uncharted realms of our beings where more than conscience and
heart stand guard; it grandly succeeds in fulfilling its function, the
prime function of literature: the provision of a unique aesthetic
experience.
Those who sang in the days of the historically necessitated,
historically justified negritudists and negritude (in works whose ideas
had suffered the manner of entry ,and achieved the point of entry) I
would call singers from the inside. . Their attitude to life and the
way it achieved expression in their works was all natural, irresistable- A HISTORY OF NEO-AFRICAN LITERATURE by Janheinz Jahn
flowing from inside, their insides. But those who today, in times
(Faber and Faber, 70s)
when Negritude has already finished its historical mission, and lost
its moral alibi and historical raison d'etre, still pursue a deliberate
The harvest froIn the valleys of the literatures of developing
and historically forced policy of negritudism in their works, I would countries is in earnest. It so happens that, in this breath-taking effort,
the theories, long propounded in Europe, are being refashioned,
call singers from the outside.
modulated or totally discarded, to suit what is considered the specific
They cannot and don't believe in the songs they sing because
character of this new phenomenon. Janheinz Jahn has been closely
they force the songs upon their lips; they "strike a pose"; their
following the seasons that determine his fortunes.
songs don't have their roots in their beings. Unlike the days of the
The sub-title of the expensive volume is Writing in Two Contihistorically justified negritudism, when negritude took natural roots
in their beings (their insides) and therefore and consequently flower- nents. Obviously, the author has taken upon himself the onerous
taks of pinpointing and, where possible, documenting the origin and
ed out in the message and passion of their songs, those who stick to
development of what he has come to define and establish as Neonegritude today are chewing up (from the outside) and trying to
swallow down their intestines, artificially fashioned flowers of negri- African literature. The dangers might not be obvious at first sight.
The whole concept is that the indigenous population of Africa, that
tude, hoping that they will take root (develop a historical raison
is, black Africans of Africa and those resident abroad, by citizenship
d'etre) in their inside and achieve artistic success. But the songs of
the singers from the outside fail, because the message and passion of or adoption, who claim, or are deemed to claim, descent from some
their songs look out of place (that is "we feel a discrepancy between African ancestor whose heroic feats are now lost in the mists of time

From Muntu
to Neo-Africana
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produce a body of imaginative literature styled Neo-African and
characterised by some common bond-or even bondage!-that makes
it desirable and compulsory to tie its headwaters neatly to one spot,
at least in geographical terms. Slavery, we are told, is the progenitor
of this gigantic, almost, legendary tree. This is a Herculean task which
turns out to be the waste of much needed energy on the arid wastes
of weird speculations and far-fetched hypotheses that result in confusion worse confounded.
The crucial point is: What is literature in terms of space and
time? The theory of migration apart, no one has laboured the theory
of neo-Germanic literature, or neo-Romanic literature. Even fot that
matter neo-German or neo-Anglo-Saxonliterature. Janheinz Jahn's
basic assumption is totally fallacious. One suspects that he is not
aware of the political and social implications of his stand. He is bent
on fitting people into compartments and peg holes. There are American, Carribean, Latin American, and African LITERATURES. Within these we talk of Senegalese, Brazilian, Jamaican, Zulu, Xhosa,
Sotho, Nigerian literatures. In a given continent we come across a
number of literatures with writers of varying degress of artistic
maturity and various ranges of vision and world outlook. Why
should Jahn arbitrarily lump together into a mysterious parcel so
many and diverse historical and cultural mosaics and label them
Neo-African Literature? Why should there be this pigeon-holing
which will make American children, for instance, study Hughesto whom the volume is dedicated-Wright, LeRoi Jones as, apart
from Whitman, Miller, etc., Neo-African Literature? Indeed, this
is all American Literature, which must be treated as such. The
similarity of some aspects of this literature with the one produced
by the creative artists of the Republic of South Africa, for instance,
is due to the determining factors in the two areas which coincide.
The ma terial and the ground to be covered are so wide that
the author is forced, now and again, to take refuge in omission, and
brief treatment that is not justified. It is not clear which period the
author has chosen in the two continents and why. There are many
loose ends, the author failing to round off some of his well presented
arguments. There are not any lines of demarcation and salient features pertaining to a number of literatures he is treating.. In a number of cases he satisfies himself with deplorably incomplete tables,
though he mentions that the volume does not pretend to be exhaustive. Ostensibly, yes. In point of fact, J. Jahn, in his marathon,
gives the impression that what he terms neo-African literature is a
continuum, without a specific, differentiating stamp which is inimitable, of the people from whose social milieu it originates. One
speaks here of national consciousness and historical experience
pertaining to a given people. What he gives us is a veritable geography,
and not a history, of the subject.
He is prone to make dogmatic statements of which he accuses
Ezekiel Mphahlele and some other critics of negritude. He says, not
understanding French, they rely on second-hand, often faulty and
crude, translations of the sophisticated poets of his beloved wordmagic. Granted! The same accusation, with more relevance and
pressing validity, must be levelled against J. Jahn himself. For
instance, how does he deal with Southern Bantu Literature(s)?
One finds his title: "The Tragedy of Southern Bantu Literature", in keeping with the title and ambition of the volume, inaccurate. Quite rightly he observes that "neo-African literature in
African languages begins in South Africa. After 1900 it made great
strides but these advances came to an abrupt end; and after brave
but unsuccessful experiments in the 'thirties, it sank into insignificance'." (p 100}_.
.
It should be noted that the author does not concern himself
with the causes and stresses, political, economic, or social, that were
responsible for the arrest of this early and striking development. And
he is dealing with the history of the letters. In the following sentence
he falls into ineptitude as follows: "Since the end of the Second
World War the only significant African literature from -the south of
the continent has been written in English by those who have left
the country." Dogma and categorising!
From now onwards it should be clear to J. Jahn and his ilk that
Southern Sesotho Literature, starting from 1944 (K.E. Ntsane's

Masoabit) and the subsequent years, saw a qualititavely new upsurge.
In fact, the prolific Makalo Khaketla started publishing only in 1947
with his drama on Moshoeshoe, the founder of the Basotho people,
who died in 1870. The same year saw J.J. Machobane's romantic
romp, in the spirit of a heroic tale, together with K.E. Ntsane's first
collection of poems. There were some then and others followed;
and are still following. Curiously enough, some of these books and
others figure in J. Jahn's table at pages 140-141. Contrary to facts,
he alle~es that the Zulu poet's (Vilakazi's) "essay on the development of Zulu poetry'is South Africa's only important work of literary criticism . (p 107) The thirty-eight pages of Khaketla's collection of poems, "Lipshamathe", published in Johannesburg in 1954,
is an Aristotelian effort in Southern Sesotho prosody, a crowning
achievement, a document of historical, literary, and linguistic importance, just like the one of Vilakazi referred to by the German
Africanist. Khaketla's was couched in Southern Sesotho. One must
immediately admit that these works were not without faults. But,
then, the colonial period being what it was with its educational
orientation and objectives, who sauntered with enthralled Khaketla
in the paradise of the Muses, filling the pitcher with the invigorating
waters of the theory and practice of language together with prosody
in the mother tongue? It would be rewarding, on the one hand, to
study the contribution of these writers to their language on their
manipulation of it for artistic and literary purposes; and the crossfertilisation that took place between the literatures of the Southern
Bantu, on the other. Khaketla's latest novel, published in Johannesburg in 1960, Ntsane's and others' published even later are what
should claim the energies of a serious Africanist. The Southern
Bantu authors, together and individually, give us authentic African
literature: in themes, spirit, language, speech patterns, locality
and characters.
Living under different conditions-when the nationalliberation movement has forcibly brought the attention of African literature
to the smug European centres of learning-they have broken away
from nebulous interpretations of life and idyllic aspirations before
the forces of coercion or humdrum, pseudo-monastic life of Lermontov's Mtsiri (This was a romantic hero in the nineteenth-century
Russian literature who broke away from the monastery in search- of
freedom among open fields and the hearths of the fathers! M.B.)
Only that they lack the flawless ear and cadence, the range of vision
and optimism, even sheer, rugged humanism of the heroic past.
The author is most at home when he deals, on a purely theoretical plan, with Zulu prosody as projected by B.W. Vilakazi in 1938,
that is, on the eve of the second World War, when Mother Europe
did not even suspect that Mother Africa boasts of Aristotles and
Goethes. There are some fresh insights at his command only that,
again, they are too sketchy.
He has not understood Thomas Mofolo in his cultural setting.
Hence, according to him, Chaka (1925) is a condemnation of paganism which, paradoxically enough on his own authority, the missionaries rejected outright. His valid doubt about the expurgated form
of the novel is quite legitimate and calls for investigation on the part
of competent people. One has had occasion to observe that Chaka
is a legend, history, myth, heroic tale, poetry, fiction, all rolled into
one. For sure, there's Shakespeare's "there is a tide in the affairs of
men ... " persuasion in the book in Southern Sesotho at page 9.
The same T. Mofolo's Pitseng (1912) opens in Chapter 11 with the
opening, in variation of Hard Times. Having had the instrument
available to study-repeat study-the original text, one must infer
that Mphahlele's observation about the affinity between Chaka and
Richard III is permissable though MphaWele is discreet enough to
avoid the suspect word "influence" which Jahn imputes to him.
The same author's Moeti (1907) could best be appreciated against
the background of Southern Sesotho mythology and allegory, a
treasure of oral lore and the atmosphere bedevilled by the deleterious
influence of excessive religious control and indoctrination. Perhaps
Jahn might feel inclined to dismiss as a figment of the mind that
there are touching points, the same pervasive world outlook, between
Chaka and The Song ofHaiawatha.
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The learned Africanists, as they dispense indulgences from their
palatial homes or stinking slums to Senghor's Chaka and poetry written in European languages, chuck Mofolo and Vilakazi, for instance,
somewhere in Dante's system of hell! Energies are devoted to the
galaxy of twinkling stars in the African firmament that has just caught
the attention of the blue eyes and long legs only after the Second
World War. Of course, they have fallen in love with their own image
and likeness, which, they tell us, has parted with the erstwhile exotica.
In this, indeed, we find the tragedy of the Southern Bantu Literature
... A Mosotho novelist and poet comes to and leaves London without attracting anybody's attention, simply because his cultural setting
never quivered with the rhythms and stresses of the language of the
metropolis ... It is for us, and not neo-Africanists, to build a monument to these daring souls whose only desire and consuming passion
has been to harness the harmonies of the mother tongue and to
preserve a treasure trove for the rising generation destined to fulfil
"the resolutions passed in ages now gone blind!"
One of the properties of the odd mixture called neo-African
Literature is the African style. Now stylistics is a discipline that is
more allied to linguistics than to literary science: or the. theory of
literature as such. It is one of the tenets of stylistics that it singles
out a writer for his artistic craftsmanship, for the literary use of
language in envoking the atmosphere or depicting this or that trait
of a character. Wole Soyinka and J.P. Clark: Chinua Achebe and
Cyprian Ekwensi; K.E. Ntsane and B.M. Khaketla; Mongo Beti
and Ferdinand Oyono - everyone of them has a particular way,
peculiar to him alone, of artistically reducing his thoughts and observations to writing. Perhaps one might speak of the style of a given
literary movement but not about the uniform stylistic phenomenon.
Where this happens litefature disappears.
Actually the book is a compendium of Jahn's platitudes
scattered in his various writings. For those familiar with his published -works he does not break fresh ground except that some
weird notions of his Muntu have been discarded or expressed with
more caution. One admires the author's industriousness and sound
technical apparatus. He has a flair for the piquant phrase and some
wry humour in good store. One wishes he, as a scientist, could refrain from the periodic doses of puerile intolerance, a suggestive
touch of settling accounts, which harm the free development of
science. The general impression is of erudition and encyclopaedic
tendencies in this defiant stretch, this yawning gap, from Muntu to
Neo-African claptrap ...

The Resurrection
M.Bulane
THE BLACK HERMIT by lames Ngugi (Heinemann Educational
Books Ss)
It is gratifying to see an African novelist of renown turn to a
different genre, while his substantial literary output has firmly
established him in the field.
We have here a delightful drama by lames Ngugi, first produced at the Uganda National Theatre in November, 1962. The
piece is more than welcome considering the range of questions
dealt with, directly and indirectly, in so slight a volume. To start
with, the drama unfolds in two spheres of human relations, namely,
on the political and the social level, with ramifications so skilfully
handled that they do not impose themselves over the overall trend
of events. The result is a panorama of conflicting attitudes and

tendencies in human society with such an impact as to submerge
the somewhat tragic finale in the mainstream of topical issues, of
a larger dimension and immediate dramatic appeal, that the playWright has set himself to deal with. Indeed, the inevitable struggle
of the old and the new, the growing disenchantment between the
fathers and the sons, the forces of reaction and progress that, in the
African context, outlive the colonial period, together with the singlemindedness of purpose and immunity from widespread corruption,
rampant among the new crop of politicans - all these burning issues
of the contemporary African scene are deftly dealt with. And here
the playwright is on the bright side of things.
The three acts of the play take place respectively in the
country, the city, and the country again. The characters, so well
drawn with intimacy, sympathy, inside knowledge, psychological
depth, come to life. We find here demolished the thin wall of types
and individuals or, which is about the same thing, the interplay between the two unhampereds which is the liberation and enrichment
of vision. Not only are Remi, the "black hermit", Omange his friend,
on the one hand; and Nyobi, Remi's mother, the Leader, the Elders,
and the neighboIirs, on the other, representative of opposing generations, with diametrically opposed assumptions and world outlook.
Fundamentally, remaining true to themselves, they also represent
the various trends and varying degrees of fermentation, stimuli and
responses, going on in the two generations. The playwright poses
the c'ontradicitions with which the community is fraught without,
thanks to the flexibility and undogmatic preoccupation of the
writer's creative stock-in-trade, identifying the characters with their
motivations. While they are subject to the impulses and immediate
personal gains governing their actions, they are not the aggregates,
the robots, of the forces lying beyond their will.
Whatever the conception of the playwright, or the factors contributing to the creative impulse, one must stress the importance of
the foregoing observation if creative minds in Africa and elsewhere
are to free themselves from the stilltifying effects of detrimental
regimentation. Stripping imaginative literature of its vital elements,
this regimentation produces rhetoric and banal pronouncements
that are better left for the soap box and decrees of intolerant governments eager to maintain their abuse of power.
What drives the former student-cum-politician, Remi, into the
city, away from the two-fold tyranny of custom and tribalism, is the
humiliation-for him now that he has outgrown the narrow assumptions of the tribe-of levirate custom. Rather than get married to
his deceased brother's Wife, Remi chooses the throbbing life of the
city, which, unfortunately for him, is not the desert of the biblical
hermit. With his education, he fIees the community that he meant
to serve, only to become fed up with the office routine in an oil
company. He came unto his own, and his own knew him not! The
gradual change he undergoes in the new environment as he interacts
with Omange and lane', his white girl-friend, ultimately forces him
to abandon the life of debauchery. Despite lane's pleadings and
tearful reminders of a broken promise, and an unquenched thirst
" ... to breathe the air in the mountains and feel the bite of the
cold wind, the smell of the wild flowers and the deep darkness..."
among his people, he is determined to get back home, to cease being
a hermit in the city. For Rernithere is not any conflict between personal comfort and the burning desire to play his role, which is almost
messianic, in the national reconstruction. To lane he says, " ...
tribalism and colonialism, the tyranny of the tribe and the settler
are an abstraction". (Act 11, Scene Ill) To him it is immaterial that
lane denounces her father's South African background, which country they have left, she discloses, because of its inhumane, apartheid
policy. But, given the call of the mother which is also the call of the
land, the lovers part roads. The wounds are there; but the way to
.freedom is not decorated with roses. The Leader and the Elders seek
him out in the city. So does the Pastor for whom he does not conceal
his contempt. The Pastor with 'his parables and garbled biblical quotations is a figure drawn with pithiness and derisive laughter. He is
even deserted by Nyobi, who divides her loyalties between tribal
custom and religious fanaticism.
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As the dramatic conflict lays bare the inner mechanisms of
self-to be or not to be a hermit- and the external forces of social
orientation batter against the walls, eroding the heights of resistance
and presenting the challenge of the situation-to answer to the clarion
call of annihilating and reconstructing-the monologue rings out from
the wilderness, exploding to smithereens the shells shrouding the
kernel of consciousness, Remi is liberated from the perfidy of selfdeception, indecisions, inward-looking emotional upheaval, on the
one hand; and is thrusting from the horrifying impotence of the
primeval darkness into the dawn of the new era. there to forge the
instrJlments of meaningful life. I shall rise and go to my father!
"I have been too long a hermit
In the City.
I'd thought I'd escape"
From things that were me That were part of my life..
I must now rIse and go to the country
For I must serve out people,
Save them from traditions and bad customs,
Free them from tribal manacles.
Now.
(Then he sees the Bible, takes it, and also the small handle left by
the elders. He weighs them in both hands. He is clearly moved.)
These-ThesePieces of superstition
Meant to lure me home.
Shall I find my peace and freedom there?
These are part of me,
Part of my life,
My whole life."
(Act 11, Scene 11)

Laughter of a
Big Black God
M. Bulane
SONGS FROM THE WILDERNESS by F.K.Parkes (Oxford University
Press 1965)

Ghanaian poetry, in the person of Frank Kobina Parkes, reached
a new horizon with the collection of poems under review-a landmark
not only in Ghanaian poetry but in African poetry as a whole. Here,
for the first time, African poetry questioned tenets, myths and misconceptions that had been comfortably dominating the African scene.
This not being a tract, the poet has used poetic language to fuse a few
artistic modes and trends of expression into one organic whole that
evokes atmosphere and gives authenticity to his theme. The current
reassessments of negritude make a late look at Parkes's work interesting at this time. (See Aime Cesaire reviewed by John Okai elsewhere. ED).
The opening piece pinpoints the poet's aspiration to exploit. the
rich mosaic of Ghanaian lore in such a way as to rub off all tribal distinctions, some of which have become exagge~ated. His intention is
to mould them into a new poetic device so that they will find their
deserved place in literature. He makes no bones about engaging in
In Nyobi and Thoni the playwright has portrayed motherhood, poetry that blends national culture with the achievements of mankind
vividly, tenderly, and intimately, in that setting where fecundity and in the field of letters:
I do so want to sing the song
childbearing are a virtue; and anything to the contrary a stigma,
Of Homowo and Adea
almost a taboo. Indeed, the speech and pattern of thought in its
Of Aboakyer, Odwira and Bakatue
poetic simplicity and clarity of expression is firmly anchored in the
And I want to embalm my songs in verse
social relations of the peasantry. It is replete with popular idiom
The kind of verse which opens wide the graves
that reflects that unmistakeable, stark reality characteristic of oral
And sets the wild ghosts free
poetic tradition. We see them in their reaction and response to
situations. The pattern of thought itself, given favourable conditions
Free
of development and transformation, is capable of grasping subtle
Free to fly heaven-bound with my songs
,issues, and establishing moments of psychological and mental poise
Which must be heard in some far-off corner
that strike home in any human heart. Hence, Thoni's part in the
In heaven
final line of the play adds a new and lasting dimension, colourful and
See how he labours the word Free. While the labouring of the word
yet frightening in its implications. Her suicide is a result of indignais a common phenomenon of oral poetry, F.K. Parkes's approach in
tion and frustration at her unrequited love. At the same tinle it is a
this collection is conspicuously Whitmanesque. This, on the other
fury of death celebrating, in the slow rhythm of the drums, its
hand, must be viewed as having to do with declamatory poetry.
victory over stagnation occasioned by harking back to tradition,
Indeed, the poet's mind is being exercised by a number of questions
thereby checking back the potentialities, and blurring the perspecof social importance. His songs do not belong to the narrow, personal
tives, of human life. Her fateful journey to that dark country of
world of an individual's yearnings and experiences. Rather his is a
frightful stillness "from whose bourne no travellers return", whilst
poetry that gushes like torrential equatorial rains to sweep away all
an outright doom for the out-moded attitudes and the body of
the dross from the earth. He interferes with man's suffering, not like
factors upon which they rest, is an unequivocal indictment of the
a detached tribune but as one of the afflicted mankind who, through
society concerned. In this context, The Black Hermit stands upright, in sharp relief, resplendent in the new shaft of light emanating the gift of poetic language, has taken it upon himself to reflect in apt
images the scourge of the times:
from Ngugi's immediate dramatic appeal and incisive, penetrating
mind that so remarkably strikes universal themes from so modest
How can I, who cannot control
and seemingly partial a start. The playwright's feel of langugage in
My own waking and dreaming, ever hope to make my
patterning and diversifying character, in probing the lower levels of
voice heard in the wrangling for mankind's soul?
its being as the situation prompts is subdued but triumphant in its
How can I, dumb in my own self-defence
beauty and felicity.
Dream of forging words of salvation for billions with
Despite the precarious existence of creative artists in Africa
cares and well-drugged silence?
one wonders how the exploration of other art forms-ballet and
opera- should not be considered, especially in multi-lingual and
After these rhetorical questions, which are not devoid of essence, the
largely illiterate communities. With this fertilising seed the African
poet spins out words, and splashes images which conVincingly spell
theatre must spring to vigorous life to suit the fashionable cultural
out his attitude:
revolution ...
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Madness is virtue's beholding redemption in pools of
blood squashed from dreams and inexpressible fears
of men whose sole bastion is the booth
(Wruch also is the paschal knife)
Sanity lies in submitting to the bitter-sweet dream created
in factories of democracy by tired, drained-dry brains
doped to senselessness by fact-effacing ether
(Which is their sole refuge)
Here follow the pain and the accusing finger pointed at the society
that the poet sees engaged in a series of relentless clutches for justice
and genuine q.emocracy. His sense of judgment, however, is tainted
~y a certain suggestive sense of sarcasm and irate response:
And I, blown by thick puffs of factory smoke
Mad neither for my sorrows nor the world's
Seek faith in the vision I know is false
In sanity I know is mere soul-effacement

nisable. All this despite, however, it would be incorrect to see here
influences and imitations. The SImilarity of the situation, despite
time and space, forces the artistic mind to move along the same track,
to re-project the masters that have been etched upon the poet's subconscious. (This is a theoretical issue that is widely known in world
literature). The Ghanaian is original, and casts the images in his own
mould. The smouldering volcano bursts forth with an impassioned
cry. The patriotic zeal and the longing for sweet home are obvious
in the following lines:
I shall return
I shall return to sun-warmed lands
Where rivers flow all through the year
I shall return with the glory of sun-down
Only to battered citadels will I return
To bashed-in skulls and sun-picked bones
Wild groans of shattered hearth-stones pierce my ears
Knock, 0 knock down the battlements of pride
And my doubts catch up with me in the flitting cloud
Caress stone breasts with benumbed hands
Which cannot provide an anchor
That fire may rise
Which is as empty as a dream
And coldness burn
And barren as the tomb
And warmth return
And in red glow, behold:
The stark reality of existence in a society that tortures a man is brought
The
sign sure write in blood
. to light by'means of the simile in the stanza above. The poet, alas, .
Shall these bones live?
finding himself hemmed in by the cruel forces unleashed to make a toy
Shall these bones live?
of him, dismisses the whole issue with resignation:
I, feeble, spineless speck, dare not hope by warm word
Here one hears the cannons and the charging chariot of the god of
To wreck the sovereign peoples' dream
militant
Negritude. That is, Negritude as a literary trend and not a
The salvation of the world lies in a deserted garden
hotch-potch
of idealistic philosophy and reactionary politics that
In a blind worm's scrawl.
.relegate the blackman to the irrational, the rhythmic and the retuaThe Title, 'liBlind Steersmen"·is more than telling! In appreciating
listic. Watch the verbs and the epithets, so full of tension and violence~
these poems, one might say, the only approach would be linguoContrast: "glory of sun-down" and "battered citadels". Thank
stylistic, as opposed to purely literary. This method, on second
heavens, in the harshness making the poet's heart bleed, Africa has
thoughts, might be of interest to limited circles of specialists.
not been portrayed as a leg~ndary paradise of twittering birds and
The whole spirit behind these poems rests on sociological con- idyllic life. The skulls have been bashed in and bones picked because
text, the wilderness here being highly symbolic. These are songs of a of the struggle on all fronts, even after fake independence.
great soul, crying out at the dead of night 'but receiving no response.
The poem "Blackrnan's God" smacks neither of religiousness ~"
These songs are a trumpet blaring out about things present and things nor Negritude, that is, black exclusiveness. Rather it is an indictment
to come. They are a poet's warning to mankind; and their study
of the much vaunted whiteman's civilising mission and the mi.ssionshould not be confined to abstractions of academic chairs.
ary effort in Africa. On the other hand, the poet shows the univerIn these glimpses into the poet's creative world, his cognition
sality of religion at a particular stage of human development:
of the world, his biting satire and merciless irony, his descriptive
Blackmen, heathens, idolaters
powers and poetic imagery, his tendency to philosophise through
Our
God is like all gods
poetic images, his down-to-earth character in folk motif and the
Slow to anger when fed on yams
harmonious blend of the latter with biblical motifs, interspersed with
And of great mercy when suckled on blood.
flights of religiousness-in all this we find a man seething with revolt,
One remark on this poem: In the magazine Dawn then edited
revulsion and rebellion. We find a poet in whose able hands the
feeling of personal injustice and bitterness, aggravated by a frighten- by F.K. Parkes in London, the poem appeared in plural we. In the
present collection, however, the we, the collective, the mass, has given
ing sense of exile, assumes the authentic mantle of universali~y:
way to I. The poet, belonging to his society and to mankind prefers
I am a potter's vessel shaped by knowing hands
to be an ambassador so as to speak on behalf of his people without
Fallen from sky of earth-dreams that never flower
su~merging his own person as if all people were coins or mechanical
The eye of the Lord is on me
devices. The lyrical I here is very inclusive. He maintains his inde(And His wrath too)
pendence of worship, even his right not to pander to conventional
How long,
religion:
How long shall I riddle rock breasts for warmth
Go tell those priests
How long shall I, a worn Silesian exile, turn
Messengers of gods across the seas
Sore feet for refuge to shrines of past oppression?
Since our juju is powerful
Suffer me
And like all other gods
o suffer me not to be separated
I WIll after no other
From breasts that milked my toothless gum
I stay here with my own
1n the desert place
The graven image and the struggle
Let my crycome unto Thee!
The
hunted deer and libation
Here, one should observe, the erudite mind recognises a number of
I stay here with the Eucharist
voices and devices quite unlike one another. Is "Silesian exile" not
Of kpekple and rich palm nut soup.
relnotely reminiscent of the German Heine? Is this the prayer of a
He freely interprets the Holy Writ to suit his own purpose, namely,
Christ on the desert or a supplication of a hermit on a mountain?
that of celebrating and confirming the new nation coming into being.
Alfred Tennyson's "Tithonus" and G.M. Hopkins's, inter alia,
All over there are quotations and constructions from the Bible, which
"Carrion Comfort' and "The Pulley" spriI}g up to mind. Francis
Thompson's "Hound of Heaven", perhaps only debatably, is recoghe employs in his novel way without becoming a poet of the Faith.
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In a poem like "Renaissance" the poet aspires for the larger
world of humanity, where tribal and national affiliations are insignificant. The refrain: "Sea, sea, swallow me whole" underscores the
uni ty of the world as consisting of various nationalities and races
which, says the Poet:
Making one big sea
In the unity of the Ocean
All are free.
In "Spectre and the Talking Drum" and "Twentieth Century
Epiphany" the poet comes to grips with the burning issue of the
national1iberation movement. In both of them the poet has not
compressed his thought. They are technically loose., The final judgement he talks about is the one of the day when the last colonial post
shall be removed from Africa, and the former masters shall be called
to book.
Hear, 0 ye nations, the drum of Africa calls
And will you not march forth to join this great crusade?
Strijdom's oxen want to break the yoke
Can you not hear?
The talking drum peals loud
Will your ingenious mind
Deep sunk in Nature's conquest
How to subdue the atom
Colonise the moon
Not rise to hear the call of one distressed?
With the imperialist being haunted by the conflagration of our times,
the poet says:
On, on grim spectre, for evermore live on
The echo of the talking drum grows faint
Civilisation, rise 0 rise
And see the tongue of Africa grow cold
The voice of the oppressed is no more heard...
"Two Deaths, One Grave", strangely enough, oonjures up three figures:
Christ, Lumumba, and Kennedy! The centre of the stage seems to
be held by the blackman's destiny, on the one hand, and the underdog on the other:
He died,
Not because he was black
(or goateed)
He died because he stood for right
For justice and human dignity
He died to save the many
From the devouring few
Even as he also
(Not because He was a Jew)
Found Calvary,
Trying for justice
And freedom
And dignity for all mankind
The poet stresses that the root cause of the world's strife is not man's
colour but greed.

the odds with all the optimism imaginable. What one admires is that
he has not sought to conceal that despair was haunting him. This is
a fine piece for those often overtaken by despondency:
I am not alone in the cold clutch of the world
In this dungeon of sightless bats, I'm not alone
There are true friends somewhere, I dream
Praying from hollows of man's brain
Imploring the spirit of dust
'That in this hour of blank despair
The chains fall off my heavy heart
And all my feckless doubting cease
There are true friends somewhere~,.I see
Whose restless eyes are streaks of ~ght
I'm not alone in mankind's black night
In the hopes of true friends, I'm not alone ...
"A Call to Youth for Sanity" expresses pointed repugnance to all
the bureaucracy, personality cult, mass hypocrisy, and mystique of
the leader. He tears masks from established gods, leaving them
naked in the scorching sun of irrefutable truth. Here is a gifted and
bold poet whose brilliant verse bristles with life because he looks
truth into the face. He is not reluctant to pour scorn over some
sacred cows. A poet-diplomat with the laughter of a big, black god.

No Saviours
Ama Ata Aidoo
THE BEAUTYFUL ONES ARE NOT YET BORN by Ayi Kwei Armah
(Heinemann Educational Books)

This novel has already been published in the United States to
what seems to be a torrent of controversy of the kind which seldom
accompanies a first novel. But in spite of all the spate of words which
is pouring out from professional reviewers about it, somehow it seems
to me that the most interesting comment on it that has come to my
notice so far, has been made by a friend and in a private letter: "I
have since read (the) novel ... may be he wrote it to provoke, to
irritate-but I think he over did the tone of contempt ... it is too
aloof, in a foreign sort of way, like some report from a casual foreign
visitor who is visiting a primitive society for the first time and is bent
on exposing it in all its primitivity, crudity and so on. I can't take
that from a fellow African."(All emphasis mine, AAA) I insist that
this is the most important statement made so far on the Beautyful
Ones Are Not Yet Born because its author (name withheld), without
But colour
having any literary pretensions of his own, is nevertheless an extremely
What of it?
articulate African student, and by all regular standards, radical. Only
Nothing
the good Lord knows what is going to happen then when it is published
Only a side product of a sin
for the British Publishers Traditional Market (!!) which solidly includes
Against a system
Ghana. Because if this young man who is not even from that country
This system of have and hold.
cannot take the novel, then one wonders how many of the EnglishExperience is proving that the question of colour is observed even
reading Ghananian "elite" can.
where economic factors are not concerned. A white aristocracy, unde'
The un-named hero is "the man". He is a worker on the railthe cloak of the working class, has all the comforts and privileges of
ways. Born and bred in towns, he has no rural roots to escape to.
the capitalist caste. It is this aristocracy, for all its dirty overalls, that He went to school but could not make the comfortable heights
(University and equivalents) where once reached, one is protected
one fears. Despite all the ideological face lifting, the colour issue,
from the harsh realities of la vie Africaine. The man represents the
overt or covert, can be agonising and degrading at both ends.
"masses" whom all African politicians daily yap about but no one
Poets are very sensitive. They can become too depressed or
ever plans for. What distinguishes him from the ordinary worker
depressing. "The Unlaid Ghost" shows the Ghanaian poet facing
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though, is a mind and body which together form the nerve-centre of
Right-hand fingers still dripping with the after-piss and the stale
sweat from fat crotches. The callused palms of messengers after
a radio-active kind of searcWight which probes all that is Ghana and
of Ghananians. What is revealed is not in fact the horrors of "primithey had blown their clogged noses reaching for a convenient place
tive Africa" but the nauseous essence of Africa civilised. For insofar
to leave the well-rubbed moisture. Afternoon hands not entirely
as the "modern" Ghananian is not in any way different from any
licked clean of palm soup and remnants of Kenkey. The wood
other "modern African"(except perhaps by a higher degree of scepwould always win." The condemnation is total. Of course it is
too much and people would want to ask Armah what gives him the
ticism!) What the man knows about the country reads like a caseaudacity to do this. For he does not even for a moment do us the
book on African corruption. It is of such incredible filth and shit
kindness of letting us think that we are just the casualties of a
and stink, it will make anybody puke. One automatically holds
one's nose with disgust-literally too. Only the peasantry is spared.
colonial past. He makes it quite clear that we are dead. Not freshly
dead. No, we've been dead a long time. Especially the politicians
And perhaps this tells us something about the author's life. But
more important: if we are aware of Frantz Fanon, we would realise
and pricking them with any sharp point releases such poisonous gas
how crucial this reluctance to discuss the peasantry is, in terms of the that only further poisons the terrible atmosphere symbolically,
author's perception of what can operate revolutionarily in Africa. He metaphorically and literally. The stink exists side by side and is part
of the false "gleam" of the post independence scene. Koomson
wrote about the dead and not even the dying.- "When this caste has
"the party man," surr.ounded by the beautiful and good things of
vanished, devoured by its own contradictions, it will be seen that
life, his beautiful wife Estella of the soft hands, his smooth expennothing new has happened since independence was proclaimed, and
sive car, his shining row of glasses. This socialist is inside, only a
that everything must be started again from scratch." *
vessel carrying around so much rot. In the moments of extreme
It is quite clear that the main thesis behind the story is that
anxiety following the coup he is not only reduced to a whining
what we see around us of the so-called modern Africa is nothing but
one messy offal. A mess in which everybody from the establishments animal, but the only other things which issue from him are farts.
to the most oppressed urban worker is caught, irredeemably. The
"The smell was something the man had not all expected. It was
leaders are busy swindling the people with meaningless verbiage. And overpowering as if some corrosive gas, already half liquid, had
the people, frustrated and bewildered, are cynically looking out for
filled the whole room, irritating not only the nostrils, but also the
insides of eyes, ears, mouth and throat."
ways, very often shady, out of their nightmares. But then, the latter
are just going round in circles since there are no ways out. It is a
The friend quoted earlier on is right of course. The author is
funny story; African funny: " ... There is no difference then. No
contemptuous of us-but Lord, do we deserve it! The only consoladifference at all between the white men and their apes, the lawyers
tion is that he, like the hero is of us too. For the hero, whom one
and the merchants, and the apes of the apes, our Party men." "And
might in haste almost think self-righteous in his seeming incorruptiit is also a Third World tale told with rare bitterness." ... So it should bility is after all, he whose mouth water had dropped on the bus
be easy now to see there have never been people to save anybody but seat at the beginning of the story and of course one wonders what
themselves, never in the past, never now, and there will never be any
elements in the insides of this good man could shoot off this disgusting liqUid. Nor should we worry too much about what made
saviors if each will not save himself. No saviors. Only the hungry
and the fed.
Ayi Kwei Armah write this expose of his own people and in this
Indeed, it could be quite misleading to approach the book as
almost masochistic manner. Perhaps it is pessimism since at that
though it is just a novel in any "traditional" sense of the word. I·t
level, there is no involvement. And yet the fact of the novel itself
might be that as well but for all practical purposes, it is an intellecis the proof of the author's concern. Perhaps it is just an honest
tual exercise executed with rather formidable precision. There is
description of how one man has seen his society. Certainly, he has
-spared himself and us either the pain of an Nkrumaist apologia or
nothing out of place. In fact, sometimes, one feels that there is too
much in one place especially in the author's efforts always to make
the terrible boredom of ahy anti-Nkrumaist pro-coup rubbish.
physical decay sy'mbolise or correspond to spiritual degeneration.
And his symbolism, both evocative and descriptive, is always
But then, it could also be proposed that he packed up the atmosphere de'ad accurate. The chichidoodoo bird, with its sad sweet song,
wanting to eat worms but despising the filth that produces it is the
precisely to show how stuffy it is. Everything has been thrown up
hero, the society, and ironically the novel. Yet The Beautyfui Ones
and each has come up with a stench: from the Gold Coast of the
is not an allegory. The characters he creates are too much alive.
years of political agitation against British colonial rule, " ... there
From the man to the unfortunate Maanan the prostitute who went
were tales of white men with huge dogs that ate more meat in a
mad with the colossal disappointment of what independence came
single day than a human Gold Coast family got in a month, dogs
to mean, each is there in his and her own right. The details are
which had as little love for black skins as their white masters,"
incredible.
Poor Oyo, the man's wife, attempting to survive what
through Nkrumah's Ghana, "there was a lot of noise, for some time,
to her is a degrading tife by trying hard to impress involuntary lisabout some investigation designed to ,rid the country's trade of
teners in public places with accounts of glories that were not, are
corruption... The net had been made in the special Ghananian way
not and never will be hers. Estella the beautiful, selfish and stupid
... to catch only the small dispensable fellows ... And the big :)nes
wife
of the party man, holding forth on socialism!!
floated free, like all the slogans"
Unfortunately, the only aspect of the book that is unclear
to post-coup Ghana, "The policeman extracted money, rolling it up
concerns the role of the Teacher. One feels like asking the author
dextrously into an easy little ball hidden in his palm," for nothing
for his true identity. Is he just a good man or does Ayi Kwei feel
in spite of himself, that he ought to give us someone who is of us
really had changed, only the set of people who would now be eating
and yet wise enough to be our guiding light? And if so why does
well!
he envelope him in such mystery, this Plato-Aristotle quoting
African pilosopher?
There is something frightening about the book. And this is
Because of Ferdinand Oyono's Houseboy, one cannot say
the clarity with which he has seen the African urban scene,. as no
glibly that Armah's Beautyfui Ones Are Not Yet Born is the"deepvisitor can be capable of, and the mercilessness with which he has
est" modern African novel yet published. However, in what way
opened it up-as no foreigner would dare do today. The following
the latter is different from the former shall be evident by and by.
is only on a banister on a staircase of the "Railway & Harbour
But we find here, the same awareness of the basic weakness Africans
Administration Block. "And the wood was not alone. Apart from
have exhibited over and over again since the beginning of our enthe wood itself there were, of course, people themselves, just so
counter with the West. That is, it seems not to matter what generamany hands and fingers bringing help to the wood in its course towards putrefaction. Left-hand fingers in their careless journey from
tion we belong to or what social class we come from, we have got
a hasty anus sliding all the way up the banister as their owners made
this unhealthy attraction for "the gleam" -ing and very often trashy
the return trip from the lavatory downstairs to the offices above.
products of someone else's civilisation. And that this, more than
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Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth

anything else has been and is our undoing. Indeed, it is going to
finish us completely unless a new generation is born which will be
able to define the validities of life for itself (n.ever mind what the
white man or anyone says) and be prepared to take on fully, the
responsibilities that will surely come with this definition. Furth~r
more for Armah at any rate, the present intellectuals and politicians
are clearly irrelevant or worse: what little wisdom remains is with
the people to whom he goes for imagery and symbolism and after
all, the gorgeous title of the novel with its ungrammatical spelling
of "beautyful". He took it from the tailboard of a mammy wagon.
Meanwhile it should be remembered that this type of purgative exposure, however painful it is, is absolutely necessary, depending upon whether or not one believes that truth as represented in
writing can be in any way effective in helping social change. If on
the other hand, even those of us who basically agree with him on
the need to have this kind of job done feel that he has killed a
patient instead of performing a surgery (though knowing Ghanauians one wonders how such an accident can ever happen!) then we
have a right to our anger. Especially when one considers the fact
that certain sections of "international opinion" which never rejoice
at what is indicative of Africa's good have been praising the novel
to God's own skies! One comforting thought though, is that at no
point in the story does Ayi Kwei excuse the colonisers. Indeed, he
seems to feel that one should spare as little of one's breath for them
as possible. What he does proclaim aloud is that he thinks of us:
those who are still having their civilised dialogues with the former
oppressors of Africa and with them are busily consuming illegally
the continent's strength and fertility. While at the same timeand this is the worst of all-they congratulate themselves on the
excellent job they are doing, ushering Africa into the 20th century.
Perhaps, the beautiful ones, when they are born, and let's pray it
will be soon, will take care of everything and everybody once and
for all time. The least we can do is to wait.

the politieian
I wish I was a politician
I don't care much to be a don
But being a politician
Without logic
Is better than none.
There was once a politician
Who was boisterous and furious
Who used to curse on the public
At the people of his country
But the people regarded him
As a good politician.
His name was Kamutombole
When his mother died he ~Tas spied
When he was asked
'Is this your mother who has died?'
He said 'I don't know,
She may be my mother or not.'
MAYBIN KONSE

Caring Enough
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YOUSSEF OMAR
STEPHANIE ON TRIAL by Albie Sachs (Harvill Press)
The book describes movingly and at times with great humanity
the struggles of the author, his friends and the eponymous heroine
(now the author's wife) and how some remained loyal to the cause
of the resistance movement in South Africa despite the gruelling
experience of interrogation and subsequent trials.
The account of Stephanie's imprisonment and trial seems at
times almost incidental to the autobiographical sequence of events.
Albie Sachs is a lawyer, who had on many occasions represented .
people accused of political offences. Because of his associations with
these people he himself came undeL:5uspicion and was detained under
the notorious 90-day detention act. Stephanie had entered the resistance movement through her friendship with members of the African
Resistance Movement and although she had been brought up in an
Afrikaner nationalist family, she emerged having made only a fairly
innocuous statement to the police.
To have done so was a victory for humanity over her upbringing and the extremely sophisticated methods which the police used
to break down their victims: the failure rate of the police is almost
nil.
The struggle then was one between humanity and the forces of
entrenched privilege represented here by the entire white populace.
A love of humanity entails care about individuals and it is to their
credit that Albie Sachs and Stephanie Kemp cared enough about
people as individuals to endure the hardships of interrogation and
imprisonment without giving evidence against their friends in the
movement. It is particularly strange, therefore, that the author has
devoted almost a hundred pages to a description of the character and
behaviour of the chief prosecution witness at the trial, who had once
been a leading figure in the A.R.M.
The main villain of the book is, oddly enough, not any of the
interrogators; indeed the portraits of Captain Rossouw; 'Spyker'
Van Wyk and others are almost sympathetically drawn while the
character of the person who had broken down early in his interrogation is dilated upon and not spared one iota. True, Mr. Sachs allows
others to call him a rat, while he simply marvels that such a hero could
turn into the man whom he saw giving evidence.
Do the accusers, in their courtrooms and newspaper offices in
South Africa, calculate that by some political arithmetic their execration of the unfortunate who broke down diminishes from the
suffering of others? Let them weigh their contributions against the
dismal failure of this one human being and see who falls short in the
balance. On the contrary they are enriched both materially and
prestige-wise for selling their empty words where others pay with
their lives or at least part of them.
It would be revealing indeed to know why the book was written at all. If it was to show the heroism of Stephanie Kemp it has
not entirely succeeded in doing this; despite her bravery there comes
to the fore the picture of an uncompromising girl completely dedicated to the ideal of not giving evidence against her fellow resistance
workers-partly one suspects to preserve her own integrity. I would
like to go on believing that this is not the true picture, that she withstood these enormous pressures because of her faith in the humanness of every individual and a loathing of i_njustice.
Reading 'Stephanie on Trial' brings one to question the right
of all of us who are out here in safety so to depict our own conduct
and to vilify that of others. For what happened? After the movement for freedom had turned to Violence, after the mass arrests and
trials, most of the participants were incarcerated. A few escaped to
other countries. The only ones whose political records are quite
unblemished are those who remain in prison. For the rest of us"use every man after his deserts, and who would scape whipping?"
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Sithole's

Analysis
TREVOR HUDDLESTON
AFRICAN NATIONALISM by Rev. Ndabaningi Sitho}e (Oxford
University Press Revised Edition 1968)
In the introduction to the new edition of his great book,
African Nationalism, Sithole explains why a new edition was necessary: 'When I first wrote the book my main task was .. to explain
the rising African nationalism, but as I revise it today that is no longer my task. My task has been to explain how African nationalism
has achieved its objectives as evidenced by the emergence of thirty
more fully independent African countries ... ' and again 'Events
in African defy any pattern. Things seem to sort themselves out .. '
It is a measure of the achievements both of the new countries of
Africa and the man who writes about it that such words can come
from a Rhodesian prison and an African pen. For the most commonly accepted white judgement on the Rhodesian situation is, in
the first place, that the majority are not fit for -independence and,
in the second, that there is no leadership which is not wholly irresponsible even if they were. Sithole is the answer, in his own person,
to both lies.
In reviewing this edition I will confine myself to what is new
in it. For, as Sithole explains, the pace of change over the past ten
years has already made obsolete the study of 'emergent' nationalism.
It has consequently made even more important the study of the new
issues which nationhood has thrown up. And he has added a whole
section on these issues.
To one, like myself, privileged to have lived in Tanzania during
most of the time covered by Sithole's new assessment, it is qufte
astonishing that he should have been able so succinctly to grasp the
meaning of all this from a prison cell. It is also very difficult for 'me
to view such questions as 'The One/Two Party System' : 'Nonalighment' and 'African Socialism' from any but a Tanzanian angle.
For all these issues, now that the Arusha Declaration has been published, are difficult to view in any abstract sense. Difficult that is,
for one who has participated in their implementation.
Recently I was asked to speak about Arusha to an audience of
university students in London. There were also present some guests
from a Rotary Club nearby. When I spoke of a one-party state and
attempted to' explain how the electoral process operated, one of
these guests said 'No one here agrees with you: we all know that
one-party states are either communist or fascist'. I pointed out that,
so far, no ooe had expressed an opinion either way, for I had not
been allowed to finish my explanation. But the Rotarian was unconvinced and will no doubt stay that way till his dying day. So, I
suspect, will a great many liberal-minded Britons. But they will be
wrong. Sithole points out, very objectively, that from the history
of the new countries of Africa in the past ten years no clear evidence
of the advantage of one over the other can be shown. Instead of
asking whether success lies on one side or the other, he asks 'What
is a good political system?' And he answers this'
one that yields
maximum political satisfaction ... ' which means '
each African
country must be realistic enough to take into full account what its
needs are and how best these needs can be met. Each country must
sing its own tune if it is to realise itself. It is extraordinarily difficult to persuade people who equate democracy with the Westminster
nl0del that anything else can be genuine democracy at all. Yet I
would say categorically that in the Tanzanian system Julius Nyerere's
determination to use the one-party system as a means of carrying
debate on all important is ues to parliament (rather than to party

causes) has vindicated itself. I would also agree with Sithole, however,
in believing that national differences, rooted in history, economics
and social order should be determinative. There will always be weakness in one-party systems: the weaknesses of haVing no immediately
available alternate government and therefore the danger of military
co.ups d'etat. But, in the new Africa at least, and especially in the
yea~s immediately following independence, when all institutions are
fragil~ and when development of resources must have first priority,
the weakness of the two-party system is obvious too: it is the weakness of a divided and disunited nation.
A much more fundamental question that the one party/two
party issue is posed by Sithole in this form: 'Does satisfaction
achieved under democracy also incJude the masses?' 'Are the
common people at the mercy of a wealthy few who control the
instrument of government directly and indirectly?' This indeed is
a question which all African governments should ask themselves
very often. For if it goes by default the consequences are certain
to be disastrous. It is tre· great'strength of Nyerere's Tanzania,- in
my view, that this is precisely the question most firmly faced up to.
The whole purpose 9f the Arusha Declaration is to make the principles of African Socialism (Ujamaa) and Self-Reliance (Kujitegemea)
a reality at village level. To prevent the emergence (whether at
governmeot level or at university, or local administration level) of a
privileged class. In Sithole's words, ' ... the first requirement of
an ideal system is that it -... shall be people-centred in a fundamental way'. And this involves, for a poor country dependent upon
agricultural development, many sacrifices in every area of life: not
least the subordination of personal ambition to common wealth.
Any leader who appeals for such sacrifices needs great courage and
~ill face much ~isun~erstandingfrom his own people. But, in my
VIew, the questIon whIch matters most to the countries of free Africa
is that of non-alignment. 'The purpose of African nationalism' as
Sithole rightly stresses 'was to create a free and independent Africa
with a distinct posture of its own, befriending both the West and East
but bowing down to neither'. Or, as Nyerere puts it 'We will not
allow our friends to choose our enemies for us'. But, when you are
poor and in need of development-aid for the creation of a viable
i~fra-structure to your economy-what can you do? How is it posSIble, when you are at the mercy of the affluent countries (both
West and East) for finding a market, to retain your own national
freedom and sover~ignty? 'Africa is not, and she cannot be, and she
should not, and she must not be, any country's prize'. Yet, as the
Nigeria-Biafra struggle so tragically illustrates, the big power-blOCS
are not much intereste~ in Africa discovering her own varied national
ide.nt}ties or in maintaining her own political or ideological ideals.
ThIS IS the supreme tragedy of nations, emerging into nationhood
in a divided world.
And Sithole, in his quiet analysis of all these problems and
opportunities is perhaps himself the most encouraging answer to
them all. Here is a man (I am proud also to say, a Christian minister) who from his prison can speak with an African voice to the
world: and say things which it is desperately important we should
hear. Compared to his words, how pathetic the petty parochialisms
of lan Smith and Enoch Powell and the rest appear!
Certainly we should pray that before too long men like Sithole
may be given the chance to lead and guide their country as a free
nation. For, if his book is to be his plan, freedom will really mean
something in Rhodesia for the first time.
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TANU
before Arusha

Wishful
planning

GEORGE SHEPPERSON

REGINALD HERBOLD GREEN
ECONOMIC PLANNING AND DEMOCRACY by Firmin Oules
(Pelican 1966 10.6d)

TANZANIA: PARTY TRANSFORMATION AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT by Henry Bienen (Oxford University Press for
Princeton University Press £5 9s 6d)
Professor Bienen's study of TANU has already been praised
by outstanding political scientists such as J ames S. Coleman and
David Apter as "the first critical examination of the actual structure and functioning of a post~colonial African one-party state,
illustrating the dilemmas of creating an ideology and of economic
mobilization and development" and as "an outstanding contribution" to African studies.
It was, however, written before the Arusha Declaration, the
departure of Oscar Kambona and the ending of British aid to
Tanzania. There is, therefore, for the reader who is interested only
in current African affairs relatively little to be gained from this
book-although if he includes what now seem such far-off happenings as the l\rmy mutiny of J.anuary 1964 and the parliamentary
elections of 1965 in his survey of recent events he will find some
interesting comments from Professor Bienen on these. But, for
the reader whose concept of current affairs is very up-to-date, there
will be frequent moments in the book which seem anachronistic.
Yet, for those with wider horizons, to read the Arusha Declaration of February 1967, against the background of this book is to
perceive how much of it is relevant to "that magnific~nt document"
as Bishop Trevor Huddleston called the Declaration on his return
from Masasi to Stepney-in its way, another notable event in the
history of Tanzania and Africa. Bishop Huddleston's admirable
summary of the Arusha Declaration indicates the challenge to
"progress" (however defined) in Tanzania which Professor Bienen's
book discusses: "To be truly free, a country must be self-reliant.
To realise their nationhood a people must use their own wealth,
the land, the labour, the leadership that is theirs. To have a goal
and a purpose it is not necessary to be :rich: even a coun~ry as poor
as Tanzania can have these things if it refuses to depend on the
gifts or the loans of others for its national life." The implication
of Professor Bienen's book seems to be that this is easier said than
done.
_
How can profound economic and social change be brought
about in a nevl African state without a highly centralised, forceful,
ruling political party? Professor Bienen suggests Tanzania's dilemma when he states that it is questionable "whether countries with
eConomic structures similar to Tanzania's can have ... parties ruled
from an authoritative and monolithic centre". Professor Bienen's
conclusion about this dilemma is worth quoting, not only because
it reveals his thesis but also for the reason that it indicates how his
study is squarely within the tradition of work-with its weakness
as well as its strength-of American political scientists in the new
Africa: "Nyerere's own image of 'Tanu' conforms to the realities
of Tanzania. But this image carries its own dangers: the conditions
for tightening 'Tanu' have been stipulated; but the conditions for
further loosening 'Tanu' are already at hand. The present political
configuration is not bound to become more centralised any more
than economic development is bound to occur. In fact, the present
connections between various levels of 'Tanu' and between them
and the countryside can be strengthened only if inter-relationships
prove mutually beneficial. There is no way of forcing such interrelationships upon unwilling partners."

'Economic Planning and Democracy' is a readable, humane
and insightful book. Whether it is very hopeful guide to. economic
policy formulation and implementation-especially under African
conditions-is another matter.
Professor Oules is in a rather special sense both a neo-liberal
in economics and an advocate of participatory democracy in society.
For him efficient economic planning is vital to ensure the maintenan~e of private initiative and personal freedom which he sees
as integrally linked to a basically capitalist system. To this end he
proposes rather extensive social as well as economic planning and
virtually complete divorce of economic functions from government
on the one hand and quasi-aristocratic independent planning bodies
and competition on the other.
The nature of economic and social planning in the most general sense is clearly set out and numerous examples are adduced.
The case for planning in a modern economy is made cogently-if
perhaps rather more apocalyptically than the evidence will support.
Similarly the relatively high degrees of planning in some capitalist
economies - with the most attention devoted to France - is
demonstrated and the limitations of present capitalist economy
planning pointed out.
Proposed solutions-as opposed to suggested areas for mqre
planning-are rather weaker. That special interest group politics
have not led to efficient government does imply a need for more
integrated and broader participation in public decision making but
not to the parallel call for economic decisions to be made by "independent educated third parties". Professor Oules economic institutional mechanism bears a family resemblance to Professor Lewis'
proposed aristocratic (in the sense of "rule by the best") political
proposals. for West Africa albeit formulated in t.erms of a rather
curious tripartite technocrat, jury, referendum system. Unfortunately-like Gaullist participation-this system in practice would
tend to mean "I, you, he, we you participate-THEY RULE".
However, the greatest single weakness is Professor Oules
firm belief that politics and economics must be separated. (Foreign aid, incidentally, is classed as politics and seen as something
apart from economics or economic planning.) In that economics,
especially under planning, is centered Oh the allocation of resources
to uses and on the distribution of consumable income among
individuals--i.e. "who gets what when and how" - it is very harq
to believe that any proposal for separating economics from politics
is even theoretically plausible. It is precisely because economic
issues-at various levels- are central that the primacy of politics
is so marked in most African countries.
INDUSTRY IN AFRICA by A.F. Ewing (Oxford University Press
30s)
'Industry in Africa' is an important, cogent, and readable book.
It sets out to consider the possible strategies of economic development open to Africa and, having made a convincing case that no
strategy not placing heavy emphasis on industry has any·realistic
hope of success, to evaluate the past, present, and potential future
of African industry. As such it is a pathbreaking volume. Other
studies on industry and development in Africa, e.g. those of Lacroix
and DeBernis are more limited geographically while other endorsements of a strategy with heavy emphasis on industry usually appear
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either in country or area studies, e.g. those of Samir Amin, or analyses of economic Pan-African ism, e.g. those of the reviewer.
Ewing-for many years of the Economic Commission for
Africa though now moved to ECAFE-presents the structural case
for industrialisation simply and clearly. Basically the demand for
industrial sector outputs rises more rapidly than that for primary
products. Thus-barring temporary windfalls and initial resource
development periods-an economy heavily dependent on primary
production for export markets will be unable to grow as rapidly as
one with a more balanced economic structure. Further without
an industrial sector to create local demand for an increasing array
of primary inputs (including food for its workers) agricultural
development is likely to stagnate and, in a vicious circle, to deny
industry a buoyant rural market.
A more controversial thesis is the refinement of the structural case to argue that as intermediate and capital goods industries
face demands rising more rapidly than those for consumer goods it
is preferable to adopt a strategy concentrating on capital and inte!mediate goods rather than direct consumer goods import substitution. The conclusion that at some stage in development strategy
industry must broaden beyond consumer soft goods is impeccable.
The real issue is one of timing. In some African economies, e.g.
those of the Mahgreb-a national, regional, and export oriented
intermediate and capital goods sector appears to be a first priority
because the national resource endowment is singularly ill suited to
a wide ranging consumer soft goods sector. In others-e.g. Congo
(Kinshasa)Senegal, Kenya- the existence of very substantial mass
consumption consumer goods sectors today suggests that the next
phase of industrial development should give priority to intermediate
and capital goods production. But in economies with high mass
consumer goods imports, raw material supplies relevant 10 consumer
goods production, fairly small markets, and little industrial experience,-e.g. Tanzania, CamerooI)- it is not self evident that a mixed
mass consumer good, construction material initial emphasis would
not payoff better. Once mass consumer goods are produced locally
and largely from local inputs the basic balance of payments constraint on further development is very considerably eased.
Another key factor-as emphasised by Ewing-is market size.
The fact that intermediate and capital goods industries have numerous linkages to suppliers and users within the economy means
that a cruel price is exacted throughout the country if they are
phenomenally inefficient-as has all too often proved to be the
case in smaller Latin American and Asian countries. To achieve
a minimum efficient scale of production for many industries
requires a market far larger than that of anyone African state.
Ewing thus argues that African economic sub-regionalism (or
regionalism, though his emphasis is on the former) is a 'sine qua
non' for sustained development because without it only an import
dependent, small scale industrial sector (or else a terrifyingly inefficient one) can be built. This would seem to suggest that until
one has made progress in building up economic communities to
allow efficient capital and intermediate goods production that
interim emphasis might well remain on those industries -consumer
or otherwise-which have low import content, adequate markets,
and low unit costs relative to other national market opportunities.
Nothing will raise obstacles to African economic unification so
rapidly as proliferation of micro sized, inefficient capital goods
factories which would inevitably perish in a unified market. Equally
it underlines the need for speedy action on economic community
building.
Ewing's survey of the present state of African industry is almost as depressing as his sweeping projections of its potential growth
over the next two decades is exhilarating. Unfortunately, it is the
depressing half which is real; the exhilarating remains potential and
will remain so until economic co-operation is expanded significantly
and national indu trial strategies are refined and far greater national
(and in most case public).resources devoted to their implementation. Beyond this number of particular problems will require
energetic tackling-manpower, finance, institutional competence
and tran port are among those examined in this volume. The tact
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that Africanisation of high I vel manpower even when pursued
seriously (whi h i by no means everywhere) rarely extends beyond
the civil servic education, arid trade leaving large scale productive
sector management and technical posts almost totally expatriate is
underlined by wing as is the equally often overlooked fact that
institutional capa ity is not simply a matter of finance and manpower but of experience and a working structure relevant to the
problem in hand. For example Uganda's National Development
Corporation has not necessarily had more funds or better talen t
than the notably unsuccessful ones of other African economiese.g. Ghana, West ameroon-but it has evolved a far more efficient
and viable operating pattern. To assume that men and money without organisation equal success is quite as much wishful thinking as
assuming that African resources and labout and foreign money and
high level manpower will ever equal an African industrial sector,
wishful thinking one hopes this volume will help combat.

Kindness
Unkind
M.BULANE
LESOTHO: THE POLITICS OF DEPENDENCE by I.E. Spence
(Oxford University Press)
Lesotho, an independent enclave within the Republic of South
Africa, has also become the subject of the spate of literature froIn the
former metropolis, due to the belated discovery by European scholars of the international significance of the erstwhile political doldrums
and non-existent cultures. Or so they were thought of in the good
old colonial days!
One must regret that the author did not digest and systematize.
the findings of his research, for which he had received a grant. For
the most part, the work is a rehash, and not an imaginative one at
that, of the well-known treatises and data of the architects of imperial hist.oriography, for instance, Lord Hailey, Sir Alan Pim, Lord
Lugard et a1. Where ambitious and well-informed sources like I.
Halpern and Hugh Ashton are drawn upon at length, the author
does so without skill and freshness of approach, disenchanting one
with boredom. Since the author had research facilities, it is disquieting how the findings of his field work do not throw light. He
simply abdicates his own judgment before the source material of
others, which, to him, has the finality of a catechism.
One finds the background material to the social and historical
development of Lesotho superficially dealt with, while the formation
and disintegration of the political parties lacks in-depth study and
convincing conclusions. Indeed, one finds the crystallisation and
regrouping of forces as corruption and the power struggle ravaged
the ranks before and after independence not only a rectilineal,
sterile exercise but rather a terrain ripe for exploration It does not
get. The political personalities he light upon should have been conceived of as living and acting in a flux situation, with temptations
and tendencies of its own. The situation should have been seen \'
within the global political conflagration with its specific effects on
the South African melting pot. Mokhehle Khaketla Leabua are
not chance orphans of an age devoid of landmarks. They reflect in
themselves,and for themselves, the conflicting mores which give
that society its ustenance and also cause it inner convulsions. The
Profe Sor of Political Theory and Government gives the impression
that he is dealing with pieces of inert matter mysteriously anchored
somewhere beyond the pressures exerted upon them by the member and enemies of their society, with whom they are interacting
in the teep road of self-determination.
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The cover picture is not that of a Mosotho, which is contrary
to the good intentions of the credulous specialist in Lesotho. The
drain-pi~e-size tobacco pipe dangling with beads, the necklace and
the ear-rIngs, the bracelet and the way the blanket is worn! That
the author received this unrepresentative specimen from the Lesotho
Department of Information eloquently speaks of the misdemeanours,
the towering arrogance and baneful ignorance of that office in the
new dispensation.
The style of the study is too trendy, threadbare.
The title itself betrays the author's lack of appreciation of the
precarious situation in which Lesotho finds itself. He has a markedly
soft spot for the Republic of South Africa, whose vacabulary and
posture he uses. For example, " ... lacking geographical access to
independent Africa, Lesotho ... cannot be used easily by the O.A.U.
as a channel for the infiltration of guerillas and saboteurs into the
Republic". (Footnote, p 54.) Whereas guerillas and saboteurs in
civilian clothes and with technical-aid camouflage are the mentors
of quislings in the New Kingdom!
This veritable precis is a challenge to politically mature Lesotho
to exploit its resources, natural as well as human. Basotho researchers must come to the fore-but for some bureaucratic chicanery
to frustrate intending ones, mistakenly considered undesirable. We
have within these eighty-eight pages, writhing like a wounded python,
kindness grown unkind.
.

Coming
of Age
MARTIN LEGASSICK
THE DAWN OF AFRICAN HISTORY by R Oliver (Oxford
University Press 2nd edition 13s.6d. cloth; 7s.6d. paper)
AFRICA FROM EARLY TIMES by P.J.M.~McEwern(Oxford
University Press, 5s.)
Ten years ago, as the political decolonisation of Africa was
beginning, a series of lectures on African history was given on the
BBC General Overseas Service; they were published in 1961 as 'The
Dawn of African History'. "Dawn" was used in two senses, but in
the historiographical sense the lectures marked a rebirth rather than
a dawn: the rebirth in a new form of the idea of an African history,
which had been repudiated by whites during the colonial period.
And if the new vehicle for African independence was the nation-state
so the oral folk traditions which formed the bulk of what had been
history to pre-colonial African societies were to be integrated into a
modern scientific history of Africa. At that time the nature of this
history mattered less than the assertion, revolutionary for whites,
that Africa had a history; that a few years after the battle of Crecy
Ibn Battuta could write of Mali that "there is complete security. . .
Neither traveller, nor inhabitant in. it, has anything to fear from
robbers or men of violence." And if such statements have now
become rather hackneyed, they are still unfortunately necessary
to rebut views (still held even by some eminent historians) of Africa's
past as a meaningless ferment of barbaric peoples.
But in the meantime the new African history has come of age.
African children are increasingly learning of their own cultural past
instead of "our ancestors the Gauls". Not only in African universities,
but in Britain, Western and Eastern Europe, the United States,. and
elsewhere, teaching and research in the history of Africa is wellestablished. A flood of writing has appeared, and the maturity of
the discipline is evidenced in indications of the growth of historiographical "schools". Schools which for the moment differ mainly
in their concentration on different problem areas (European-Africa

interaction on the West African coast; resistance to white penetration
and proto-nationalism) but which also show signs of conflict on overall interpretation.
The revised version of 'The Dawn of African History', taken
together with 'The Middle Ages of African History'(1967), with the
same editor and publisher, might be expected to demonstrate the
results of this spate of research: "revisions have been made" claims
the foreword to the 'Dawn', "to take into account recent historical
research". But the alterations in the book are minor: Leakey's new
hypotheses on man's evolution, very minor changes in the histories
of Ethiopia, the Fulani Empire, Benin, Dahomey, and the Congo,
and almost semantic revisions elsewhere. In some cases recent research is incorporated in chapters in the ·'Middle Ages', which grew
from BBC talks in 1967, and whose chronological and regional focus
in fact overlaps that of the 'Dawn'. No doubt authors are reluctant
to devote time to revision of short chapters in introductory works,
particularly if later findings are partly incorporated in a companion
volume. No doubt too a large part of the last ten years' research has
been on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries rather than the
historiographically more complex pre-colonial period. Nevertheless
these minor revisions leave the 'Dawn' as neither fish nor fowl:
neither a "classic" of synthesis of the state of knowledge in 1958,
nor representing the state of knowledge in 1968.
This is most serious with regard to the sort of speculative
theories that thrived on the vacuum of detailed evidence existing when
the 'Dawn' was published. A number of these hypotheses are perpefuated in the new edition, giving them the dubious sanction of a
revision date of 1968. The matter is doubly unfortunate in that some
of these hypotheses are a hangover from colonialist African historiography, from the attempt not only to make broad and unsupported
generalisations, but to do so in a way which would reconcile racist
theories of African "primitiveness" with the undisputed facts that
significant states and cultures did exist on the continent. None of
the authors in the 'Dawn' can be accused of racism, so one can only
explain the hangover by the logic that it is harder to kill a theory
than to create one. Nevertheless historians, in marshalling their
evidence into judgments, have a duty not only to the facts but to
the history of ideas: that certain hypotheses flourished in a racist
climate, and grew out of the Social Darwinist and "conquest" schools
of sociological thought of the end of the nineteenth century, should
lessen their credibility as much as specific pieces of refuting evidence.
In a quite unmodified chapter by A.J. Arkell, for example, we
are told "This region [Cush] in the Valley of the Nile ... was in
fact the vital channel through which the influence of ancient Egypt
passed southwards into the rest of Africa. .. after the fall of Meroe
the royal family that had ruled there for more than a thousand years
moved west ... and sired many another little kingdom where the
ruler was divine and the institutions reflected the degenerate Egyptian institutions of Meroe. With them went the knowledge of ironworking across Africa ... once iron-working was known [in the Lake
Chad area] it was diffused by more than one route into Africa south
as well as west of Chad" (pp.9-12). These hypotheses, supported elsewhere in the book (pp.27, 60-1) were also central in Basil Davidson's
earlier writings and.Qliver and Fage's 'Short History of Africa'. Even
ignoring the theoretical issues of the nature of "divine kingship", and
the concept of diffusion as applied to social institutions (both of which
are controversial matters), the hypotheses are highly dubious. It
seems more likely-and much of the evidence has been collected or
analysed by M. Poznansky at Makerere College- that the civilisation
of Cush, rather than "degenerate Egyptian", was a southern-influenced
(i.e. Negro) culture whose Egyptian overtones were relatively superficial. The civilisation decayed gradually, and not in a single battle
against Axum. Nor is there the slightest evidence for (and some against)
*See his article "Kingship, Archaelogy, and Historical Myth",
'Uganda Journal', I, (1966),1-22. I am also grateful for analysis
in unpublished papers by Kennell Jackson and Gail Schoettler,
graduate students at UCLA and UCSB respectively.
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the diffusion of iron-working and social institutions westward or south- Africa, and carrying with them a particular, rather characteristic
ward through the "Meroitic filter": dates for iron-working in Southversion of African divine kingship, which blossomed in these widely
Central Africa, at Nok in Nigeria and at Meroe are almost contemporary~ separated regions. (2nd ed. pp.58-9)
and it seems far more likely that for Nok at any rate the knowledge cam,
Oliver has indeed purged his references to "Hamites"-a term
wpich can now be used linguistically if at all (and which, incidentally,
across the Sahara from the north.
The importance of the Sahara over this perio.d is underlined in
although not in the index, is still used in the old sense on pp.5, 14,
Basil Davidson's recent 'Africa: History of a Continent' (1966). He
22, 28 in the revised 'Dawn'-but the thesis has not been essentially
altered. Evidence that the stone building begun at Zimbabwe in the
argues that the common features of West African, Egyptian and other
societies bordering the Sahara should be sought in the formative period eleventh century should be attributed to pastoral migrants deriving
from Ethiopia via the Great Lakes simply does not exist. The rulers
from 5500-2000BC: this was a period when the Sahara was fertile
of Ankole and Ruanda are now recognised as of the same culture as
and when agriculture commenced in the adjacent pre-dynastic Egypt
as well as, rather later, in the Sahara itself. The common "Saharanthe Chwezi dynasty of western Uganda (c.135 0-1500AD): it is as
Sudanese" culture dispersed as the Sahara dried ~p, and soon after
likely that they were Bantu-speakers as non-Bantu immigrants from
the north, and their differences of physique from their subjects may
this we find the first evidence of trans-Saharan trade routes which
be explicable by different diet. The pottery associated with Chwezi
were an important avenue of stimulus between North Africa and the
Western Sudap until comparatively modern times. The Sahara, and
culture does not appear between that area and the south, nor in
trans-Saharan trade routes are inadequately treated in the 'Dawn' the
Rhodesia itself. Further, as Oliver has stated elsewhere himself, the
unrevised chapters by A.A. Kwapong and Bernard Lewis focus aldispersal of Bantu-speaking peoples was proceeding from a nuclear
most exclusively on Africa north of the Sahara.
centre in Katanga over roughly the period 0-1500AD, and a southward movement needs to be correlated with the presumed northThe "diffusion from Egypt" theme permeates more of the
'Dawn'. C.G. Seligman, in his classic formulation of this thesis,
ward Bantu-speaking thrust into the Interlacustrine area at this time'l
imagined that. one of the routes by which Egyptian influence peneFinally, assertions on "divine kingship" in eleventh century Rhodtrated to Negro Africa was up the Blue Nile and along the Ethiopian
esia must by their nature be entirely speculative. It seems rather
foothills to Uganda, and then south-east to the Congo. In some
that the large-scale state associated with Zimbabwe arose from a
rather corfusing way he associated this diffusion with the movement
complex of internal and external factors, including trade with the
of the "Hamites", a Caucasoid people, pastoralists, supposedly of
Indian ocean as well as new (and certainly Bantu-speaking) migrants.
superior racial ability, who imposed their domination on settled
There are other chapters in the 'Dawn' which have, fortunatel~
Negro peoples. Such theories are now widely rejected largely because foresworn such speculative history: those by Gervase Mathew~
of their unsophisticated approach to the definition of physical types, Thomas Hodgkin and Jan Vansina, for example. When first published
as well as their invalid linkage of physical type, language and culture.
these were models in the lucid presentation of the slim evidence that
Nowadays variation in physical type is regarded as more likely to have existed; none has been revised, perhaps because the authors preferred that the original form should stand as it was. This does however
occurred naturally through evolution in breeding populations than
by the mixing of definable ancestral "types". Vestigial remnants of
perpetuate some gross inaccuracies as well as depriving us of later
research on the regions concerned. For example, Mathew asserts
Seligman appeared, however, in the first edition of the 'Dawn' and
have not totally been expunged in revision; this can be seen by com- that "there is no evidence that any Arab penetrated the [East] coast
paring two versions in Roland Oliver's chapter "The Riddle of Zimsouth of Cape Guardafui until the second half ot the eighteenth
century" when it is known that by the start of the sixteenth century
babwe":
.
[In Ankole and Ruanda] There is a governing class of Hamitic, many Arab traders were living in the Rhodesian area. One would
have liked to see Vansina revise his chapter to summarise his
Caucasian pastoralists, and a subordinate class of Negro cultivators
... There is no evidence-at least not yet- on which to argue that
seminal 'Kingdoms of the Savanna' (1966) instead of concentrating
Southern Rhodesia was colonised precisely from Ankole and Ruanda. as he does on the comparatively minor Kuba state: Mathewand
We have no reason, as yet, to suppose the kingdoms of Ankole and
Hodgkin could have given fresh syntheses of the East Coast and·
Ruanda go back as far in time as the buildings at Zimbabwe ... But
Western Sudan respectively. Of these three chapters only Hodgkin's
(and the slightly revised chapter by Fage on the West African coast)
there is, in my judgement at least, more. than sufficient evidence on
which to argue that the political and dynastic institutions of the
are amplified by material in the 'Middle Ages'.
Zimbabwe-Monomotapa culture and of the Ankole-Ruanda culture
must have had a common ancestry. And, given the notion of a
Despite these deficiences of theory and detail, one detects
only two major gaps in the coverage of the 'Dawn' and the 'Middle
ruling minority, of Hamitic or Semitic ancestry, with political instiAges' together: one of these is the controversial story of the distutions of this particular kind, it seems to me that in the present
state of knowledge we must look for its origins somewhere within
persal of Bantu-speaking peoples over East, Central and Southern
the frontiers of modern Ethiopia ... in the group of Hamitic or
Africa. This type of crucial controversy-like that over institutional
Semitic kingdoms which bordered the ancient Abyssinian kingdom
diffusion from Egypt-is perhaps best dealt with in selected readings
rather than a textual synthesis. Two such readers have recently
on the south and west ... (1st ed. pp.58-9)
[In Ankole and Ruanda] There was an upper class of people
appeared: one, in three volumes, edited by P.J.M. McEwen, and
leading the life of specialised pastoralists, herding cattle, living entire- the other, entitled 'Problems in African History' (1968) edited by
lyon milk or meat, and disdaining all forms of cultivation. And there Robert CoUins: of these tpe latter is by far the more satisfactory.
was a subordinate class of people who lived by agriculture. Though
It is always a possible temptation to quibble with selections included in a reader, and this is not my intention here. But whereas
both communities now speak the same Bantu language, the pastoralists have traditions of an original migration into the area from the
Collins groups his readings around problems (such as the two
far north, whereas the cultivators have no recollection of having lived mentioned above), offering selections with different viewpoints,
McEwen's volume (that given me for review covering 'Africa from
elsewhere. Physically, the pastoralists are markedly taller than the
Early Times to 1800), seems to be attempting an inclusive "scissors
cultivators and most of them have sharp pointed features, more
and paste" history. Although it is valuable to have included a numtypical of the peoples of the Ethiopian region than of Bantu Africa.
ber of items translated from the French, the inclusion of extracts
Zimbabwe, too, is set in typical ranching country, and a tenthfrom books-and sOlnetimes from works in political science to
century Arab writer, in what seems· to be a reference to this area,
describe early history! -gives an overall uneven quality. This book
speaks of the great king of the Zanj as the possessor of vast herds
would simply confuse the student being introduced to the subject,
of cattle ... Though we have no evidence as yet that the pastoral
while more advanced readers could turn to the original books and
aristocracies of Ankole and Ruanda are as old as this, it is rather
articles themselves, almost all of which are available in the normal
tempting to see this part of East Africa as a kind of halfway house
library catering for African historians.
for pastoral migrants moving down from Ethiopia into central
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The other major gap is the scant treatment accorded Africa
south of the Limpopo in both the 'Dawn' and the 'Middle Ages'.
Shula Marks has made a gallant effort in the second volume to
repair the defects of W.M. Macmillan's chapter in the 'Dawn' (a
chapter which, even after revision, is still primarily concerned with
the Cape Coloured in the nineteenth century) but both chapters
together indicate the lack of monographic assessment of the primaryevidence. Even McEwen can reproduce as readings on sOllthern Africa only an extract from Isaac Schapera's writing on "Early
migrations of the southern Bantu" which was first published in the
1930's. I have pointed out before in these pages the lack of research
on the Southern African Iron Age: fortunately a conference held
in Lusaka in July, sponsored by The University of Zambia and the
University of California (Los Angeles), and organised by Professor
Leonard Thompson, has been a start towards closing this gap. The

papers on South Africa presented at this conference, which deal
both with pre-1800 history of Africans and with African societies
in the nineteenth century, will hopefully be published in the near
future. But they are only a beginning. The trite observation holds
that more questions were asked than answered, though they were
questions that no one was bothering to ask before. With concentrated effort by those involved it should be possible over the next
ten years to illuminate the processes at work in .the South African
interior before 1800, the dynamics of African state-building, andperhaps most important in an era when the people of southern
Africa are reasserting their history through a programme of revolutionary war-to rediscover the magnificent epic of the long and
widespread wars of resistance to white conquest fought by the
peoples of the subcontinent, at first separately and never as a
united force, but with growing co-operation and co-ordination.

Moli, I'm still weeping, for Enanga was going to become my
wife and now you say she is dead!
I think of the past. I think of our hopes and I do not know if
I shall ever want to marry again, for I loved her as I have never loved
before, as I am sure I shall never love again. I do not know how my
mother took the news for she too loved her.
Moli, I'm weeping like a child, thinking of the night I asked
Enanga to become my wife.
It was in Tiko, nine years ago. We had been visiting her aunt
in the town and were returning to Upper Costain.
It was shipment day, or rather shipment night. And here, on
this side of the world, so far away from home, I close my eyes and
see locomotives with all their carriages loaded with bananas rumbling to the wharf where they are unloaded and the bananas shipped
to Europe. You cannot imagine how expensive they are over here.
We pay very highly for them. And I see lorries from Molyko and
other plantations tearing down Likomba Hill with more bananas.
And I see the night sky of our country, the few stars, and our
mountain in the clouds. And I think of you all and I'm sad but
not as sad as tonight that I have your letter before me with the
news that Enanga is dead.
"Why did you decide to go to Lagos?" I recall her asking me
that night.
It was at the Water Tank. I think a locomotive was there;
perhaps two, drinking water and dropping ashes and fire on the
rails.
"I have to go", I told her. "They have huge public libraries
there; and you know I want to further my education."
"Education."
"Sure."
"Areh't you tired of books."
"Not yet. Are you?"
"I am," she said. "I'm tired of the Convent. I'm tired of
studies. I want to be free."
"It will come."

"When."
"Some day. And luckily pretty soon. Two years isn't a long
time."
"I think it is."
"Patience," I said, putting my arm around her as they do in
the films. "Patience."
"That's just what I haven't."
"It will come."
"That's right" she said sarcastically. "Every thing: it will
come;. every thing, it will come-"
"Yes," I said, smiling. "All will come. Everything. Learn
to hope and wait."
"I'm tired of learning," she said and stopped and then she
was shaking her head as if she was really tired of everything. "Tired."
"Come on," I said. "Let's go, my portable darling."
That was how I used to call her, you know, because she was
so small. Tell her, if you should see her in a dream, that I am praising her looks and her character to the world. Her black oval face.
Her sincere eyes. And she was courageous, especially as she had
lost her father and mother and for the last three years she was
working her way through school.
She worked in the Mission during holidays to make some
money; and from what she told me the Reverend sisters liked her
very much.
"And how long are you going to be there?H she asked:
"How am I to know?" I answered. "Maybe one year, or less
or maybe two years. My plan is to go to Europe from there."
"When win you sail?"
"To where? To Lagos or to Europe?"
"Europe:'
"I don't know."
"Everything: , you don't know; everything, you don't know.
And still you are talking of going away."
I laughed. "I still have the G.C.E. Advanced Level to pass,
you know. That I intend to sit in Lagos. And for your information
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1 am leaving Tiko next month." 1 had wanted to keep the actual
date of my departure secret from her because I knew that if she
was made to realise how soon I would be going away she would be
very sad and she would cry a lot. It made her look even smaller
and frail. And she looked alone. When~ver she was sad 1 was reminded of the fact that she 'had lost her father just after she was
born; and her mother when she'was thirteen. They had gone
away fo.rever, silenced by death, covered up by the earth, leaving
her behInd at the mercy of anyone who would decide to be 'her
husband. And I had decided to be that man, convinced that I
would make her and our children happy.
"Next month," she said under her breath.
, We walked in silence. "I shall write often," I said to break
the sIlence.
"What date next month?" she asked.
I could feel how chilly she had become.
"The seventh."
"That is in a fortnight's time?"
"Yes."
She didn't cry as I had expected; but I knew she was suffering as I had neyer seen her suffer before; for I wasn't only her lover.
She hadn't any brothers or sisters, as you know' and I had become
a kind of brother to her.
'
How was she to know if we shall ever see each other again?
How was she to know if I wouldn't meet another girl in Lagos or
in Europe and forget her?
As we w~lked in silence it seemed to me that those questions
were on her nund. And for the first time in my life I thought there
was something unfair in growing up. Hearts which were full of
hopes, hearts which were always looking forward to tomorrow,
become he,arts heavy with memories as life becomes a bitter struggle to surVIve, succeed and prosper-an internal and exterI1al struggle. We turn our backs on home, as I would be doing in a fortnight's
time. I was going to take a look at the world and to work. It was
a gamble. And it was a pity that 'I was leaving Enanga behind.
Leaving love behind.
"What are you going to study when you finally go to Europe?"
"Medicine, I think," I said. "I'll be a doctor." I felt very
prou:d of myself and I. wanted her to be' proud of me. "Yeah, I'll
quahfy and then come back right here and marry you." She
glanced at me and I think she gave a little laugh which sounded
slightly bitter. "Don't think I'm joking," I cried almost furious.
"I mean it. I'm going to marry you!"
,
"But don't shout!"
"I'm not shouting," I said. "But you didn't seem to think I
meant what I was saying."
"What did I say?" she asked. "Did I open my mouth?"
"You didn't," 'I said, quickly. "Now I want you to open it.
Are you going to be my wife?" She didn't reply for a long time.
!he mo?n had risen. I could hear children singing bolobo songs
In the dIstance. The moonlight was silvery on the banana leaves.
And from time to time the siren of a locomotive rose into the
night. Not many stars in the sky; and clouds were still on the
mountain. "Enanga."
"Yes?"
"You heard what I said."
"Yes."
"Will you marry me?"
"Yes," she said; and then added. "But you are going away."
"I shall return," I said. "Just be patient and wait for me."
But circumstances were unfair to her; for nine months after
my arrival in Lagos everything was set for my departure to this
land of sunshine and snow.
I wrote to her and was surprised to see her in Lagos ten days
later, exactly three days before my departure. She said she had
come to say goodbye to me. She brought good wishes and parcels
from my parents, and especially pieces of advice from my mother.
It was one of the happiest days of my life when I saw that
girl. We loved each other more than we had loved each other before for there was de~pair now in our embraces, seeing how, very

soon the long separation would begin.
And then the ~frica.n afte~noon became the evening which
gradually darkened Into nIght, nIght of conversation in low voices
and of love and very little sleep.
The next day didn't delay. The dawn broke over Lagos with
shrill vo~ce of the muezzin, calling muslims to prayer, and soon
It was mornIng, the rumble of buses and other noises.
Two days later we w.ere at the airport.
"Don't cry," I said.
"Yes," she sobbed, dabbing her eyes with a tiny handkerchief.
. "I shall wri~:." We had no time left. "Bye, Enanga," I said,
takIng her hand. And be a good girl."
"Bye," she sobbed. "Write, write ... "
" I will,'·' I promised. "Bye."
As my plane rose into the night gathering over Ikeja I looked
d?wn througb the small glass window and saw the lights of the
aIrport and those of the city a little to the south.
Mountains of clouds. Luminous dots, the lights of the city in
the grey dusk in which Enanga was returning to my room to pack
my things and return with them by road to Tiko.
T~e noise of the aircraft's engine. And I thought and thought
of my fust love. I thought of the moon and the sirens of trains and
the wind-borne voices of happy children that night she promised to
become my wife. I wished I would be returning the following year
and not after seven years if I was lucky, and ten or so, if I wasn't
very lu~ky. How was Europe? I would be arriving in autumn; and
accordIng to the books the trees would be losing their leaves. It
would be very cold, and even colder in winter. And I knew I would
be alone.
And the plane droned on its way through the night under tiny
tropic~,l star~ which, twinkling, seemed to be signalling very sadly: '
Safe Journey, you who travel with your hopes and the hopes
of others."
But I had more memories than hopes and I felt tears come
into my eyes when once more I thought of Enanga as if already I
knew we shall never see each other ~gain.
Now your letter says she is dead!
I am seeing her now in my imagination. Her oval face; the
sincere eyes. A beautiful girl and I feel the warmth of her heart.
And I hear her voice, soft, talking of hope.
Write to me. Tell me in detail how her funeral was. I am
writing a book about her in which we shall have our children and
be happy in a long dream.
~he

the rose is 11 tiger

GEORGE V. CHINTO

When our own dear mind deceives us
How can we tell
When we ourself deceive ourself
When what we see is not really how it appears
What we hear not really how it sounds
Or what we touch not really how it feels
Why can't we tell
When our own dear mind tricks us
Into fear oLbravery or happiness, love, affection or hatred?
At night the rose is a tiger in' the garden
A white sheet on the line is a ghost.
What makes a coward fear a brave man, a brave?
Why do we keep on believing the deceiving mind?
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FOR THE AFRICAN ATHLETES AT
THE XIXTH OLYMPIAD
Mexico 1968
See here the poetry,
-The fluent black body in swift epic motion
Not Homer himself competes with
In his fre~ ranging Marathon metres narrating
The funeral games of Achilles.
Look at the sculpture
As movement outreaches itself into stillness!
The figure not Myron
With bronze winning Ladas rivals.
Listen to the music,
The rhythmic feet effortlessly sweeping the tracks
In a visible vigorous Allegro,
A moto perpetuo not wizard
Paganini approaches.
Bring the palm to Mamo Walde the Ethiopian,
Salute Kipchoge Keino the Kenyan,
And the others, named legion,
Africa's wing-fotted ones
Who, under that flame out of Greece
Presiding at Mexico,
Raced home matcWessly, magnificently...
Hear the acclaiming arena, and see
How the old Aztec gods
Roused from their proud monumental stone sleep
Listen, wide-eyed
Upon Popocateptl.
VIVIAN VIRTUE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(to Wole, with love)

Sunset

onata"

Let the graying day grow,
Let the evening horns blow,
Let melting mountains go,
But let the sundown sow
In your soul
The sky-censored seed
Of a lone
And lonely longing
For the night
That, in me, must breed
Fire-desire
For your fondling,
That I should
Rise and crush the creed
That separates
Your soil from my sapling,
And makes
Us ride·upon a horse
Whose foothold
On the land slackening
Echoes the cry
That there is no heed
To the tear
Of a faintiflg foundling-

o let the sundown sow,
Let melting mountains go,
Let the evening horns blow,
Let the graying day grow.

Let the graying day grow,
Let melting mountains go,
But let the sundown sow,
In your soul,
The soil-sanctioned bulwark-bone
That must steel your soul,
Against both stick and stone,
And toughen your toe
That., to trip, is proneFor a hundred hells
Hunt for the human heart,
While a billion
Blows bang upon its door,
And unpitying paws
Pounce forth from every part,
Till cruel cries
Cake up at its very core;
Still stand stubborn
To stones that strangle the dawn,
Still stand stubborn
To stones that maim the morn,
Still stand stubborn
To stones that assail the sun,
Still stand stubborn
To stones that ambush man
o let the sundown sow,
Let melting mountains go,
L~t the evening horns blow,
Let the graying day grow.

JOHN OKAI
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DEAR MR. PATEL: Congratulations. You have qualified, and
now you are going back to your own country. Home. To your
family, to your friends, back to the places filled with childhood
memories. You are a qualified man, a graduate, and how proud
your family must be. I am sure there will be a very big crowd at
the airport, and garlands of flowers and speeches of welcome.
There will be the drive back to town, the big reception, and then
afterwards the settling down to hard work and a career.
Let me come to the point straightaway.
It is years since you left the country, and Independence was
still an illusion, a dream of the African people, imprisoned like
their leaders. The whites were in command, and you as an Indian
enjoyed many of their privileges. You were at least a second class
citizen, if not a first, though I think that at times some of the
Indians thought that they were first class subjects also. I am
writing to you Mr. Patel, so that you will understand the country
better when you do get there, and what is more important, you
will I hope, realise your position and place and what that position
and place demands from you.
You see the idea of an African Prime Minister was so alien
ten years ago that a lot of people have not woken up to it, and in
this respect I feel that your community is also guilty. Now, please,
do not misunderstand me. I do not want you to shut your duka
every time the Prime Minister passes through town. That would
be ridiculous. After all the dukas are there for a purpose, just as
a Prime Minister is for a purpose. And the dukas have playe~ a
great part in the past, and still have a great part to play: they do
still provide the best link between the manufacturers and wholesalers from all over the world and the people in the country. I
know that your parents and others came from strange sounding
villages like Bardoli and Sachin to settle in even as strange sounding places in East Africa. But they came, and worked hard, and
built up good businesses, and with that came the good house, and
the mosques, and the temples, and the schools, and the clubs, but
sad as it is these were Indian houses, and clubs, and schools, and
so you went to the Indian schools, and played with other Indian
children, and went to Indian film shows, and to Indian weddings,
and to Indian funerals, in Indian cemeteries.

So when you get back you will notice the many changes, but
what is more important, you will also see the nostalgic hankering
for the past. And your work must begin amongst your family, and
amongst the other Indians. You, as an Educated Person, will have
to bring about that change. You will have to be.an African, belong
to African clubs, send your children to African schools, do business
with Africans, go into business partnership with other Africans. In
other words live and work with other Africans, whatever their origin,
whatever their colour, or customs. After all you must remember,
Mr. Patel, that your parents just lived in another part of India situated in Africa. That will no longer do Mr. Pate!' That will not do.
I do not envisage that all these changes will take place in a
single day, or a week, or a month. It is going to be a long time
before you, and I, and all the others catch up on half a century's
neglect. But the goodwill is still there, and the hope is still there.
And as long as that goodwill and as long as that hope remains, and
as long as people like you are willing to take up that challenge, and
make the necessary sacrifices, make the necessary changes, there is
a chance for a better Africa for all of us.
. Otherwise Mr. Patel it might be better if you change your
ticket to Bombay and go back to the place where your parents
came from, for there will b~ no place for you in Africa. Good
Luck. Yours hopefully, AN AFRICAN.

DEAR MR. PATEL; Yes, there was an apparent contradiction in
signing my letter" An African" and at the same time including
"and I" in the penultimate paragraph. A simple solution to the
problem would have been to have deleted "and I" but this would
not in any way have eliminated my own particular problem as a
South African Indian in trying to identify myself with the aspirations of the Africans in South and East Africa. Thus the apparent
contradiction.
In a world of racial and national consciousness one is seldom
allowed to forget one's exact classification:
PLEASE LABEL CLEARLY
Wherever one turns
One is faced with being
A South African coloured
Or British Black:
Labelled like some lozenge
In a paint-box tin.
Yep, them that died in Belsen .
Left no yellow scar

Now, please do not misunderstand me. I do not deny your
right to your religion, and to your culture, your way of life, your
curries, or your colourful dress. What I am going to deny is the need
to regard yourself as second class, or third class, or any class except
class one. What I am going to deny is your right to call yourself
Indian first and African after that, and that also only so as to enable
you to obtain a passport. Since you were born in Africa you have
as much an African birthright as the other two hundred million
Africans.
But a right also means a responsibility, and for you this must
mean even a greater burden, for you are an educated Indian, unlike
Being an Indian I can hardly, as you say, escape from the
your parents, who did not have the opportunities that you have had.
historical charge of neglecting the problem of promoting some
And we need you, Mr. Patel, but as an African, not as an Indian, to
form of racial understanding between the Africans and the Indians
bring about better conditions for all the people.
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A line must be drawn somewhere

living in Africa. One can easily excuse this neglect and indiff~rence
o
to differences in culture, or better still blame it on to the classand racially-conscious colonial system imposed from Whitehall.
In this context mention may be made that the colour bar, as we
know it now, is a by-product of that colonial empire, in Africa, in
the southern states in America, and in the white Australia policy.
Apartheid only formalised an existing situation in the case of
South Africa. But that is another subject.
The problem I am facing now is that of being an African
Indian, and trying to forge some links between the two races.
This' you and I must do, not because it is "not nice" to be exclusive but because the very survival of the Indians in East Africa, and
perhaps at some later- stage in Southern Africa, depend on accepting, first the African rule and secondly the implications of the
changed status of the African. Only by working within this new
system of values can the Indian survive.
One can examine the plight of the Kenyan Indians in the
light of the historical neglect. One can be smug and say that "they
had it coming". But it does not alter the fact the present situation
repre·gents personal tragedies for many thousands of Indians. In
times of economic or political difficulties it is always tempting
for an ambitious and/or unscrupulous politician to channel public
resentment and frustration against an easily identifiable minority
group. One does not need to go through the whole history of antisemitism to understand the extent of possible violence against a
minority group. Such things are always possible irrespective of
the identity of the majority group. The Indians in Africa are a
very easily identifiable group, and one can recall the anger and the
vehemence with which the African frustration erupted against the
Indians in Durban some twenty years ago.
Being ~ware of the problem results in a search of the possible
solutions, and this is where all you graduate Mr. Patels can play
significant roles not only as Indians but also as Africans.
Job discrimination is, I agree, deplorable but it must be viewed
as a back-lash of the colonial system. It does not require any special
skill to stamp a passport or to issue stamps, and the mistake was
made in employing Indians in these ocapacities instead of training
and using local African labour. This has happened and any protest
abroad now is futile. But burning an Indian shop is a real public
manifestation of that resentment and anger. The Indians in Kenya
will have to accept more and more job discrimination in spite of
what the local politicans might say. The hope lies in accepting the
new situation and adapting and changing to meet this new challenge.
Which is why I suggested that you either change your ticket
to Bombay in spite of what the Indian government might say, or
find a new place for yourself in Africa, by making the necessary
sacrifices and accepting the essential changes. You and your family
could emigrate to wherever else is. possible, perhaps to Canada. But
do not make the mistake of living again in exclusive inward-I09king
groups. Wherever you go, you will have to accept that a minority,
anywhere and everywhere and always, is liable and susceptible to
violence and discrimination, in spite of all the goodwill and hopes
of good men and women. Good luck again, Your, AN AFRICAN.

And when with his bathroom towel
Thrown over his morning shoulder,
God leaves his dawn-deserted door
For the invisible path that leads
To the rising sun's river-sea,
I shall step into his way, and
Plant my one one-quarter feet
Firmly upon the feeble earth,
I shall weep the hell-world out
Of my inside and thereafter shout:
Someone has stolen away
My great grandmother's bones!
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.
When God's own ghost unhairs my skull,
While the silent sky unto all this a witness is,
I shall beg the trotting toad to teach my hide
How to tiptoe against the tide in the serpent's hiss,
When God himself disarms nlY arm,
While the wild wind unto all this a witness is
I shall resume the song that tames the charm'
In the python's poison and the maiden's kiss.
When the white tender clouds
In the sun-saluted sky above
Cake up into a pity-pawned piece
Of charcoal darker than darkness,
DescendO God! descend 0 God!
Upon mammalian jungle-dungeon
And help your disciples to teach
Me to forget the very things
I ought not to forget:
Breathing, thinking and dreaming.
Descend 0 God! descend 0 God!
To the echo-wail-boom and music of
The Dodonpo and the Odono
And the festive Buntim Obonu,
Break through the Zaana zone
Of the light eleven light years.
Descend 0 God! descend 0 God!
Someone has stolen away
My great grandmother's bones!
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.

*
[Modzawe: an Akan-Ga word meaning ~blood-place' where in the past
the Gas' important decisions were taken and social criminals beheaded.]

A day that I imagine...

I imagine myself coming in to the Asiatic bazaar one day and
trader too is no fault of the African. How can I blame Zambia's
finding it as closed and lifeless as it usually is on Sundays and holidays. policy of Africanization when the African there has been economiI imagine myself coming up there in the evening and finding the shop- cally pressed down before the advent of independence, so that on
ping throng absent; the many young boys to be found hanging around the coming of freedom the African found himself a hundred miles
the verandahs, and leaning on the walls and pillars, not there. The
behind economic competitors belonging to the other racial groups?
group that play the dice, and like hyenas crowding a dead deer, stoop No one can catch up in a race with able athletes when the latter
businesslike over the white stones, are not there. The group that jive start a hundred miles ahead of him.
to a Mbaqanga hit blurting from a juke-box in the restaurant, jiving
The aim of Africanisation or socialism is not to do a deliberate
diligent~y as if they wo'!ld ?e paid, also not there. Even on Sundays
injustice to the others, but to correct a wrong, lest it becomes
and holIdays the.shopplng IS ~uch reduced, ~ut stll1 the ~afes a!1 d
chronico It is essential to bring the African to the level of the others
restaurants remaIn o~en, an~ fIgures stream In and out WIt~ artIcles
who, through the aid of colonial racialistic laws, started unfairly,
bought, for some darIng IndIans open the back~oors of then shops
otherwise independence would be meaningless.
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hard on its belly, amazes it much. The whole area is stunned and
means the death of the AfrIcan trader.,
~
asking the question: what's wrong with the world? where are people?
For example, my father a self-made bUSIness man, mender of
is life ended?
leaking pots and bicycles, reels between the location and a::Bantu
If I were in Zambia I would know what the place is like after
a~ea' ~n Sekhukhuniland. ~e sways there an~ back unable to make up
the withdrawal of the trading-licence of non-Zambians, after the
his mIn~ wha~ to d~, knowIn,g very ~el1 that If he leayes th:, urban
demand that they sell their shops. I can't say how it would be over
area, a ~gant1c Ber~In wall WIll sprmg up at the whIm of Influxthere but in S.A. I know. Here, Indian shops have clubbed together
control and sto~ hIm from comIng back. At the .Bantustan-:-a solderIng
so that next door there is always an Indian shop. Just imagine if
rod for people WIth no pots but those of clay? BIcycle repaIrs for,
they all closed and there were no buyers! Vorster's government has
people who ride ponies? What businessman w~uld not ?roan at this?
been hinting at this for some time. Not very long ago a minister said
. In another case, ~he Greyhound bus servIce, a w~Ite concern
that he was sick and tired of seeing Indian boys behind counters and had Just bought an AfrIcan bus company and route whIch was owned
warned them now to start looking for other jobs.
by an African in my location. This dispossessed African was compelled
In S.Ao the Group Areas Act has already been on the neck of
to run buses in a Bantustan, conveying people who had nowhere to go
the Indians, and now Separate Development is on their necks too.
but to till their fields. What trader would go to such blighted areas
It is Vorster's policy that Indians trade among Indians, and
when he is in desperate need of an injection of capital from entrepreneurs with capital to spare?
Africans among Africans. From the point of view of an African
trader, this policy seems advantageous. To the black man who has
Even staunch apartheid supporters among the African businessmen, like the Shabalalas, are now quitting S.A, for Swaziland to start
been denied an opportunity to trade and hasn't enough money to
compete with the Indian trader who started ages ago, this seems good. their business there. And in the meantime they howl "Bantu educaThe African has been exploited for so long. (If it seems a disputable tion is good" and they send their children to study in Swaziland. They
allegation that Africans are exploited, a just measure of exploitation
howl "Bantustans are a sound idea", and they run to establish busiis unequal pay for the same job on the basis of colour. The African
nesses in neighbouring Swaziland. They shriek, "Africans are not
has been oppressed economically - he can't do business where he
persecuted by white domination", and they remove their families
and relatives from the clutches of white rule, and build for them
likes, influx control through the passbook strangles him. Now there
is only one place where he can do business: it is in the Bantustan.)
mansions in Swaziland.
True, we can't blame the Indian for this, but on the other hand,
The government started pressure on the complacent African
trader after the failure of the border industry ventureo White industhe fact that the Indian has suffered under the thumb of the white
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rialists would not go to such blighted areas.
cant. from page 3
ow South Africa practises some kind of socialism-fascist sociacan the majority hope that government .will act in their interests.
·.~In-by taking ownership of railway transport, and large: shares of
This is the very basis of democracy. It IS not the whole of democracy,
e Iscor Steel, Pretoria, and Escom powers, and controllIng every
for that includes some rights for minorities too. But no one has
11' nner of business of the black man. It has Stalin-like central planpreviously suggested that the problem of ensuring justice for minorinirH! to enforce economic separate development, with laws like Job
ties can be satisfactorily solved by giving the minority in a state total
Re '. .ervation, 90-day detention, house arrest, Sabotage Act, an.d ~he
power over the majority.
Suppression of Communism Act. All these laws a~e characterIstIc of
I do not wish to be misunderstood on this point. I am not now
a facist-socialist country. Why must S.A. pretend It belongs to the.
arguing for immediate majority rule in Rhodes~a..1 am arguing that
\restern bloc, when by the nature of its rule it does not? Perhaps It
there must be no independence before that majOrIty rule has been
.s b c use the Western countries are holding maj or investments of
achieved. If Britain, or Ian Smith, were saying that the majority in
capital here. But these Western states are fooled if they think S.A. is
Rhodesia are not ready for independence yet, so colonialism has to
in any way a Western-type democracy.
continue, I might disagree. But my disagreement would be of t~e
When three-quarters of the population of a country are ruled
same kind as other disagreements we have here. It would be a dISand ppressed by a quarter of that population, the minority of rulers
agreement about timing, about techniques-not about a principle.
f If s the only bureaucracy, and since the minority are the only ones
But as it is we are disagreeing about a pr.inciple. For we are disathat can launch political parties, the country becomes a one-party .
greeing ab~ut handing a majority over to the control of a minority.
~tate. The political parties of the majority are banned. The two whIte And once that is done there is no going back on it. Even if the
parties in S.A. only differ in their squabble on how best .to oppr~ss ~he British Go;vernment decided later that it had made a mistake, it
non-white. They are merely the hawks and doves of whIte domInatlon~ could not undo it. The minority would already have the powerThey are in fact one party, since t.ru.e opposition belongs only to the
and would be using it.
majority which is suppresse~. ThIS IS therefore a one-party state.
Yet the implication of some of the remarks which have been
Under this system, prIvate property belongs only to the bure~u made in the Conference and outside, is that by insisting on NIBMAR
crats the minority rulers. The 'public' is the embodiment of a partIas th~ only basis on which independence in Rhodesia can be recogcular' group of individuals wh~ hold pr~per~y, i.e. the bureauc!ats,
nised we are somehow being undemocratic. It is said that only the
the minority rulers. In S. Afnca the mInorIty possess everyth~ng, and
people of Rhodesia themselves can decide whether they are willing
any deals and contracts of investment the free wO:ld ~akes wIth such to accept any particular constitutional proposals; it is not up to
a country, it makes it with the bureaucrats, the mInorIty rulers. (The
Commonwealth members, or anyone else, to decide on their behalf.
Western Powers know this as they are trading with S.A.) The Black
This argument sounds very nice. For the right of a people to
majority owns virtually no property, .that is no land and no hous:s.
decide their own destiny is what all the argument is about. It would
The Black man is a migrant labourer In the urban area where he hves.
be possible for the British people, tomorrow, to decide to hand over
Everything he has is leased to him, and it can be taken from .him at
their government to an aristocracy, to a dictator ~ or to impose eduthe whim of a superintendent, who often says he must own In the
cational qualitifcation for the vote or membershIp of the GovernBantustans. So since the bureaucrats in S.A. own everything as a
ment. They could decide to pass responsibility for the administragroup as in communist countries, there is no private ownership of
tion of this country to Germany, V.S.A., or anyone else. The rest
property in S uth Africa.
.
.
of the world may be amazed or appalled at such a decision, but it
White rule does not tire of harpIng on a seemIng state of peace
in .A. Yet, over 99% ofP.A.C. members released from jail are banned would have no right to interfere if the British people had freely
an banished. They live with gun barrels at their temples. That is the come to the conclusion that this is what they wanted.
The Czechoslovakian people could have accepted the Russian
ki d of peace xisting here. Now to crowd a group of people in a
occupation;
they did not do so. But suppose the Russian Governc - centration amp, with guns pointed at them, and then ho.wl "there
ment had found some stooges to take over the Czechosloval Governis peace in the camp" is the vilest form of self-deception. It IS t?e
ment; in the course of time this 'new government' would almost
vilest form of ontempt for human intelligence to expect mankInd to
certainly have held a referendum to legitimise its authority. Would
believe you.
the rest of us not have looked with some scorn at the result? We
Peace is a voluntary state, arising from contentedness. It is not
would have done so for very good reasons. It would not mean that
a compulsion on people, facing them with horrible spooky monsters
we rejected the right of a people to decide to be occupied by foreign
and nightmares. If you silence a crying child by thrusting a lizard at
troops and governed by those installed by those troops. Our scorn
her, never assume that she is at peace. Peace is not to be maintained
would 'have been the result of knowledge that a 'test of opinion'
by the gun or by fear. One is not going to whip a child who wailed
made at the point of a gun is meaningless.
hen he saw a snake under his bed; one will rather proceed to kill
Mr .Gorton made the same point in relation to Vietnam. He
the snake, but you who will whip the child and not kill the snake,
said that Australia hoped to see the people of South Vietnam freely
have yourself planted the snake there. You do this because it is not
able to choose their own form of government in a manner that was
the subordination of the child that you want to achieve, but his
not only free but seen to be free; it was this outcome that the Paris
death.
talks must secure.
Our death is what you have always sought. But you want to
I understand that. I also understand why the South Vietnadestroy us imperceptibly. It has been your aim to make yourselves,
mese elections 'were not held in areas effectively under the control
the whites, the majority in this country, and you realised your immiof the Vietcong. It was argued that the people in those areas could
gration policies do not do this quickly enough. For I can tell you
not be expected to vote against the Vietcong, because to do so would
that unless you resort to 0 tright genocide, you are not going to
be to invite reprisals from the Vietcong. The act of voting would not
ave the extinction of the Black man in this country. For every
make the Vietcong go away even if that was what the people wanted,
an you kill, we give birth to three.
so no effective choice could be offered to them. To organise an
Yes, I would like to remind you of what might happen in future.
election in that- area, even if possible technically, was not only meanon't cry about the Indians in Zambia. If is not the Indians you will
.
ingless, it was also highly dangerous to the participa~ts:
~ee suffering in the future in S.A., it is yourselves. Oppression is
This is exactly the position we take in RhodeSIa In relatIon to
xercised by the white inority. We might forgive an error of know'principle No.5' of the Fearless ProJ?osals. .
. .
.
morality. Hanging free~om fighte.rs in
leqge, but not a breach
First, we in Tanzania regard It has hIghly SUSpICIOUS that BnRhodesia, with full kno ledge of what you are dOIng, knOWIng that
tain should think of asking the people of that country whether they
our judgment of man is the pigmentation of his skin~that's not an
agree
to being governed by a minority which is distinguishable by
rror of knowledge. Likewise when you persecute AfrIcan traders,
its
money,
its privilege,-and largely by its colour. We cannot underyou turn them against y urselves. Watch.
stand why Britain wishes to do this in Rhodesia, whereas elsewhere
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she insisted on majority rule. But although this seems to us peculiar,
we have no objection to the people being offered a real and free
choice on this matter. Only we do have the same reservations about
'tests of opinion' in Rhodesia as we have in communist countries.
Just as it is no use asking Australia - or Tanzania - to believe that
people will express their real opinions about a police state if that
police state will still have control over them after they have voted,
so it is no use asking Tanzania - and I hope not Australia - to
believe that people will express their real opinions about a Rhodesian minority government, if that minority government remains in
effective control whatever they say.
Yet that is the position in Rhodesia under the Fearless Proposals. We are told that there will be a 'test of opinion' taken by a
Royal Commission. If 'the people of Rhodesia as a whole' say that
they are willing to 'accept the Fearless Proposals, then the Smith
Regime will stay, and be recognised by Britain. If the 'people of
Rhodesias a&:a whole' say they are not willing to accept these proposals, but insist upon majority rule before independence, then the
Smith Regime will stay and will not be recognised by Britain! In
both cases the oppressive and discriminatory regime continues to
govern the people. In fact the people are not being given a choice
about their own government; at most they are being asked to agree
that Britain should recognise the legality of their oppression. lan
Smith put it slightly differently according to yesterday's paper; he
said the question at issue was 'a sort of trade agreement'.

very nice. So does a lot of similar talk elsewhere in the world-but
we don't accept it there. We have a look at the real meaning of the
words. And in Rhodesia we have to recognise that certain conditions
would have to be fulfilled before a real 'test of opinion' could be held.
There would have to be a British-or international-administration, with effective control of the police, army and air force. That
British administration would have to allow free political activity over
a period adequate for all the people to be able to hear the arguments
and understand the choice they were being asked to make.' And that
administration would have to assure the people that if they vote for
independence under minority rule it will be effected, and if they vote
against it then British rule will continue until there is majority rulehowever long it takes.

We are told that this is unrealistic talk, and that the illegal
minority regime would never agree to allow the British to take
over control of the country for this purpose. That may be so.
But in that case why do we talk about the people of Rhodesia
making their own qecision about whether to accept promises
which run counter to the declared policies of the persons making
them? Either the people can make a free choice or they cannot.
If the Regime which is in control of the people's lives now is not
prepared to allow conditicins~for a real choice to be made, then
that is the end of the matter. We have to carry on without giving
the people a chance to opt for continued racial discrimination,
minority rule, and so on.
This brings me to my final point. We are told that a settleLet -us not make any mistake about the unreality of this choice.
ment, even if not ideal, is necessary to save Africans of Rhodesia
For real and justified fear of an oppressive government does not only
from the growth of apartheid and so on. Yet no evidence is
exist in communist states. It exists in Rhodesia now. Organised
brought forward or can be brought forward, to justify the suggesopposition-by Africans especially-to the minority government has
tions that an agreement will reverse this trend. For years and years
been smashed by the ruthless use of police power, of intimidation,
the minority, controlling, community has been moving consistently
and of economic pressures. In fact communism and racial minority
rule of this kind are both based on the principle of government by
in this direction. We have now got to the point where the people
coercion. And to ask a people to express their opposition to this
who used to be called 'extremists' are now the moderates if they
coercion in the full knowledge that having done so they will be at
have not changed along with the majority. 'Separate Development'
the mercy of it, is exactly the same as asking people to vote contrary
is one of the principles of the Rhodesian Front Party-one of its
to the instructions of the man with the gun. A few brave people may aims and objects. And Smith is put forward to us as a moderate
do so; but none of us would regard the result as telling anything
because he wants to plan for five years before introducing it in its
full vigour! He just wishes to continue as at present-introducing
except what thelgunman wanted.
Nor do I see how conducting this 'test of opinion' through a
more and more legislative discrimination piece by piece as convenRoyal Commission makes the result any better. We are told there
ient to him and his government. It may well be that one of the
will be complete immunity for the witnesses to the Commission, and
things he is hoping to achieve before his five years delay has expithe members of it will be free to move anywhere and talk to everyone. red is a settlement with the British Government-on Fearless basis,
But the Commission will be operating in an area under the control of or the basis of the next warship talks.
the minority regime, where the police and the army are working for
But even if the British Government does achieve a settlement
the illegal and minority administration. The safety of the members
with Smith, they will not have achieved a settlement of the Rhoof the Royal Commission will be looked after by these people - the
desian question. The Rhodesian problem will remain, just as the
South African problem remains. The problem is there anyway:
Regime's representatives will go with them everywhere. Is this
'immunity' really very meaningful under these circumstances? Of
Why does the Commonwealth, or any member of the Commoncourse it is most unlikely that the Smith Regime would arrest, harrass, wealth wish. to surrender the principles on which we exist for the
sake of a piece of paper? Is it because sanctions are too expensive
or restrict a witness the same day, or even the same week. But what
for Britain? Or what is the reason?
about when the Commission has moved on? Are we really so sure
If every other country in the world gave up sanctions and
that 'evidence of subversion' will not suddenly be discovered, or a
recognised the Rhodesian Regime, still no Commonwealth-counlicence be withdrawn for 'trading reasons' and so on?
try could do so and us retain our boast to be united in our antiNor is this the only reason for questioning the validity of this
racialism. This Commonwealth stands for something basic to the
'test of opinion'. The Commission is supposed to be finding out the
future of mankind; but only while it stands firmly against raciapeople's views on a complex set of constitutional proposals, - and
lism and minority racial domination. The fact that we are not
remember that these people are said to be unready to vote for their
strong enough to achieve the result we need quickly must not
own government! Yet is there going to be any opportunity for
cause us to give up our principles. We have simply to keep on.
African nationalist leaders - assuming they have the courage- to
Maintain and strengthen sanctions; withdraw the Fearless procampaign for, AND AGAINST, these ~roposals t~roughout the
posals now before they have smirched our reputation for nonlength and breadth of the country? WIll they be able to hold
racialism and honesty; and reiterate the pledge to NIBMAR. We
meetings in towns and villages where the people live or where they
must do all these things. For NIBMAR is either a commitment
work, to explain the issues to the people? The answer is that it will
depend upon the minority government; the illegal regime w·ill decide or a gimmick; only if it is the latter can the Fearless Proposals
be made compatible with it. But I do not believe that this
who will be restricted, and what meetings can be held etc. And on
Commonwealth deals in gimmicks.
questions of detention and restriction there will be an appeal-to a
doubts in anyone's mind. Let us all,
Tribunal which has 2 Rhodesian nominees and 1 nominee of the
principle of NIBMAR as the only basJ~• •~_l
Lord Chancellor!
Really, this talk of the people of Rhodesia deciding sounds
nise an administration in Rhodesia, 0
.l"-.lLu"~fJIII_M"$i'i~'~Mlli...

